Integrated report 2015

Investment case
FY2015 was a year of consolidation and realignment. Heading into FY2016 our strategy has been
fine-tuned for sustainable value creation, impacting in turn on our group structure and resources.
Driven by market opportunity, we concentrate now on six focused operational/delivery
disciplines. Management is decentralised with each discipline steered by seasoned
management, who are supported by an efficient central corporate team.

Our competitive strengths
Multi-disciplinary offering

Superior gradings and

for diversification

SHEQ accreditations

Level 3 B-BBEE

Standardised

New and well-

Specialised

Cohesive

reporting systems

maintained plant

skills

group values

Recognised brand

Key equipment owned

Established efficient

in the group

central team

Vision
To be the benchmark construction group in Southern Africa, committed to the fulfilment of all our
stakeholders’ aspirations.

Core values

How we live our values

Unity

Cohesive group values in
place

Integrity

Maintained B-BBEE
Level 3
accreditation

Accountability

Standardising of
reporting systems

Commitment

Enterprise
development spend

Employee culture effectively
revitalised

Investment in
enterprise
development

Anti-competitive
legislation training

Contracting practices effectively
revised to mitigate the recurrence of
contract losses

CSI

Improved employment
equity practices

Code of Ethics

Appointed seasoned
management to lead the
five disciplines

Skills development
programme

ISO 9001, 14001 and
18001 accreditations
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Scope and boundary

This is our fourth integrated annual report,
for the year ended 28 February 2015.
In this report we aim to explain our
strategy, the key opportunities and risks
in our markets, our financial and nonfinancial performance over the year
and our expectations for the year ahead.

We focus on our material sustainability issues, which we determine through board discussion, market research,
engagement with our stakeholders, continuous risk assessments and review of prevailing trends in our industry and
the global economy.
The issues we have identified as material (in terms of the impact on Esor’s long-term sustainability) include:
• Project execution

• Reputation

• Focused disciplines

• SHEQ

• Liquidity

• Growth

• Skills shortage
Sustainability issues that are not considered material to our business are not discussed in this report.

Scope of this report – as impacted by corporate restructuring
This report presents the annual financial results and the economic, environmental, social and governance performance
of the group for the year 1 March 2014 to 28 February 2015, and follows our report for the previous year published in
May 2014. Content encompasses all divisions and subsidiaries of the company, across all regions of operation in
South Africa, Swaziland and in Zimbabwe. During the year under review the group operated through, and reports
on, three core divisions:

Esor Civils

Esor Pipelines

Esor Developments

As of 1 March 2015, Esor has been restructured into a focused construction and developments group to reflect the
disciplines on which we intend to focus going forward. (See new structure on page 6

.)

Reporting approach
The report is targeted primarily at current stakeholders and potential investors in the group. In compiling the report we
were guided by international and South African reporting guidelines and best practices, and South African legislation
including:
• Companies Act
• JSE Listings Requirements
• IFRS
• SAICA Financial Reporting Guides as issued by the
Accounting Practices Committee
• King III

• International Integrated Reporting Framework issued
in December 2013
• GRI (GRI G3.1 Guidelines). The report is compiled based
on a self-declared Application Level C. The full GRI
index is available on our website www.esor.co.za.
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We undertake the following assurance to ensure reporting integrity:
Business process

Nature of assurance

Status

Assurance provider

• Secured order book

Reviewed

KPMG Inc.

Operational/financial risk
Value of construction works secured (to be
executed as at 28 February 2015)

confirmed

Extent of construction contract profitability

• Contract profit or loss ratio

Reviewed

KPMG Inc.

Fair presentation of financial position of the

• External audit report

Assured

KPMG Inc.

• Quality review

Assured

KPMG Services (Pty) Ltd

Employment equity processes

• EE report

Assured

Department of Labour

B-BBEE

• B-BBEE scorecard

Assured

group and company
Internal audit
Empowerment

BEE Verification
Agency cc

Quality
ISO 9001

• External audit

Assured

SABS

• External audit

Assured

Dekra

• External audit

Assured

Dekra

Environment
ISO 140001
Safety
ISO 180001

Forward-looking statements

group’s external auditors and/or assurance providers have

This integrated annual report contains forward-looking

not assured these statements.

statements that, unless otherwise indicated, reflect the
company’s expectations as at 28 February 2015. Actual
results may differ materially from the company’s

Responsibility statement and review
The audit and risk committee and the board

expectations if known and unknown risks or uncertainties

acknowledge their responsibility to ensure the integrity

affect its business, or if estimates or assumptions prove

of this report. It has been reviewed by the audit and risk

inaccurate. The company cannot guarantee that any

committee, the board, company secretary, sponsor

forward-looking statement will materialise and,

and investor relations consultants. The financial statements

accordingly, readers are cautioned not to place undue

included in this integrated report have been audited by

reliance on these forward-looking statements. The

the external auditors.

company disclaims any intention and assumes no
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking

We are one of only a handful of South African companies

statement even if new information becomes available as

which publish our integrated report on the day we release

a result of future events or for any other reason, save as

results on SENS. The board of directors therefore approved

required to do so by legislation and/or regulation. The

this report on 21 May 2015.

Wessel van Zyl

Bruce Atkinson

Heather Sonn

CEO

CFO

Chair audit and risk committee
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Highlights and challenges
Highlights
HEPS from continuing operations up 23%

Rightsized business following Geotechnical
disposal

Gearing reduced to 23,6%
Streamlined plant holding and structures
Stable 2-year order book: R1,94 billion
Focused product offerings
Improved safety reporting
Aligned human resources to strategy
LTIFR of 0,37 < industry average of 1,33
Maintained Level 3 B-BBEE rating
ISO 9001, 14001 and 18001 accreditation
maintained in all divisions

Completed legacy loss-making contracts

Revitalised board

Smooth transition of new management team

Appointed two new black female

Centralised Support Services strategy

independent non-executives

implemented

Challenges

Ongoing cancellations and delays in
contract awards
Limited mega projects in the market
Increased pricing competition
Fixed cost optimisation

Margin pressure due to overcapacity
Skills retention
Difficult contractual environment
Claims finalisations

one
Diepsloot Pedestrian Bridges,
Gauteng
Esor started the R52 million construction of two landmark and iconic
pedestrian bridges in July 2013. The two pedestrian bridges will serve
densely populated Diepsloot, a township north of Johannesburg,
Gauteng, crossing William Nicol Drive, one of Johannesburg’s main
arteries. These bridges form part of the bulk infrastructure for the
Diepsloot urban development and will link the current Diepsloot to the
new. Known as the Tanganani bridges they will provide safe passage
for about 150 000 Diepsloot residents.
The intricate design includes a centre column representing the wings
of a bird taking flight and features special light boxes. This required
specialised civil-engineering construction skills and capacities, as well
as stringent on-site safety requirements. Working at height called for
strict safety protocols, especially in windy conditions, when
construction was halted on various occasions to ensure the safety of
workers. A particular achievement was the lifting and installation of the
400kg lighting features. Crossing over one of Johannesburg’s busiest
roads made it impossible to divert traffic, requiring construction over a
live road.

Esor at
a glance
Social and environmental impact
120 people were sourced from
Diepsloot to work on the project
Environmental management plan
included protecting the
threatened giant African bullfrogs
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Company profile
Esor is a multi-disciplinary construction and development group focused on niche
sectors of the construction market. We focus on infrastructure development projects
in southern Africa.

Evolving for sustainability

Esor in

FY16

Product delivery focused:

Building/Housing

Developments

Infrastructure

Pipelines

Pipe services

Sanitation

Esor in

FY15

Sector focused:

Esor

Esor

Civils

Pipelines

Esorfranki in

Esor Developments

FY14

Multi-disciplinary and geographical focus:

Esorfranki

Esorfranki

Geotechnical

Civils

Esorfranki Pipelines
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Flagship projects

Western and
Northern
Aqueducts

Kusile terrace
underground
facilities and
general services
piping

Diepsloot integrated
housing and
infrastructure
development

Footprint

Zambia

Zimbabwe

Swaziland

South Africa

Mauritius
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How we create value
What we put in and use up…

Financial

to do what we do...

Core

• Cash flow
• Working capital management
• Access to borrowings
• Credit rating
• Order book growth
• Operating margin

Civil infrastructure works
such as mines,
townships, power

• Capex

station infrastructure,

Human

crushing and

• Effective, ethical leadership

concrete structures,
earthworks

• Industry expertise

subcontractor employees

Building and housing

• Company culture

development and

• Skills – tendering, project management

refurbishments

Manufactured
• Fully equipped workshops
• Rationalised plant fleet
• Specialised pipeline equipment

Strategic planning
See pages 14 to 15
reference.

for

Financial and capital
management
See pages 98 to 100
reference.

for

Risk management

• LDC employees
• JV partner, service provider and

Central support
services

See pages 38 to 40
reference.

Commercial and legal
management
See page 40

Construction and
rehabilitation of onshore
pipelines with specialist

for

for reference.

SHEQ management
See pages 31 to 34
reference.

for

experience in

Intellectual
• Engineering skills

continuous welded

HR management

steel and large bore

See pages 29 to 31
reference.

pipelines

for

• Specialised pipeline experience

Procurement

• Seasoned management

See page 32

Social
• Transformation programme
• Skills development
• Effective stakeholder engagement

for reference.

Township and land
development for
affordable and lowincome housing

Stakeholder
management
See page 27

for reference.

projects
IT and information
management
See page 40

Natural
Provision of sanitation
• Energy
• Water

services

Taxation

for reference.
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to deliver…

Bridges

while contributing to the economy

Financial

Schools

• Shareholder value

Hospitals

• Service provider, subcontractor enablement

• Taxation

Sanitation facilities
Mine and power station
infrastructure
Building refurbishments
Water pipelines
Fuel pipelines

Human
• Job creation and sustainability
• Bursars, graduates and experienced employees
• Skills training

Gas pipelines
RDP housing
Affordable housing

Built

Gap housing

• Pipeline infrastructure for water, gas and petrochemicals

Water treatment works

• Housing, schools, road infrastructure

Pipeline maintenance

• Pipe, bridge and culvert jacking

• Mine and power station infrastructure
• Pipe rehabilitation

Pipe jacking

Intellectual

Culvert jacking
• Upskilled LDCs

Bridge jacking
By-products:
Noise
Dust
Carbon emissions

• Engineering and construction experience

Social
• Collaborative relationships with clients, unions employees,
government, shareholders, financial institutions
• Transformation
• Housing, schools, road infrastructure

Waste water

• Enterprise development supporting SMMEs

Recyclable solid waste

Natural

Hazardous waste

• Carbon footprint
• Responsible water use
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Five-year review

Consolidated statements of profit or loss
Revenue
Cost of sales
Gross profit/(loss)
Other income

2015
R’000

2014*
R’000

2013
R’000

2012
R’000

2011
R’000

1 448 363

1 592 835

2 325 958

1 771 692

1 366 433

(1 385 681)

(1 611 624)

(1 950 798)

(1 549 955)

(1 204 988)

62 682

(18 789)

375 160

221 737

161 445

10 170

10 564

27 239

1 705

(95 963)

(127 117)

(133 134)

(90 786)

taxation

(23 111)

(135 342)

269 265

132 656

49 066

Depreciation, impairments and amortisations

(78 650)

(146 419)

(118 271)

(79 510)

(65 489)

(101 761)

(281 761)

150 994

53 146

(16 423)

Operating expenses

3 654
(116 033)

(Loss)/profit before interest, depreciation and

(Loss)/profit before interest and taxation
Finance income
Finance costs
(Loss)/profit before taxation
Taxation
(Loss)/profit from continuing operations

19 538

4 980

42 369

49 726

23 703

(22 983)

(42 420)

(86 684)

(73 233)

(54 371)

(105 206)

(319 201)

106 679

29 639

(47 091)

5 314

102 862

(18 969)

(11 423)

6 330

(99 892)

(216 339)

87 710

18 216

(40 761)

–

–

87 710

18 216

(40 761)

87 710

18 216

(40 761)

(16 988)

5 830

4 609

Discontinued operations
Profit from discontinued operations, net of income tax
(Loss)/profit for the year

–

50 178

(99 892)

(166 161)

(99 892)

(166 161)

–

Headline (loss)/earnings reconciliation:
(Loss)/profit for the year
(Profit)/loss on disposal of property and equipment

(893)

294

Loss on disposal of discontinued operations

–

38 190

–

–

Gain on disposal of subsidiary

–

–

–

–

(3 654)

29 739

84 638

6 305

–

2 032

(71 046)

(43 039)

77 027

24 046

(37 774)

Basic (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

(26,4)

(43,5)

23,5

4,7

(13,9)

Diluted (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

(26,4)

(43,5)

23,5

4,7

(13,8)

Headline (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

(18,8)

(11,3)

20,5

6,2

(12,9)

–

–

Impairment of assets
Headline (loss)/earnings

–

Earnings per share

Dividend per share (cents)
* Continuing operations

–

38,0

–
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2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2013
R’000

2012
R’000

2011
R’000

Non-current assets

475 950

613 660

1 237 461

1 151 181

966 187

Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Goodwill
Financial assets held at fair value through

230 932
–
155 323

320 135
–
185 062

822 678
86 336
305 715

737 312
88 226
305 715

565 775
90 117
305 715

29 488
10 566
48 880
761

64 923
11 457
–
32 083

3
22 729
–
–

1 291
18 637
–
–

–
4 580
–
–

Current assets

753 117

935 151

1 006 320

665 288

498 164

Inventories
Non-current asset held-for-sale
Loans and receivables
Taxation
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

149
20
35
8
504
36

374
046
014
014
330
339

221 345
–
–
13 455
659 928
40 423

69 721
–
27 726
14 513
826 713
67 647

20 622
3 293
–
15 617
529 103
96 653

16 983
–
420
3 855
413 768
63 138

1 229 067

1 548 811

2 243 781

1 816 469

1 464 351

Share capital and reserves

667 340

777 219

1 053 262

937 432

703 156

Share capital and premium
Equity compensation reserve
Foreign currency translation reserve
Retained earnings

583 730
–
27 033
56 577

586
19
23
148

592
16
(21
350

389
14
(33
332

Non-current liabilities

121 586

207 802

540 326

316 658

195 562

Secured borrowings
Preference shares
Post-retirement benefits
Deferred tax liabilities

101 837
–
–
19 749

163 043
23 424
–
21 335

368
21
1
148

507
000
913
906

179 911
–
1 806
134 941

84 516
–
1 657
109 389

Current liabilities

440 141

563 790

650 193

562 379

565 633

Current position of secured borrowings
Preference shares
Taxation
Bank overdraft
Provisions
Trade and other payables

82 920
21 000
2 644
–
11 458
322 119

74 350
–
19 583
19 131
13 713
437 013

79 481
–
4 508
34 059
38 329
493 816

105 923
–
15 872
3 047
16 350
421 187

241 527
–
9 953
–
3 213
310 940

1 229 067

1 548 811

2 243 781

1 816 469

1 464 351

395 185
378 110
378 110
178,3
148,4

395 185
381 970
381 970
203,5
168,6

395 185
375 289
375 289
280,3
205,2

395 185
386 731
386 731
241,5
168,5

302 162
293 763
293 763
238,9
142,1

Consolidated statements of financial position
Assets

profit or loss
Deferred tax assets
Investment and loan to joint venture
Loans and long-term receivables

Total assets
Equity and liabilities

Total equity and liabilities
Number of ordinary shares in issue (’000)
Weighted average number of ordinary shares (’000)
Diluted weighted average number of shares (’000)
Net asset value per share (cents)
Net tangible asset per share (cents)

145
213
665
196

571
18
3
459

300
606
850
506

045
188
395)
594

449
444
188)
451
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Directorate and executive management

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Please refer to
Annexure 3 on page
139
of this
integrated report for
detailed CVs

 Executive directors

 Independent non-executive
directors

 Executive management

1. Wessel van Zyl (born 1967)

4. Eugene Erasmus (born 1948)

9. Dave Gibbons (born 1966)

CEO
CA(SA)

2. Bruce Atkinson (born 1977)
CFO
BCom (Unisa), BCom Honours
(Accounting) (UKZN) CA(SA)

B.Sc., B.Eng and M.Eng (Stellenbosch)

5. Oswald “Ossie” Franks (born 1953)
PhD (Engineering Science), BSc Eng
(Mechanical), M. Industrial Admin,
Honours Business and Admin.,
Government Certificate of
Competency: Mines and Works.

6. Keneilwe Moloko (born 1968)

 Non-executive director
3. Bernie Krone (born 1953)
Chairman
PR(Eng), FSAICE, BSc Eng (Civil)

CA(SA), BCom (UCT), PGDA (UCT),
BSc.QS (UCT)

7. Heather Sonn (born 1971)
Liberal Arts Degree, MSc (International
Business)

8. Ethan Dube (born 1959)
MSc (Statistics) Executive MBA (Sweden)

Managing Director – Construction
Dip. Mining Survey

10. Warren van der Vyver (born 1976)
Commercial Director
N.Dip Civil Eng (Pretoria Tech)
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Main heading
at 28 February 2014

two
Western Aqueduct,
KwaZulu-Natal
Esor is progressing well on the 36-month Western Aqueduct Phase 2

Performance
reviews
Social impact

contract for eThekwini Municipality.

General labour all sourced from

This particularly challenging project required pipelines to be laid

the local communities

through built up areas and across road and rail infrastructure as well as
the steep Umgeni Valley and the Umgeni River itself. This required a

330 people in total working on the

particular emphasis on health and safety for workers.

project

The project comprises the construction of 17 km of DN 1 400 mm and
8 km of DN 1 000 mm continuously welded pipeline, road rehabilitation
and realignment, pipe jacking as well as crossing the Umgeni River. This
called for a number of disciplines to be applied including the concrete
structures being constructed for the chambers.
The route for the pipeline passes through the existing road
infrastructure, requiring 5,5 km of road realignment and about 8 km of
road reinstatement. Once the pipeline has been laid the roads have to
be rehabilitated and reconstructed back to an acceptable standard
without damaging the structures holding the pipeline. Other
infrastructure belonging to Telkom, Neotel, Link Africa, Dark Fibre and
eThekwini Electricity all had to be coordinated and relocated within a
single trench. To achieve this Esor operates six simultaneous work fronts,
consisting of three pipeline areas, one for concrete work and two for
road works. Esor’s pipejacking division was also involved completing
three pipe jacks.

19 employees on NQF Level 2
learnership programmes
9 civil engineering students from
the area employed for the full
duration of the project
Budget set aside for Local
Emerging Contractors
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Chair and CEO’s report

We believe that
understanding
our strengths and
how best to
apply them, can
appropriately
start the journey
forward.
Bernie Krone Non-Executive Chairman

Wessel van Zyl CEO

Setting the scene
Carving a new path

well-established businesses. Our order book remains stable

FY2015 marked the beginning of a new chapter in Esor’s

FY2015 we were still battling the legacy of bleeding

story line. We returned to where we started, under the Esor

contracts weighing heavy on our balance sheet, which is

banner, but a leaner group matured and toughened by a

evident in our overall performance. We have certainly

rough few years.

gained headway with the major problem contracts now

and mid-term profitability is within reach. However, in

completed, handed over and resolved.
After our debut on the JSE in 2006, we enjoyed an
explosive growth trajectory, particularly between 2008

Under new leadership

and 2011. These strong years met an abrupt end in 2012

In keeping with our milestone year of change, FY2015

as our sector buckled under the impacts of a hard-hit

also marked the end of an era of leadership. Esor listed

global economy. In addition the group was by then

originally with a strong board of highly experienced

impacted by loss-making contracts, the legacy of which

non-executives. Nine years later a number were looking

extended over the following years and still impacted our

to retire and agreed to remain in office until the sale of the

performance during the year. In November 2013, we took

Geotechnical business was finalised. This now concluded,

decisive action to position the group for recovery and

we have welcomed new directors onto our board, who

sold our founding Geotechnical business to a group likely

bring to the table fresh dynamism underpinned by a

to dominate that space in Africa.

combination of strong engineering and finance skills.

And so we arrived at FY2015, with a quite differently

Our strategy

structured group to that of the past decade and still

We believe that understanding our strengths and how

addressing the causes and effects of problem contracts,

best to apply them, can appropriately start the journey

making the year one of studied reflection and

forward. Given the global economy and the struggling

repositioning for sustainable value creation.

domestic construction market, we need a leaner, more
agile operation to maximise our competitive advantage

Fundamentally our approach is “back to basics”. We are

and mitigate our risk. Below we set out our strategic

looking to revive and harness the original spark that in the

objectives moving forward, which we considered, refined

past drove our growth momentum. We have mostly

and concluded in the year under review.
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Our key strategic objectives:

Align the group strategy and structure to market opportunity
We have restructured the group effective 1 March 2015, into one construction unit with six product areas which we
believe offer promising prospects, while capitalising on our strong brand. To best target these markets we have
consolidated our business, particularly in rationalising the Civils operations.

Create an efficient, agile operation
We have been consolidating and streamlining our support services over the last two years, and are now in the process
of finalising systems integration and reporting.

Build a strong financial foundation
We have established and are demanding participation in our culture of financial discipline. Our focus is to reduce
debt and improve cash flows.

Back to basics
After a period of retrospection, followed by an in-depth external market analysis, we are focusing on what we do well,
where markets exist and where we can be profitable, all this backed by experienced teams.

Our most material issues
Material issue

Key risks

Actions

Project execution

Underperforming contracts

• Improve commercial astuteness through

Challenges

• Ineffective business

• Start projects efficiently
• Manage limited senior
resources
• Complete and proper handover from pre-quote estimate
stage to project owners
• Identify and manage changes

processes and reporting
• Inability to identify, track

selective recruitment and training
• Efficient risk-controlled delivery of quality
projects on time and on budget

and report on project

• Visible Felt Leadership (“VFL”)

issues or risks, lack of

• Daily/weekly site costings

accountability

• Monthly cost meetings

• Inexperienced project
managers

in scope

• Claims conscious NOT claims-oriented
• Dedicated executive teams on key projects
• Clearly defined project roles and responsibilities

• Commercial astuteness

• Clear and objective standards for management

• Client relationship

• Entrench accountability
• Appointing the right people for the right job
• Compliance reviews against policy
• Entrenched standardised project reporting

Insufficient diversity
Challenges
• Concentration of projects with
one client
• South Africa focused with
minimal African exposure

Competition
• Majority of projects with
Eskom and government

• Focus on area where demand is expected

• Growth dependent on

• Appoint executive team to key projects to

South African economy

to increase
• Avoid markets with high levels of competition
ensure that problems are identified early
• Build reputation through strong brand
• Ensure competitive offering
• Targeting projects in selected African countries
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Chair and CEO’s report (continued)
Material issue

Key risks

Actions

Financial liquidity
(Financial management during
times of consolidation followed
by growth)
Challenges
• Balancing the group’s growth
with financial requirements for
servicing investments in housing
and development

Working capital
management
• Inability to generate the
cash necessary to
support growth
• Slow government
payment
Credit risk
• Unrealistic costing
• Lack of site
accountability

• Sufficient capital to meet business objectives
(additional banking facilities)
• Providing company and institutional guarantees
to free up cash retentions
• Tougher debt collection
• Consolidation of plant
• Improved financial systems
• Monthly reviews by EXCO of contracts and
ongoing costs

Skills shortage
Challenges
• Industry-wide skills shortage at
most levels undermines delivery
and expansion

Below par profitability
• Inexperienced staff

• Creating an attractive employment proposition,
a people-centred culture, skills development
programme and succession planning
• In-house training programmes
• Promotion from within
• Appointing HR managers, with industrial relations
function in regional offices and on large sites

Reputation
Challenges
• Below par performance
damaged our group reputation
and overshadowed our key
areas of strength
• Securing work

Project delivery
• Underperforming
contracts
Supplier relationship
• Non-predictable
payment cycles
Bribery and corruption
• Potential contract
cancellations

•
•
•
•
•

SHEQ
Challenges
• SHEQ issues may pose a threat
to the health and welfare of
our employees, customers, the
environment and ultimately
group reputation

Injury to employees
• Hazardous environment
• Unsafe workplace
• Fatalities

ISO 9001, 140001 and 18001 accreditations
Superior safety record
Regular internal and external audits
Health and safety training
Strategies for reducing, reusing and
recycling resources
• Environmental training

Growth
• Intensifying competition and
margin squeeze
• Construction Charter
requirements essential for
securing government and
parastatal contracts

Dependency on
government contracts

• Agility to go where the work is
• Targeting higher margin private sector projects
eg integrated low-cost housing
• Taking equity share in developments
• Maintained Level 3 B-BBEE
• Product and market diversification

Industrial action
• Increased union and employee
expectations
• Negotiations on wages and
benefits

• Intimidation of nonstriking employees
• Impact on productivity

• Intense competition
limits market
opportunities

•
•
•
•
•

Realigned strategy
Return to profitability
Clear future focus based on market prospects
Customer relations
Investor relations to align market expectations
with realistic delivery
Compliance and a whistle blowing process
Corporate governance best practice
Enforce Code of Conduct
Fraud awareness campaigns
Zero tolerance approach

•
•
•
•
•

• Open and regular union and employee
communication
• Unity in central negotiations
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Plant

In addition we have earmarked sanitation as an area of

Recent investment in streamlining our plant sees a

future opportunity. Newly appointed Minister of Water and

relatively new and well-maintained fleet as well as

Sanitation, Nomvula Mokonyane, is driving improved

well-equipped and run workshops. Our plant capacity has

access to water and better water infrastructure,

been rationalised appropriately to align with our forward-

particularly in rural areas.

looking strategy and reduce unnecessary overheads.

With our thanks

Human resources

Firstly we thank our retiring directors, Chairman Dave

During the year our workforce was reduced by 19,9% as

Thompson and independent non-executive Franklin Sonn,

part of our process of aligning our headcount to strategy.

who have been integral in Esor’s success and later in

The loss of jobs is certainly regrettable, but necessary to

steering us through difficult times. And to our remaining

position the group for sustainability. In addition we

and new directors, thank you for your tenacity and vision.

introduced a number of initiatives to improve efficiency
and productivity, such as the onsite biometric system to

We commend management and employees for their

improve time management and reduce absenteeism.

ongoing commitment despite the turbulence. Thank

SHEQ

ongoing change.

It is regrettable to report that we experienced a fatality at
our Northern Aqueduct project on 2 April 2015. Any loss of
life impacts on the family and group and we extend our
condolences to the family.

you for your hard work and patience in facing

We also thank our business partners, suppliers, advisors
and our valued clients and shareholders for their
continued confidence in the group.

We continue, however, to improve on LTIFR, currently
at 0,37, and focus on leading indicators to ensure we
prevent accidents. Maintaining the 9001, 14001 and
18001 accreditations remains our priority.

The next phase of the journey

Bernie Krone
Chairman

We anticipate the recovery to continue into the year
ahead for the group. We are confident that we have
resolved major barriers to growth. The streamlined group is
agile and nimble to “go to where the work is”, maximising
our ability to create value, and structured for profitability
with clear focus areas and improved synergies
between disciplines.

Wessel van Zyl
CEO
21 May 2015
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Operational review
Review of FY2015
Our achievements
Two contracts successfully completed at Kusile
Loss-making N4 road contract resolved
R100 million office-to-residential conversion contract secured
Sound pipelines order book
Pipejacking awarded substantial work
Established joint venture with Calgro M3 for Diepsloot development
Negotiating additional development project in Khayelitsha
Sanitation project for eThekwini successfully delivered
Consolidated Civils operations

Order book

Contribution to revenue
28%

41%

2014

 Pipelines

 Developments

Contribution to group PAT
65
52
39

22%
2%
13%

56%

26
13
0
-13

42%

-26
-39

-65

 Pipelines

63%

5%

-52

2015

2014

 Developments  Geotechnical

61%

2015

2014
35%

42%

25%

28%

 Civils

53%

47%

2015

 Civils

4%

5%

31%

 Civils

 Pipelines

 Developments
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For an improved performance

November 2014. We continue to prioritise our relationships

Revenue was impacted by group consolidation initiatives

with Eskom. To ensure all expectations are met we

as well as the last vestiges of loss-making contracts, and

regularly interact with the Kusile executive team and

reduced by 9,1% to R1,45 billion. Earnings from continuing

schedule regular site meetings.

operations improved 53,8% to a loss of R99,9 million, which
translated to a headline loss per share of 18,8 cents
compared to headline loss per share of 24,4 cents from
continuing operations at February 2014. Gearing was
lowered to 23,6%, which was better than our target.
The board did not declare a dividend.

Civils (mainly focused on infrastructure and
building/housing going forward)
The Civils division continues to struggle as it is operating in
a sector particularly hard hit by macroeconomic
conditions. Margins are tight, with contracts which were
tendered for in a tough environment being executed in
an even bleaker environment.
The Medupi and Kusile power stations have effectively
carried the local construction industry in an otherwise
difficult environment. In keeping with this, Esor too is
dependent on our work at Kusile. This accounts for 60%
of Civils revenue and approximately one-third of group
revenue

. While this poses a concentration risk, we are

working hard on entrenching our already strong
relationship with Eskom and on the upside, Eskom has
proved reliable in paying. The Kusile terrace underground

In the second half of the year Civils successfully
completed its challenging N4 loss-making contract. The
Bakwena N4 contract incurred a further R56 million loss
resulting from late completion, partly due to late changes
to the scope of works and the impact of the labour unrest
at Marikana mine.
Following on our most recent, and now complete
road contracts, we have carefully assessed this arena
and have decided in the short to medium term to avoid
tenders for major roads and earthwork contracts. While
we retain the capability to secure the work, we believe
this is outweighed by the intensifying competition which
is depressing our margins and that our resources are
best diverted to more favourable areas in the
construction sector.
We have successfully targeted refurbishment projects
securing a contract for the conversion of an inner city
office block into accommodation. In addition we are busy
with the upgrade of OR Tambo Duty Free for ACSA and the
upgrade of Walter Sisulu square, for the Johannesburg
Development Agency. We have increased our footprint in
the KwaZulu-Natal RDP housing market with two housing

facilities works contract and the general services piping

projects totalling 1 500 units. We continue to pursue work in

are currently under way. The crushing contract and the

the sizable low-cost housing market.

bulk earthworks contracts are completed and claims
finalised. Historical claims on the terrace underground

On the pipejacking front, we were awarded substantial

facilities related to the delays and disruptions were

work in the year and remain the recognised leader in

finalised in October 2014 and settlement received in

South Africa.
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Operational review (continued)
Order book overview
Description

Duration

Value

2015 progress and prospects

>R1,8 billion

Progress on track to meet Eskom deadline

Kusile Power Station, Mpumalanga (Packages 25 and 26)
Underground service ducts

60 months

to completed terraces and

for first fire. General service pipelines to be

general services pipelines

completed by December 2015.

New contracts
Mthimude Housing, KwaZulu-Natal
Low-cost housing, 500 units

12 months and completed

R33 million

Project completed.

40 m² each in rural

Learning curve for company and project

KwaZulu-Natal

team.

Umzumbe, KwaZulu-Natal
Low-cost housing,

18 months and due for

1 000 units 40 m² each in

completion in March 2016

R65 million

Slow start to project with some stand
allocations still outstanding.

rural KwaZulu-Natal

Implementing lessons learnt from
Mthimude project.

ACSA, Gauteng
Upgrading of duty

12 months and due for

free mall

completion in March 2016

R43 million

Planning and site establishment
completed

Walter Sisulu Square, Gauteng
Upgrade of entrance,

Three months and due for

walkways and parking

completion in June 2015

R19 million

Planning and site establishment
completed

area
Transnet, Gauteng
Office refurbishment

15 months and due for
completion in June 2016

R99 million

Planning and site establishment
completed.
First section demolished and on schedule.

Pipelines

Our pipelines order book comprises various long-term

Pipelines has a solid, substantially full order book

projects such as the Western and Northern Aqueducts.

notwithstanding suffering some project cancellations and

New awards such as the Malkerns Project in Swaziland,

delays in the year, and continued to deliver a good

the Lion Park and Tshelimnyama pipelines have sustained

performance despite an increasingly competitive market.

the strength of our order book. The pipelines market
remains difficult, as an increasing number of new entrants

We successfully completed a number of key pipeline

to the market escalate competition. In addition, tender

projects during the year including:

fraud and corruption are rife in the sector, which has

• Ethekwini Water and Sanitation Project, KwaZulu-Natal

resulted in time and effort expended in challenging

• Bulk water main, Umlaas Road, KwaZulu-Natal

various awards, and in some instances seen tenders

• Bulk water supply, Kwahlokohloko, KwaZulu-Natal

cancelled. We continue to drive cross-border expansion

• Canal-Siphon 4, Mhlume, Swaziland

and have achieved success in Swaziland, with the award

• Mooihoek Phase 4 Bulk Water Pipeline, Limpopo

of a number of projects in the past two years. However,

• Woodmead pipeline, KwaZulu-Natal

procuring work in other SADC countries is proving tough

• Bluff storm water project, KwaZulu-Natal

impacting our time and costs.
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Order book overview
Description

Duration

Value

2015 progress and prospects

R366 million

Project is subject to a number of delays

Western Aqueduct, Phase 2, KwaZulu-Natal
Installation of 25 km of

36 months and due for

1 400 mm pipe from

completion in October

and claims.

Hillcrest to Ntuntuma

2016

General progress is satisfactory.

Northern Aqueduct Phase 1, KwaZulu-Natal
Installation of 14 km of

18 months and due for

800 – 1 400 mm pipe, from

completion in July 2015

R135 million

Project is on track despite delays incurred
during the course of the project.

Phoenix to Umhlanga
Rocks and Ottawa
Northern Aqueduct Phase 3, KwaZulu-Natal
Installation of 6,2 km of

12 months and due for

1 200 mm pipe at Phoenix

completion in December

Reservoir

2015

R73 million

Progressing well with most of the difficult
sections now completed.

Kwahlokohloko reservoir and pump station project, KwaZulu-Natal
4,6 km of 900 mm pipe,

24 months and due for

reservoir and access road

completion in June 2015

R25 million

Numerous delays and disruptions due to
no availability of water to test the resevoir.

New contracts
Midvaal pipeline, Gauteng
Replacement of existing

9 months and due for

pipe with 700 mm pipe

completion August 2015

R38 million

On track and on budget

R13 million

Currently establishing onsite

R55 million

Currently establishing onsite

R27 million

Currently establishing onsite

R100 million

Currently establishing onsite

Masons pipeline, KwaZulu-Natal
Replacement and

6 months and due for

relocation of bulk water

completion in August 2015

feeder mains
Malkerns project, Swaziland
Rehabilitation and

15 months and due for

upgrading of canal

completion in August 2016

Lion Park pipeline, Gauteng
7,1 km of 350 mm pipeline

10 months and due for

from Umlaas Rd resevoir to

completion in February

Manyavu off-take

2016

chamber
Tshelimnyama pipeline, KwaZulu-Natal
8 km of 500 – 600 mm steel

16 months and due for

pipeline from Kloof to

completion in August 2016

Tshelimnyama resevoir
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Operational review (continued)
Developments

We secured a further development project in Khayelitsha

Our Developments business is progressing well, with five

township in the Western Cape, increasing projects in our

developments in various phases of planning and execution.

order book to five developments compared to four in the

In the year we concluded a joint venture agreement with

previous year. As a result the order book value remained

Calgro M3, on the Diepsloot East integrated residential

steady despite a drop in revenue in terms of the joint

development project with our share being up to R2 billion.

venture agreement with Calgro M3.

Partnering with Calgro M3 on this project lays the
foundations for the successful implementation of this large
and complex contract, while maintaining the original
infrastructure and top structure work secured by Esor.
Calgro M3 will be responsible for project development and
management, an area we need to outsource, while we
retain the “right of first refusal” for the installation of all
engineering services and construction of 50% of the top
structures. The combination of Calgro M3’s development

Although the order book is consistent, the expected
FY2015 revenue has declined significantly due to delays in
spending the allocated budget on the Diepsloot project.
In addition to the challenges of late payments by the
Department of Human Settlements, the sector is impeded
by tedious approval processes required for developments
to commence and delays in allocating the
housing budget.

skills and our construction expertise bodes well for the
successful delivery of the project.
Order book overview
Description

Duration

Value

2015 progress and prospects

6 – 8 years – in progress

Total project

The pedestrian bridges are completed

the development rights as

value is

and were handed over in April 2015. Work

the “turnkey developer/

estimated at

on the perimeter wall around the entire

contractor” for a 9 500 unit

R4 billion

development is expected to start in June.

Diepsloot East, Gauteng
Esor and Calgro M3 own

integrated housing

However, for the first few months the

development on 237 ha.

focus will be on addressing sensitive
environmental issues with infrastructure
construction scheduled to start in the
last quarter of FY2016. In the interim we
expected to benefit from related projects
such as upgrading water, sewerage and
electrical services which are to feed
the development.

The Orchards, Rosslyn, Gauteng
The Orchards is a 100% Esor

5 years – in progress

Total project

Orchards continued to sell relatively well,

owned integrated

value

with 225 stands sold in FY2015. Although

residential development

excluding top

the sales volumes are slightly lower than

in Tshwane.

structure

expected, margins remain good. In the

opportunities is

year ahead, we expect to sell another

estimated at

300 stands.

R240 million

Infrastructure on the next phase is
progressing well with proclamation of
further 211 stands expected by October
2015.
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Description

Duration

Value

2015 progress and prospects

Total project

Delays occurred due to Gautrans

residential development in

value

expropriating a portion of the

Three Rivers East near

excluding top

development for a new road that cuts

Vereeniging and 100%

structure

through the development. The new

owned by Esor. Comprising

opportunities is

road’s alignment has now been finalised

more than 4 200 units on

estimated at

and necessary replanning of the

the 370 hectares, of which

R600 million

development is underway. Once the

Uitvlugt (Three Rivers), Vereeniging, Gauteng
Uitvlugt is an integrated

6 – 8 years

Ext 1 (2 242 units) is

town planning is complete and approved

proclaimed and ready to

by Midvaal Municipality, construction of

be developed. In addition,

incomplete infrastructure left by the

the development will yield:

previous developer will commence. This

• 11 business sites

is expected to happen in the last quarter

• private open space of

of FY2016. As a result of these delays,

68 ha

bond repayment on this property is

• educational sites

expected to be deferred.

• garage of 1 ha
• 7 special stands on 5,7 ha
Soshanguve, Gauteng
Soshanguve Ext 8 is a

Total project

We continue to be delayed in waiting for

residential development

3 – 4 years

value

approvals from the Tshwane Municipality.

in Tshwane. Esor has

excluding top

We have a commitment from the

acquired the rights to

structure

Gauteng provincial government to

develop through a

opportunities is

expedite developments in this area.

partnership with the rights

estimated at

However, we do not anticipate any

holder of the land

R155 million

progress in FY2016.

Total project

Development plans are being finalised

of agreement with

value

and finance being secured.

Khayelitsha Community

excluding top

Trust securing the

structure

development rights as the

opportunities is

“turnkey developer/

estimated at

contractor” for a 400 unit

R60 – 70 million

availability agreement with
the City of Tshwane
Metropolitan Municipality.
This will comprise 839 Res 1
stands (1 dwelling per erf)
Khayelitsha Township, Western Cape
Esor entered into a heads

integrated housing and a
commercial stand
development on 4 ha.

2 – 3 years
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CFO’s report
Introduction
Highlights for the year include the completion of the

• Final settlement on the consolidated claim at Kusile
resulting in a R20 million reversal.

legacy loss-making N4 contract, the finalisation of
the global claim with Eskom on the Kusile project, the
restructuring of the group to focus on six distinct product
lines, further rationalising of the plant fleet and the
streamlining of the support services. We posted growth
in both revenue and profitability in the Pipelines business
and completed the construction of two iconic
pedestrian bridges at Diepsloot.
The year’s lows were the impact of losses on three
contracts resulting in an operating loss of R48,3 million
in the Civils business and the further impairment of the
goodwill relating to that business. The last of these three
contracts, the N4 road project, was completed in
November 2014. Following the completion of this project,
a thorough independent review and introspection was
conducted to ensure the lessons learnt are applied.
At the end of the financial year the business is in a
stronger financial position. Gearing has improved to 23,6%
and the group operations have been restructured
strategically and operationally to focus on six product

Operational review
Generally, the roads and civils sectors have been
affected by difficult working conditions, including labour
unrest, excessive rainfall and planned production targets
not being achieved.
The group has further focused on:
• commercial aspects of contracting with the
appointment of a commercial director and two
regional commercial managers;
• improving quality of reporting of contracts through
integration with the accounting package;
• standardising group policies and procedures across
divisions;
• bedding down the integrated financial reporting system
across the group; and
• restructuring the business operations.
These processes will be continuously managed to harness
further efficiency and effectiveness.

lines, namely Infrastructure, Building/Housing, Pipelines,
Pipe Services, Sanitation and Developments.

Consolidated statement of profit or loss and
other comprehensive income

Our strategic partnership with Calgro M3 on the Diepsloot

The group’s consolidated revenue from continuing

East development is moving forward with the regulatory

operations has decreased by R144,5 million to R1,45 billion

and environmental approvals for the main infrastructure

following the decision to focus tendering efforts on profitable

development currently being actioned.

work and efficiently completing the work on hand. This
effect has mainly been felt in the Civils division with both the

Financial review

Pipelines and Developments divisions showing improvements

The group’s business reported an operating loss for the

in activity levels. The group recorded a headline loss per

year of R101,7 million which was impacted by the

share from continuing operations of 18,8 cents (2014:

impairment of goodwill of R29,7 million, the fair value write

headline loss 24,4 cents per share) which represents a 23,0%

down of the contingent consideration from the disposal of

decline. This loss is inclusive of the R35,4 million fair value

the Geotechnical business of R35,4 million and the

adjustment loss on the Contingent Consideration from the

operating loss of R48,3 million reported in the Civils division.

disposal of the Geotechnical business.

Substantial losses have been incurred on the following

Gross profit margins improved to 4,3% (2014: -1,2%) while

contracts:

net overheads reduced to R85,8 million (5,9% of

• N4 Marikana – mining labour unrest in the area led to low

revenue) from R116,6 million (7,3% of revenue) on last

production levels and a loss of R56 million has been

year’s comparative from continuing operations, which

recorded for the year ended February 2015. The project

included the loss on disposal of the Geotechnical

was completed in November 2014 following further delays

business of R32,0 million. The further improved

and design changes. Claims have been submitted, but

efficiencies from the rationalisation were again off-set

these will not materially affect the outcome of the project.

by retrenchment costs.
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The net improvement in finance cost to R7,2 million (2014:

not have adequate utilisation going forward. A further

R37,4 million) was a result of the repayment of the High

R20,0 million was disposed of shortly after year-end and

Yield Bond in the previous year as well as the settlement

has been classified as held-for-sale.

of instalment sale agreements on assets disposed during
the year. Improved cash management has also reduced

There were no impairments of property, plant and

reliance on the overdraft facility and the resulting

equipment during the year.

finance costs.
The board has approved R26 million for the 2016 financial
The tax credit of R5,3 million (2014: R102,9 million) resulted

year (2015: R26 million) and relates to items mainly used in

in an effective tax rate of 5,1% (2014: 34,8%) substantially

the Pipelines operations.

lower than the South African statutory rate of 28,0%. The
the fair value adjustment to the contingent consideration

Financial assets at fair value through profit
or loss

for the disposal of the Geotechnical business as well as

The contingent consideration relating to the disposal of

other non-deductible expenditure and non-taxable

the Geotechnical division has been revalued and

differences.

impaired by R35,4 million owing to an underperformance

lower rate is largely attributable to impairment of goodwill,

The loss after tax amounted to R99,9 million (2014:
R166,1 million including the discontinued business).

by the discontinued operation against the benchmarks
used for calculating the value on initial recognition. This is
further discussed in note 7 of the financial statements.

Consolidated statement of financial position
Goodwill

Trade and other receivables

The directors have tested the impairment of goodwill

down by R108,4 million to R499 million due to good cash

as at 28 February 2015 based on our projections and

collections as well as the settlement of the claim with

estimates as further disclosed in note 6 to the financial

Eskom. The receivables impairment provision was also

statements. It was deemed appropriate to further impair

reduced to R8,5 million (2014: R20,8 million). This provision

the goodwill on the Patula acquisition by R29,7 million

relates to receivables in the Civils division. Provision has

(2014: R84,6 million) to R63,9 million (2014: R93,7 million).

been raised on all contractual disputes, where

The valuation was done with the assistance of external
corporate advisers based on a conservative discounted
cash flow method. The first year’s cash flow was based on
a secured order book.

Property, plant and equipment

Trade receivables has shown significant improvement

appropriate.
The days outstanding in the trade receivables increased
marginally to 50,4 days (2014: 45,4 days). This ratio is within
group risk tolerance levels. The South African credit risk
exposure is around municipal, provincial and quasi

Capital expenditure of R20,5 million (2014: R38 million

government entities as detailed further in note 36 to

for continuing operations) was incurred in the current

the financial statements.

financial year. This expenditure mainly expanded the
operational capacity in the Pipelines division following
the awards of a number of new projects. With the
improved workloads in the KwaZulu-Natal region we

Cash and cash equivalents
The group’s net cash inflow from operating activities was
assisted largely by the settlement of the global claim and

acquired new office premises in the region to

a reduction of the advance payment to R40 million from

accommodate the administrative staff. We look to take

Eskom. A small operating surplus before working capital

occupation by August 2015 once alterations are

changes of R1,2 million (2014: R227,4 million surplus) was

completed. During the year the group disposed of

realised which was off-set by a net R110,4 million decrease

R40,7 million (2014: R83,1 million) of plant largely in the

in working capital, resulting in the total cash inflow from

Civils division. This consisted of plant which had reached

operating activities of R97,9 million (2014: R279,1 million

the end of its useful life or where we believed it would

outflow). No dividend was declared or paid.
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CFO’s report (continued)
The inflow from operating activities as well as the

Financial covenants

proceeds on disposal of property, plant and equipment of

The current group overdraft facility of R30 million is

R41,9 million was used in settling vehicle and asset finance

secured by trade receivables. Other guarantee facilities

liabilities of R52,6 million and additions to property, plant

are either covered by trade receivables or through the

and equipment of R20,5 million.

group balance sheet.

The investment in the Safdev Tanganani joint venture,
which was previously consolidated, is now equity

Dividend

accounted.

The board has resolved that no dividend be declared in

The secured short-term overdraft facility was renewed at

group and considers it prudent to conserve cash.

light of the solvency and liquidity requirements of the

R30 million.

Share capital and premium
The share capital and premium at group level decreased
by R2,4 million following the acquisition of 7,7 million shares
by the Esor Broad Based Share Ownership Scheme.

Non-current liabilities

The year ahead
The group has adequate asset-based financing and
guarantee facilities through financial and insurance
institutions to provide both working capital and bonding
facilities to support the operations for the 2016 financial
year.

Secured long-term borrowings decreased after repaying
R52,6 million in vehicle asset finance. Secured borrowings

Going concern

include a R52,8 million interest free bond registered over

The board is satisfied that the company will continue to

the Uitvlugt property.

trade as a going concern in the following 12 months

Current liabilities

based on current cash resources and facilities available.

The Preference Shares are redeemable in July 2015 and
are thus included under current liabilities.

Trade and other payables

Bruce Atkinson

Trade and other payables include R65,2 million (2014:

CFO

R18,8 million) due to customers. The cost of sales’ days
outstanding in trade and other payables increased by

Johannesburg

3,9 days to 67,7 days (2014: 64,0 days) mainly due to the

21 May 2015

timing of payments made to suppliers around year end.
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Stakeholders and how we shared wealth
Key stakeholders in our group are shown below:

Operational
Government,
regulators
Local
communities

Employment equity, environmental impact, taxation, compliance, adherence to the JSE Listings
Requirements and company legislation

Job creation, impact on the communities and environment, rehabilitation of site on completion,
knowledge transfer

External
Investors

Sustainability, profitability, ROI (share price and dividends), cash generation, corporate governance
and compliance, risk management, growth prospects, accessibility of leadership, succession

Funders

Solvency and liquidity, capital management, sustainability, credit rating, risk management

Contractors and
suppliers
Customers

Timely payment, fair business practices, inter dependencies, enterprise development

Project execution and delivery, quality, service, value for money, security of supply

Internal
Employees

Job security, sustainability, personal growth and development, skills development, remuneration
and incentives, working conditions, safety

New issues in 2015
Employees

Investors and
funders

Restructuring, consolidation resulting in retrenchments

Loss-making contracts, reputation
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Value added statement
Group
2015
R’000
Revenue
Cost of materials and services
Total value added

%

1 448 363

2014
R’000

%

2 316 887

(949 775)

(1 470 773)

498 588

846 114

Value distribution
To employees
Remuneration and benefits

512 545

102,7

739 552

87,9

12 599

2,5

39 856

4,7

–

–

4 622

0,5

–

–

145 149

17,3

To providers of finance
Finance costs
Forex gain on foreign bank accounts
To providers of capital
Dividends to Esor shareholders
To governments
Current taxation

(1 797)

(0,3)

(1 453)

(0,4)

Foreign taxation

1 050

0,2

25 561

5,5
(20,7)

To reinvest in business
Retained income

(99 892)

(20,0)

(166 161)

Depreciation and amortisation

78 650

15,8

171 743

19,2

Deferred taxation

(4 567)

(0,9)

(112 755)

(14,0)

Average number of employees

2014

2015
R’000

R’000

2 895

4 906

Revenue per employee (R’000)

500

472

Value created per employee (R’000)

172

173
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Our impacts
Our people

Labour relations

We recognise that our strategy will become a reality only

The group supports every employee’s right to belong

through the continued commitment and efforts of our

to a union and demonstrates this through an open

people. We have worked hard in getting back to our roots

and transparent relationship with all unions and their

and revitalising the culture and spark that made us Esor to

representatives. There are presently two unions active in

begin with.

the Esor group – NUM and BCAWU. All wage employees,
which make up approximately 80% of total employees,

The Group HR Manager, Jan Harm Steenkamp, is

are covered by national collective agreements between

responsible for employee relations. During the year

SAFCEC and these two unions.

he led us in streamlining the HR department for greater
efficiency, dividing responsibilities into Inland and Coastal.

Esor’s management recognises NUM and BCAWU due to

HR officers were appointed in each region with an

their membership of the Bargaining Council for the Civil

industrial relations support function.

Engineering Industry.

We also began the rollout of an integrated biometric

During the year and given the importance to the group

time attendance system on all sites for improved time

of our work at Eskom, we appointed a new IR Manager

management and reduced absenteeism. Our

at Kusile to improve our relationship with Eskom in the area

performance management system was upgraded which

of onsite labour.

included implementing a formal employee grading
system and standardising job descriptions across

Employment equity

the group.

At Esor we have zero tolerance for discrimination. Should
any such discrimination occur, it is immediately and

We further created a new position – Employee

appropriately dealt with in terms of the Code of Ethics

Remuneration and Benefits Supervisor – to oversee

and Conduct and our disciplinary procedures. (The

employee grading and salary industry benchmarking.

grievance and discipline procedures are handed to

We anticipate that this will help with employee retention

employees in a booklet in their induction pack as well as

and succession planning.

being available from the company communicator.)
There were no reported incidents of discrimination during
the year.
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Our impacts (continued)
Our breakdown of employees as submitted to the Department of Labour for our Employment Equity report is set out below:
Occupational levels

Male

Female

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Total

Top management

–

1

–

5

–

–

–

–

6

Senior management

1

–

1

8

–

–

–

–

10

12

1

4

40

–

–

1

2

60

169

2

9

79

6

–

–

7

272

571

2

8

21

21

1

9

26

659

61

–

–

–

8

–

–

–

69

841

6

22

153

35

1

10

35

1 076

Temporary employees

1 416

10

19

45

272

4

4

13

1 783

Grand total

2 230

16

41

198

307

5

14

48

2 859

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and midmanagement
Skilled technical and academically
qualified workers, junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents
Semi-skilled and discretionary decisionmaking
Unskilled and defined decision-making
Total permanent

In awarding bursaries we actively seek to award

development programme, which the divisional directors

bursaries to black candidates, specifically focusing on

are responsible for implementing, together with the Group

black women.

SHEQ Manager where appropriate.

Skills development

The total training spend for the year for 504 permanent

We are committed to internal advancement of staff,

employees was R1,4 million, encompassing:

particularly those from previously disadvantaged groups.
This is reflected in our ongoing skills development
programmes and the further study learnership scheme.
Training objectives and targets are determined at
divisional level based on the respective operational
requirements. We emphasise technical and operator

Training course

Number of
attendees

Health and safety training

978

Operator recertification

373

Further education

323

training. The Group HR Manager is responsible for
translating the divisional input into a formal annual skills

763 LDCs were also trained at a cost of R2,4 million.
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Skills development breakdown:
Occupational levels

Male

Female

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Total

Top management
Senior management
Professionally qualified and experienced

–
–

1
–

–
1

–
2

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

1
3

specialists and mid-management
Skilled technical and academically qualified

2

–

–

3

–

–

–

–

5

foremen and superintendents
Semi-skilled and discretionary decision-making
Unskilled and defined decision-making

93
252
61

2
–
–

2
3
–

54
16
8

5
21
–

–
–
–

–
2
–

4
21
–

160
315
69

Total permanent

408

3

6

83

26

–

2

25

553

Temporary employees

108

–

–

–

66

–

1

2

177

Grand total

516

3

6

83

92

–

3

27

730

workers, junior management, supervisors,

Health and safety
Construction is inherently a high risk activity and we are serious about our moral and legal obligation to safeguard the
wellbeing of our people. Our policy of zero tolerance extends to “zero harm”, which means operating without fatalities
and the minimum of lost-time injuries. Our success in this regard is evident in the ever decreasing trend in our statistics.

LTIFR

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

1,37

0,82

0,91

0,59

0,86

0,37

Esor holds the following safety, quality and environmental

A detailed risk assessment is undertaken for each product

accreditations:

type and specific tasks and risks are then rated and

• ISO 14001:2004

mitigated accordingly. This report is incorporated into

• ISO 9001:2008

the site-specific health and safety plans.

• ISO 18001:2007
and external audits are performed accordingly.

The following measures are in place to prevent casualties
and injuries:

We have a structured risk-based approach to safety

• Direct EXCO input and report back;

management and continuously improving the culture of

• Divisional Safety Committees;

safety across all of our operations. The Group SHEQ

• Toolbox Talks;

Manager is responsible for standardising this across the

• Safety alerts;

group, supported by the Inland and Coastal SHEQ

• Near miss reporting;

Coordinators and site safety officers. We ensure strict

• Health and safety investigations;

compliance with the Occupational Health and Safety

• Corrective coaching; and

Act, 85 of 1993 and the National Environmental

• Disciplinary action in the event of proven negligence.

Management Act. Inspection and legal compliance
audits are performed regularly, SHE policies are reviewed
biannually and whenever changes in legislation occur.
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Our impacts (continued)
Transformation
We maintained a Level 3 B-BBEE accreditation in the year and continue to target Level 2 by 2016 based on the 2009
Construction Sector Charter Scorecard. We have put in place an improvement strategy to drive transformation in
accordance with our B-BBEE group policy.
Our progress to date is set out below as measured against the “years 5 to 7” of the sector scorecard target:

DTI’s BEE Code

Achievements in FY2015

Ownership

• 5,32% owned by EBBSOS

Management Control

• Subsequent to verification we appointed:

Scorecard
rating
(points)
2015

Scorecard
rating Construction
(points)
Charter’s
2014
target

20,61

17,66

25

5,74

6,76

10

4,06

5,76

10

– black female independent non-executive director
Heather Sonn (effective 21 August 2014)
– black female independent non-executive director
Keneilwe Moloko (effective 6 October 2014)
Employment Equity

• Percentage makeup of black employees increased
to 91% from 89%
• Implemented a formal recruitment policy to comply
with EE measures

Skills Development

See Our People above

11,23

9,81

15

Preferential

• Improved spend with black female and black-

13,50

18,96

20

15

15

15

5

5

5

75,15

78,96

100

Procurement

owned enterprises, however, focus is required on
spend with QSEs and EMEs.

Enterprise
Development

• Eight companies currently benefiting under the
group’s ED programme. Support ranges from
operational support and training to marketing and
administrative
• External consultants appointed to manage
Enterprise Development Programme

Socio-Economic
Development

• Supported two rural schools with development of
their infrastructure
• Provided sanitation facilities to rural KwaZulu-Natal
communities

Total scores

Our communities
Having supported the education of students in the Sciences for a number of years, we have changed our focus to
supporting the communities in which we are working. During the year we have undertaken infrastructure upgrades to the
Kangela Primary School and the Swartklip Secondary School, both of which are in Delmas and are home to families that
work at the Kusile Power Station. Further to this we extended our Sanitation project by providing additional sanitation
facilities to communities in rural KwaZulu-Natal. This included the provision of clean running water and flushing toilets.
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The environment
We remain committed to minimising our environmental footprint. The group is ISO 14001 accredited, a standard that
addresses environmental management systems.

Environmental

Ways to improve environmental

Target

Achieved

aim

performance

2015

2015

Reduce the use of

• Install energy saving light bulbs

10% reduction of

100% achieved

electricity in all buildings

• Electricity saving awareness conducted

electricity

with all employees
• Lights are switched off before leaving
offices
• Signs “switch off” posted above each light
switch
• Using heating and cooling systems only
when necessary
Perform at least two

• Daily SHE inspections

Two checks per

environmental checks per

• Weekly inspections conducted on remote

month

month.

100% achieved

sites
• Environmental audits conducted to test
company’s environmental performance
against EMP, internal systems and legislation

Reduce fuel usage of
company’s LDVs

• Regular servicing on vehicles (prior to
exceeding service due date)

11,5 km/l

100% achieved

consumption

• Minimise vehicle idling time
• Adhere to vehicle speed limits
Reduce spills on each

• Drip trays used on site during refuelling

contract to zero major

• Awareness conducted on spillages and

spill – major spill being

ways to prevent spills during refuelling

greater than 200 l

Zero major spills

100% achieved

• Non-conformances issued for negligent
behaviour

Reduce printing paper

• Printing double sided

10% reduction in

95% achieved

usage in the entire

• Using waste paper as writing material

paper

Area of

company

• Proof reading before printing (reduce errors)

improvement:

• Awareness conducted

printing double

• Soft copies of large documents (copied on

sided and

a compact disk rather than printing)
• Encourage paperless meetings- instead of
copying material for each person use
projectors

checking for
errors before
printing
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Our impacts (continued)

Environmental

Ways to improve environmental

Target

Achieved

aim

performance

2015

2015

Introduce waste

• Recycling of paper, metal, cardboard, used

Recycling and

90% achieved –

segregation bin systems

oil and printer/toner cartridges

waste

some smaller sites

• Awareness on recycling

segregation

need to start their

• Instructions on proper separation

introduced at all

recycling process

• Incentives for recycling- money used for site

sites

and introduce

braai, etc

waste
segregation

Improve employee

• Toolbox talks conducted once a month

One toolbox talk

awareness

• Toolbox talks distributed by environmental

a month

100% achieved

officers
• Awareness discussed in SHE committee
meetings and management meetings

The group is committed to the ongoing environmental education of its employees.
Esor is also a member of Birdlife South Africa.

Quality assurance
Esor’s dedication to quality is the foundation of our reputation as a market leader. A rigorous quality assurance
programme is in place across the group and we hold a SABS ISO 9001 certification, which is confirmed through
bi-annual SABS audits and internal audits.

three
Accountability
Northern Aqueduct,
KwaZulu-Natal
Esor Pipelines is currently working on two projects at the Northern
Aqueduct and Contracts Manager Wiets van der Westhuizen explains
that the project is on track, with no major problems encountered to
date.
Phase 1, which is 70% complete, entails 1 200 mm, 1 000 mm, 800 mm
and 700 mm continuously welded steel pipelines, associated civil work
such as chambers for the 18 month project, nine pipe jacks and
crossing the Ohlanga River. Over 4 km of the 16 km project is
constructed within existing roads, with the busy Phoenix Highway and
Herrwood Drive being a challenge.
Phase 3, which is 15% complete, comprises 1 200 mm and 600 mm
continuously welded steel pipelines, associated civil work such as
chambers for the 12 month project, three pipe jacks and the crossing
of the Piesang River and its flood plain. Over 1.2 km of the 6 km project
is constructed within existing roads with the busy Moriah Drive being a
challenge.

Professional team:
Phase 1 Steve Silen
Phase 3 - Michael Lenferna
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Governance
Governance practices and reporting

were replaced by Heather Sonn and Eugene Erasmus,

We strive to achieve high standards of corporate

respectively, as independent non-executive directors

governance and adopt stringent compliance practices.

effective 21 August 2014. Further strengthening the

Our disclosure standards are regulated by the South

independence of the board, independent non-executive

African Companies Act, the JSE Listings Requirements

director Keneilwe Moloko was appointed effective

and King III, and are benchmarked against international

6 October 2014.

best practice.
In compliance with paragraphs 3.59 and 3.84(c) of the JSE

Changes to Esor’s board
Executive directors

Listings Requirements, independent non-executive director

Bernie Krone handed over the mantle of CEO to

Independent Director effective 21 August 2014.

Dr Oswald (“Ossie”) Franks was appointed as Lead

incumbent CFO Wessel van Zyl effective 1 September
2014, in line with the group’s succession plan which had
been in place since Wessel’s initial appointment as CFO in
2012. Bernie will continue as non-executive Chairman.

Changes to Esor’s audit and risk committee
Ethan Dube, Dr Franklin Sonn and Dave Thompson retired
from the audit and risk committee. Heather Sonn was

Bruce Atkinson, previously financial manager, was

appointed to the committee and assumed the position

appointed CFO effective 6 October 2014.

of Chair from incumbent Chair, Dr Oswald Franks, who

Independent non-executive directors

remained in as a member of the committee. Eugene

Independent non-executive Chairman Dave Thompson

Erasmus and Keneilwe Moloko were appointed to the audit

and independent non-executive director Dr Franklin Sonn

and risk committee on 21 August 2014 and 20 November

retired from the board effective 21 August 2014. They

2014, respectively, following their appointments to the board.

Esor’s governance structure
BOARD

Executive directors

Wessel van Zyl (CEO)
Bruce Atkinson (CFO)

Non-executive
director

Bernie Krone
(Chairman)

Independent non-executive directors

Ethan Dube

Ossie Franks

Keneilwe Moloko

Eugene Erasmus
Heather Sonn

Remuneration
and nominations
committee

EXCO

Audit and risk
committee

Social and ethics
committee

Dave Gibbons
(Construction MD)

Heather Sonn
(Chair)

Wessel van Zyl
(Chair)

Warren van der Vyver
(Commercial &
Developments Director)

Eugene Erasmus

Ossie Franks

Keneilwe Moloko

Ethan Dube

Bernie Krone
(Chair nominations)

Ossie Franks

Bernie Krone

Ethan Dube

Oswald Franks
(Chair
remuneration)
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Company secretary

The company secretary facilitates an annual self-

iThemba Governance and Statutory Solutions (Pty) Limited

evaluation of the board’s performance, mix of skills and

is the appointed company secretary and the board is

individual contributions of directors, its achievements in

satisfied that the directors of iThemba are appropriately

terms of corporate governance and the effectiveness of

qualified, competent and experienced to fulfil this

its sub-committees. This exercise further includes a review

function. iThemba is represented by Elise Beukes (B.Proc).

of communications between management and the

She has broad experience in all aspects of commercial

board as well as between the board and stakeholders.

law, having spent three years in both litigation and

In the year under review the board and committees

commercial practice as an admitted attorney and four

functioned as intended, according to the reviews.

years as corporate legal counsel. In accordance with the
requirements of the Companies Act and JSE Listings
Requirements, as read with King III, she is not a director of
the company and therefore has an arm’s length
relationship with the board.

The company secretary is appointed and removed by
the board. All directors have access to the advice and
services of the company secretary and to company
records, information, documents and property in order
to participate meaningfully in board meetings. The

As required in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements, the

certificate required to be signed in terms of section 88 of

board satisfied itself by way of an informal review in the

the Companies Act appears on page 47

year of the suitability and qualifications of the company

financial statements.

secretary.

of the annual

For further detail please see:
)

It is the responsibility of the company secretary to monitor

• Audit and risk committee report (page 48

changes and developments in corporate governance

• Risk report (page 38

and, together with the executive directors, to keep the

• Remuneration report (page 41

board updated in this regard. The board reviews any

• Social and ethics committee report (page 44

changes and appropriate measures are implemented to

• Annexure 2: Attendance table (page 138

comply in order to support a sustainable performance.

• Annexure 3: Director CVs (page 139

The company secretary in conjunction with the CFO

• Annexure 4: King III checklist (page 141

ensures the company complies with all current and
applicable regulations and legislation. In doing so they
liaise closely with the company’s sponsor.

)
)

)
)

)

)
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Risk report
Esor has a risk management process in place for identifying, evaluating and monitoring the nature and extent of risks
affecting our business and encompassing the management and control of these risks. Risk is assessed on an ongoing
basis in a “bottom-up and top-down” approach.

Audit and risk committee
Risk management framework

jec
ob
ic
eg
at

tiv

jec

ob

Risk tolerance
levels set

gic

te

tiv

a
St r

es

Risk
identification
and assessment

es

St r
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Mitigation measures
implemented

Group risk register

Responsibility
Structure

Responsibility

FY2015 risk activity

Board

• Internal control

The board reviewed and

• Approving risk levels

approved limits of authority,

• Approving limits for cash flow, revenue, debtors

top 10 risks, BEE performance

Audit and risk committee

days, profit before tax, contract profitability, BEE

and financial and contract

level and safety metrics

performance

• Developing the integrated risk management
strategy for board approval
• Assisting the board in setting the levels of risk

The committee reviewed,
commented on and approved
all policies and strategies as

tolerance for the group in respect of the categories

per the committee’s work plan

of risk which are detailed in the risk register

that is structured to ensure a

• Communicating the relevant aspects, guidelines,
instructions and recommendations across
the group

systematic and complete
review process is in place
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Structure

Responsibility

Audit and risk committee

• Reviewing and recommending for board approval

(continued)

FY2015 risk activity

the:
– Integrated risk management strategy
– Code of Ethics and Conduct and any corporate
citizenship policies
– Risk register as prepared by management,
focusing on IT, fraud and reputational risks in
addition to operational and other business risks
(see page 15

)

– Internal audit reports detailing the effectiveness
of risk management
– Compliance with legal and regulatory provisions
and the company’s Memorandum of
Incorporation
– Cases of employee conflicts of interest,
misconduct or fraud
CEO; CFO

• Monitoring internal controls, internal audit

Ongoing per audit plan

Group Risk Officer

• Monitoring and reviewing the group’s risk register,

The Risk Manager monitored

internal audit, any incidence or risk of fraud, the

and reported to the audit and

whistle-blowing hotline, insurance exposure and

risk committee all items

any legal disputes

required in terms of the risk

• Reporting quarterly to the audit and risk committee

management policy.

• Attending bi-monthly EXCO meetings
Internal Audit
External consultant KPMG
Services (Pty) Ltd performs
the group’s internal audit

• Reporting to the audit and risk committee and

The internal audit reported on

meeting with the committee chairman and

the following areas:

other members

• Liquidity risk

• Assisting management in evaluating their process

• Project performance

function. The audit and risk

for managing key operational, financial and

• Stock and wage controls

committee confirmed the

compliance risks

All areas of concern were

independence of the
internal audit function
during the year, following a
bi-annual declaration of
independence by KPMG
Inc. and in line with group
policy regarding the use of
external auditors on non-

• Assisting management in evaluating the

addressed with follow-up

compliance with internal policies

reviews conducted to ensure

• Recommending improvements to the internal
control systems
• Keeping abreast of new developments affecting
Esor’s activities and internal audit work
• Being responsive to Esor’s changing needs,

audit services. The internal

striving for continuous improvement and

audit charter defines the

monitoring integrity

scope of the function.

adequately and immediately

effectiveness of internal control systems, including

controls are being
implemented and functioning
as intended.
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Risk report (continued)
Internal control

IT governance

Due to the inherent limitations of any system of internal

IT governance is ultimately the responsibility of the board.

control, the systems are designed to manage rather than

An IT governance framework is in place which is

eliminate risk. These limitations include circumventing of

customised to our environment, integrated into our key

controls or human error. As a result, absolute assurance

business objectives and monitored for compliance and

cannot be provided. The systems are designed to provide

performance. The key aims of the framework are to

only reasonable assurance as to the integrity and

standardise business processes across the group, reduce

reliability of the financial statements, and further to

internal costs and ensure sound governance.

safeguard and maintain accountability of the group’s
assets. The systems should also identify and curtail

An IT governance charter (which can be viewed on our
) formalises lines of delegation

significant fraud, potential liability, loss and material

website www.esor.co.za

misstatement while complying with applicable statutory

from the board and audit and risk committee through to

laws and regulations.

the CIO, as well as sets out policies, procedures and
performance metrics which work together in the IT

The board is of the opinion that the systems of internal

governance framework.

control have continued to improve during the year.
Particular attention has been paid to improvements of

The IT governance policy in terms of the charter has taken

controls surrounding:

into account the material issues affecting all relevant

• Project management and reporting

stakeholders including the board, employees and specific

• Working capital management

departments, for instance finance.

• Information technology, and in particular network
infrastructure, access control, software licence
management and asset tracking.

External audit

The board receives an annual update on IT risks from the
CIO. All risks presented in the year were deemed to be
within defined tolerance levels and not considered
material. These included:
• Business continuity

KPMG Inc., the external auditors, report on whether the

• Prolonged downtime

financial statements are fairly presented in compliance

• Back-up and off-site storage

with IFRS and the Companies Act. However, it remains the

• Security of network and desktops

responsibility of the directors to prepare the annual

• Policies on:

financial statements.
The board, assisted by the audit and risk committee,
evaluates the independence and effectiveness of the
external auditors and considers whether any non-audit
services provided by such auditors impact/ed on their
independence. Appropriate corrective action is taken if
this is found to be the case.

Legal compliance
The board is ultimately responsible for ensuring
compliance with laws and regulations. New legislation
that impacts the company is discussed at board
meetings. The Group Risk Officer, along with the executive
management (CFO) and the Company Secretary, assists
in this regard using a compliance checklist.

– BYOD (“Bring your own device to work”)
– Electronic communications and social media
• Corporate governance compliance
• Physical access to servers
• Level of third party vendor access to the network
• Copyright infringement
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Remuneration report
The remuneration and nominations committee assists the
board in ensuring that group remuneration and recruitment

Remuneration
Philosophy and policy

is aligned with overall business strategy, with the aim of
enabling Esor to attract and retain personnel who will
create long-term value for all stakeholders. (See Our
People on page 29

“Buy, Build, Bind, Bounce”

for further detail.) A formal terms of

reference has been adopted and guides the committee.

Esor balances remuneration that will attract, incentivise
and retain talent in a highly competitive market with

The committee is further responsible for devising a
remuneration policy for the group as a whole. The policy is
tabled at the annual general meeting for a non-binding
advisory vote by shareholders.

optimising shareholder returns. Central to the group’s
philosophy is driving sustainable long-term performance.
The group is acutely aware of its dependence on

The following members served on the remuneration and

appropriately qualified, trained and experienced

nominations committee during the 2015 financial year:

specialists to achieve its goals. As a result, Esor’s

Independent non-executive directors

required skills necessary to enable the business to meet its

Dr Oswald Franks (Chair remuneration committee)

current and future demands) and “Bounce”

Ethan Dube

(underperforming employees).

Non-executive director

We aim to achieve the appropriate balance between

Bernie Krone (Chair nominations committee)
Details of meeting attendance are on page 138

remuneration philosophy is to “Buy”, “Build”, “Bind” (the

short and long-term rewards from a portion of the
.

shareholder value created during any financial year.
Our policy is to remunerate all competent performing

For the year under review, the committee:

employees between the 50th and 75th percentiles,

• Endorsed the current short-term incentive structure for

ensuring they are properly benchmarked within their

the executives

respective disciplines.

• Finalised a long-term incentive structure for key
employees and high performers, with the assistance of

The group’s executives are remunerated in terms of a cost

external consultants and recommended for shareholder

to company or guaranteed package and are further

approval

incentivised for performance against a defined “weighted

• Reviewed and recommended executive remuneration
for board approval
• Reviewed and recommended non-executive directors’
fees for shareholder approval
• Considered and recommended an annual increase in
salary bill for approval by the board
• Monitored the organisation’s transformation and
employment equity targets
• Confirmed the group employee retirement funding as
well as healthcare benefits

average cost of capital” parameter on a modified EVA
model. Remuneration packages are calculated on total
cost of employment, which comprises:
• Basic salary
• Travel allowances
• Contribution to retirement funding and risk benefits
• Company contribution to healthcare
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Remuneration report (continued)
The fixed cost remuneration package is maintained at

participants with the opportunity of receiving shares in the

competitive levels, while no upper limit on performance

company in the form of restricted shares and/or

bonuses is applied given the balanced scorecard

conditional rights to shares in the form of performance

explained below. The performance of the executive and

shares, thereby allowing them the opportunity to share in

divisional EXCO are measured against key performance

the success of the company and provide direct alignment

areas which are weighted on a scale of 1 to 5 and based

between employees and shareholders. The Plan will

on priorities and importance aligned to:

primarily be used as an incentive to employees to deliver

• Business strategy, objectives and values

the group’s business strategy over the long-term. The

• Sound and effective risk management and tolerable risk

annual award of performance shares to participants will

parameters and entrepreneurship
• Performance of the overall group and specific business
unit and individual performance against targets
• Health, environment, quality and safety targets

also serve as a tool to attract prospective employees.
The initial award will be made to executives and
employees in top and senior management positions. The
allocation to executives will be based on an award of 75%

The payment of annual performance bonuses under the

performance shares and 25% retention shares, which is

Esor short-term incentive scheme is structured to ensure

aligned with shareholder value creation. The allocation to

that the shareholders receive the targeted return on their

other participants will be weighted towards retention

investment and is contingent on the achievement of

shares and performance shares in line with the impact of

“super profits” in excess of returns based on the weighted

individuals in creating value. This allocation will function on

average cost of capital (“WACC”).

a sliding scale towards 25% performance shares and 75%
retention shares.

The threshold for determining the executive bonus pool to
be allocated is determined on actual PBT against the
benchmarked returns based on WACC. In all cases, the
payment of awarded bonuses to executive directors and
group executive management is only made if, and when,
there is sufficient cash available to do so.

Long-term incentive scheme

The number of performance shares and/or restricted
shares awarded to participants will primarily be based on
the participant’s annual salary, grade, performance,
retention and attraction requirements and market
benchmarks. The award levels will be decided by the
remuneration and nominations committee each time
awards are granted, by taking into account the particular
circumstances at that time. Annual allocations will be

Subject to shareholder approval at the upcoming annual

benchmarked and set to a market related level of

general meeting Esor will introduce a new share plan,

remuneration while considering the overall affordability

namely the Esor Limited Share Plan (“the Plan”) for

thereof to the company.

selected employees including executive directors, in line
with global best practice. The Plan provides the

Please see Annexure 1 on page 134

for further detail.
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Review of 2015 packages
Prescribed officers

With effect from January 2011 all permanent salaried

The remuneration of prescribed officers (excluding Esor’s

retirement fund administered by Alexander Forbes.

executive directors) for the year ended 28 February 2015

Members of the fund are allowed the flexibility of

is set out in summary below:

structuring their retirement and risk benefits based on a life

employees became members of the group nominated

stage model and personal needs. Hourly paid employees
Basic
salary
R’000

Bonus
R’000

Total
R’000

Prescribed Officer 1

2 314

780

3 094

Prescribed Officer 2

1 995

120

2 215

Prescribed Officer 3

2 006

112

2 118

Prescribed Officer 4*

1 520

161

1 681

are generally members of the Construction Industry
Retirement Benefit Fund.
Discovery Health is the group’s healthcare service
provider and employees have freedom of choice with
respect to the specific plan. NMG Consultants and
Actuaries has been appointed as the intermediary
between the healthcare provider and members.

* 10 months

Directors
The remuneration packages for executive directors and
the attendance fee structure for non-executive directors is
set out in detail in note 34 to the financial statements.

General remuneration practices
The group subscribes to the generic conditions of
employment and wage rates for hourly paid employees
as gazetted in a Sectoral Determination and in collective
bargaining agreements. Most conditions of employment
are therefore already standardised. During the year an
Employee Remuneration and Benefits Supervisor was
appointed to oversee employee grading and salary
industry benchmarking. In addition, remuneration
practices, policies and procedures were standardized
across the group.

Executive and employee contracts of
employment
All permanent appointments are subject to the signing
of a standard conditions of employment contract. The
retirement age is currently set at 65 for all employees.
The notice period is as follows:
• Executives – three months
• Salaried staff – one month
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Social and ethics committee report
This committee executes the duties assigned to it by the
Companies Act as well as any additional duties assigned

• performance in respect of BEE as measured against
the Construction Sector Charter scorecard

to it by the board of directors of Esor. Although

• employment equity plans for the group

management is tasked with the day-to-day operational

• skills and other development programmes aimed at

sustainability of their respective areas of business, the

the educational development of employees

board remains ultimately responsible for group

• corporate social investment programmes

sustainability and has delegated certain duties in this

• labour practices and policies

regard to the social and ethics committee.

• Code of Ethics
• SHEQ performance

A formal charter has been adopted which guides the
“Our impacts” for reporting

committee in ensuring that the group conducts its business

Please see pages 29 to 34

in an ethical and properly governed manner and of

on the committee’s areas of focus.

reviewing or developing policies, governance structures
Management reports to the committee on matters

and practices for sustainability.

relevant to its deliberations and the committee in turn
The following members served on the committee during

draws relevant matters to the attention of the board and

the 2015 financial year:

reports on them to the shareholders at the annual general

Executives:

meeting. Mechanisms to encourage ethical behaviour

Wessel van Zyl (Chair)

such as the Code of Ethics, corporate citizenship policies

Executive director

and whistle-blowers hotline were confirmed as adequate

Bernie Krone

by the committee in the year.

Independent non-executive directors
Dr Oswald Franks

No human rights incidents were reported during the year.

Ethan Dube

In South Africa, aspects such as prohibition of child labour,
forced compulsory labour and discriminatory practices

Details of meeting attendance are on page 138

.

are monitored by the Department of Labour in addition to
the committee.

The core purpose of the committee is to regularly monitor
the group’s activities with regard to any relevant
legislation, other legal requirements or prevailing codes
of best practice.
During the reporting period the committee reviewed:

Wessel van Zyl

• progress in addressing the principles of the UN Global

Social and ethics committee Chairman

Compact Principles and the OECD

four
Diepsloot Development,
Gauteng

Group and
annual
financial
statements
Audited

Esor in a joint venture with Calgro M3 is developing the landmark

These financial statements were prepared

integrated housing development in Diepsloot. The area is in dire need

under the supervision of CFO Bruce Atkinson

of housing and has been classified as one of the top seven National

(CA)SA.

Priority Projects in South Africa and one of the three biggest in the
province. The R4 billion development on 237 hectares of land includes
9 000 houses of various typologies and tenure options, three schools,
five-multi-functional nodes, three shopping centres, five
neighbourhood parks, a magistrate’s court and a hospital. It will be
one of the highest density integrated developments in Gauteng, with
mostly three story buildings.
Although the land is owned by Gauteng Province Esor retains the
development rights. The project is a significant showcase of the group’s
full service offering with a large part of the value chain being
maintained in house.
Major challenges facing the housing market at the moment are bulk
services and this project requires an extensive upgrade of William Nicol
Road, including a Bus Rapid Transit (“BRT”) lane as well as the
construction of a major water reservoir and sewerage network, while
electricity supply to the development also has to be coordinated
carefully. The presence of threatened giant African bullfrogs on site
also presented a challenge and necessitated an environmental
management plan.

Social impact
Includes Community Rental Units
which cater for the bottom end of
the market
Housing units feature insulation
and double glazing
Units include a 20 m² rental unit
attached to each 40 m² house to
create micro landlords and help
generate additional income for
residents.
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Directors’ responsibility statement
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the group annual financial statements and
annual financial statements of Esor, comprising the statements of financial position at 28 February 2015, and the
statements of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the year then
ended, and the notes to the financial statements, which include a summary of significant accounting policies and other
explanatory notes in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, SAICA Financial Reporting Guides
as issued by the Accounting Practices Committee and Financial Reporting Pronouncements as issued by the Financial
Reporting Standards Council and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa and the Directors’ report.
The directors are also responsible for such internal control as they determine is necessary to enable the preparation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and for maintaining
adequate accounting records and an effective system of risk management.
The directors have made an assessment of the ability of the company and its subsidiaries to continue as going concerns
and have no reason to believe the businesses will not be a going concern in the year ahead.
The auditor is responsible for reporting on whether the group financial statements and financial statements are fairly
presented in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework.
The integrated annual report has been prepared in line with best practice and the recommendations of King III.

Approval of group annual financial statements and annual financial statements
The group annual financial statements and annual financial statements of Esor as identified in the first paragraph were
approved by the board of directors on 21 May 2015 and signed by:

Wessel van Zyl

Bruce Atkinson

CEO

CFO

Germiston
21 May 2015
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Declaration by company secretary
We declare that, to the best of our knowledge, the company has lodged with the Companies and Intellectual Property
Commission all such returns as are required of a public company in terms of the Companies Act, and that all such
returns are true, correct and up to date.

Elise Beukes
iThemba Governance and Statutory Solutions (Pty) Limited
Company secretary
Germiston
21 May 2015
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Audit and risk committee report
The information below constitutes the report of the audit and risk committee in respect of the year under review. The
committee is an independent statutory committee, to which duties are delegated by the board. The report has been
presented as required in terms of the South African Companies Act, 2008, as amended.
The audit and risk committee has undergone extensive changes in composition. The following members served on the
audit and risk committee during the 2015 financial year:
Franklin Sonn (retired 21 August 2014)
Dave Thompson (retired 21 August 2014)
Ethan Dube (retired from committee 21 August 2014)
Heather Sonn (Chair) (effective 21 August 2014)
Oswald Franks
Eugene Erasmus (effective 21 August 2014)
Keneilwe Moloko (effective 20 November 2014)
The committee’s charter promotes the overall effectiveness of corporate governance in accordance with the King III
Report. Further it provides for the monitoring of the company’s compliance with disclosure requirements, relevant laws
and regulations and its own code of conduct. The audit and risk committee charter is reviewed annually.
The committee approved the structure of and appointments to the internal audit function and its performance, as well
as reviewed the internal audit report. With regards to the internal audit services provided by KPMG, the audit and risk
committee implements safeguards to eliminate or reduce independence threats by applying the independence
rules-based approach. The principles to evaluate perceived independence issues are also important and in general
terms, the aim is to ensure that external auditors do not:
• audit their own work;
• make management decisions for the company;
• create a mutuality of interest; or
• find themselves in an advocacy position.
The committee meets four times a year and attendance of directors is set out on page 138. Special meetings are
convened as required. The external auditors and executive management are invited to attend every meeting.
The committee annually conducts a self-assessment and the board in addition evaluates the committee, based on
several factors including:
• Expertise
• Inquiring attitude, objectivity, and independence
• Judgement
• Understanding of the business
• Understanding of and commitment to the committee’s duties and responsibilities
• Willingness to devote the time needed to prepare for and participate in committee deliberations
• Timely responses
• Attendance at meetings
The committee members were all satisfied with the functioning of the committee. The board was also satisfied that the
committee members collectively have sufficient academic qualifications or experience in economics, law, corporate
governance, finance, accounting, commerce, industry, public affairs and human resource management as required by
section 94(5) of the Companies Act, read with Regulation 42.
In terms of the Companies Act and the JSE Listings Requirements the audit and risk committee has considered and
satisfied itself of the appropriateness of the expertise and experience of the CFO, Bruce Atkinson.
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The audit and risk committee has further satisfied itself that KPMG Inc. and Mr FHC von Eckardstein, the designated
auditor, are independent of the company.
The audit and risk committee has reviewed the integrated report for completeness and accuracy relative thereto.
The audit and risk committee recommended the annual financial statements for the year ended 28 February 2015,
for approval to the board. The board has subsequently approved the annual financial statements which will be open
for discussion at the forthcoming annual general meeting.
The audit and risk committee is satisfied that appropriate risk management processes are in place and has obtained
combined assurance given by internal auditors/external auditors and management.

Heather Sonn
Audit and risk committee Chair
Germiston
21 May 2015
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Directors’ report
The directors have pleasure in presenting the financial statements of the company and the group for the year ended
28 February 2015, and which have been audited in compliance with the Companies Act. The preparation of these
annual financial statements was supervised by the group’s CFO, Bruce Atkinson.

Nature of business
The nature of the group’s business is set out in the group profile on page 6 of the integrated report, of which this
Directors’ Report forms part.

Financial results
Further comment and detail is set out in the CFO’s report and in the financial statements and accompanying notes.

Use of estimates and judgements
Contracts
Senior management has spent considerable time and effort to ensure that the recognition of revenue and expenses
relating to construction contracts is probable and reliable and expected losses are recognised immediately. Where the
outcome of a contract cannot be measured reliably, profit is recognised to the extent of revenue recorded.
The terrace underground facilities contract for Eskom at the Kusile Power Station was subject to a number of claims and
variations during the early stages of this contract. This resulted in Esor submitting a consolidated claim during the year
which was finalised in November 2014. This settlement resulted in a reversal of R20 million being recognised in the current
year. Following the settlement, a further advance of R40 million was received and claims have accumulated to an
amount of R78 million since March 2014. We are in constant discussions with Eskom to resolve these claims and it is
probable that these will be successfully resolved.
Claims and variations on contracts are only recognised if senior management is confident that it is probable that the
claims and variations can be reliably measured and the customer will approve such items. In addition, negotiations for
recognising such a claim have reached an advanced stage.

Going concern
Senior management has considered the group’s ability to continue as a going concern. Our process was thorough and
based on management’s plan for future action in each division. Although the group reported a significant loss for the
year, these losses were largely funded through available cash resources. The group currently has low gearing, with only
certain assets subject to financial leases, see note 4 to the financial statements. The group further has access to the R1
billion Domestic Medium-Term Note Programme, under this programme, Esor may from time to time issue secured or
unsecured registered notes on the terms and conditions as contained in the Programme Memorandum. Based on the
outcome of management’s assessment of the future cash flows as well as the group’s ability to raise finance we are
confident that the group remains a going concern despite the losses accounted for in the current financial year. Further
comment and detail is set out in the CFO’s report and in the financial statements and accompanying notes

Property, plant and equipment
The group acquired property, plant and equipment to the amount of R20,5 million (2014: R52,6 million) during the year
and disposed of R40,7 million (2014: R83,1 million).
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Dividend declaration
The board has decided that no final dividend will be paid for the year (2014: 38 cents per share interim dividend). It
remains the policy of the group to review the dividend annually in light of the solvency and liquidity of the company
following the payment of a dividend, future availability of credit and the sustainability of the construction market.
Overall the board considers it prudent to conserve cash, which will in turn have a positive effect on future profits.

Share capital
Details of the authorised and issued shares of the company are set out in note 15 to the financial statements, and in the
analysis of shareholders on page 117.

Interest in subsidiaries
Details of the company’s subsidiaries are shown in notes 42 and 45 to the financial statements.

Directors
The directors of the company at the date of this integrated report are set out below:

Executive directors
WC van Zyl (CEO)
BW Atkinson (CFO)

Non-executive directors
B Krone (Chair)
EG Dube*
E Erasmus*
Dr OSW Franks*
KR Moloko*
HJ Sonn*
* Independent

Dr Oswald Franks and Ethan Dube retire at the upcoming annual general meeting and, being eligible, Dr Franks will
stand for re-election. Mr Dube will not stand for re-election. In addition all new directors are subject to confirmation of
election by shareholders at the first annual general meeting after their initial appointment. Accordingly, BW Atkinson,
HJ Sonn, E Erasmus and KR Moloko will stand for confirmation of election at the upcoming annual general meeting.

Company secretary
iThemba Governance and Statutory Solutions (Pty) Limited is the company secretary. The company’s business and
postal addresses are set out on the inside back cover of this integrated report.
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Directors’ report (continued)
Directors’ interests
The directors of the company held the following direct and indirect interests in the company at year-end:
Direct shareholding
Directors’ shareholding

Indirect shareholding

Total

2015

2014

2015

2014

2015

2014

8 000

–

–

–

8 000

–

EG Dube

–

–

7 305 182

7 305 182

7 305 182

7 305 182

E Erasmus

400 000

–

–

–

400 000

–

15 473 328

14 873 328

–

–

15 473 328

14 873 328

–

–

–

–

–

–

10 150

–

–

–

10 150

–

BW Atkinson

B Krone
K Moloko
Dr O Franks
H Sonn

–

–

–

–

–

–

DM Thompson*

–

50 000

50 000

50 000

100 000

100 000

255 000

–

–

–

255 000

–

W van Zyl
* Retired 21 August 2014.

There have been no changes in the directors’ interests since year-end up until the date of this report.

Directors’ emoluments
The remuneration of directors is set out in note 34 to the financial statements.

Auditors
KPMG Inc. will continue in office in accordance with section 90(6) of the Companies Act. The audit partner is
Mr FHC von Eckardstein.

Events after reporting date
As of 1 March 2015 Esor restructured the group into six product areas, namely:
• Building/Housing
• Developments
• Infrastructure
• Pipe services
• Pipelines
• Sanitation
On 2 March 2015, the company received notification from the Construction Industry Development Board (“CIDB”)
that they were investigating those companies implicated in the Competition Commission enquiry. We are currently
in discussions with the CIDB to resolve the matter.
The board of directors is not aware of any other material events or circumstances arising since year-end and the date of
this report.
21 May 2015
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Independent auditor’s report
We have audited the group financial statements and financial statements of Esor Limited set out on pages 54 to 115
which comprise the statements of financial position at 28 February 2015, and the statements of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to the financial
statements which include a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes as set out on
pages 59 to 72.

Directors’ responsibility for the financial statements
The company’s directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa,
and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditors’ responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from
material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of
material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the
auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, these financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated and separate financial
position of Esor Limited at 28 February 2015, and its financial performance and its cash flows for the year then ended in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa.

Other reports required by the Companies Act
As part of our audit of the financial statements for the year ended 28 February 2015, we have read the directors’ report, the
audit and risk committee’s report and the company secretary’s certificate for the purpose of identifying whether there are
material inconsistencies between these reports and the audited financial statements. These reports are the responsibility of
the respective preparers. Based on reading these reports we have not identified material inconsistencies between these
reports and the audited financial statements. However, we have not audited these reports and accordingly do not express
an opinion on these reports.
KPMG Inc.
Registered Auditor
Per FHC von Eckardstein
Chartered Accountant (SA)
Registered Auditor
Director
21 May 2015
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Statements of financial position
at 28 February 2015
Group

Note

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

475 950

613 660

682 722

679 073

230 932

320 135

–

–

Assets
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

4

Intangible assets

5

–

–

–

–

Goodwill

6

155 323

185 062

–

–
–

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

7

29 488

64 923

–

Deferred tax asset

8

10 566

11 457

65

–

Investments in subsidiaries

9

–

–

682 657

679 073

Investment and loan to joint venture

10

48 880

–

–

–

Loans and long-term receivables

11

761

32 083

–

–

753 117

935 151

31 331

30 923

Current assets
Loans and receivables

11

35 014

–

–

–

Inventories

12

149 374

221 345

–

–

4

20 046

–

–

–
30 895

Non-current assets held-for-sale
Unsecured loans

13

Taxation

–

–

31 329

8 014

13 455

–

–

Trade and other receivables

14

504 330

659 928

–

–

Cash and cash equivalents

33

36 339

40 423

2

28

1 229 067

1 548 811

714 053

709 996

667 340

777 219

712 718

709 333

583 730

586 145

607 445

607 445

–

19 213

–

19 213

Total assets
Equity and liabilities
Share capital and reserves
Share capital and premium

15

Equity compensation reserve
Foreign currency translation reserve

27 033

23 665

–

–

Retained earnings

56 577

148 196

105 273

82 675

121 586

207 802

–

–

Non-current liabilities
Secured borrowings

16

101 837

163 043

–

–

Preference shares

17

–

23 424

–

–

8

19 749

21 335

–

–

440 141

563 790

1 335

663

Deferred tax liability
Current liabilities
Current portion of secured borrowings

16

82 920

74 350

–

–

Current portion of preference shares

17

21 000

–

–

–

Bank overdraft

33

Taxation

–

19 583

–

–

2 644

19 131

–

–

Provisions

18

11 458

13 713

–

–

Trade and other payables

20

322 119

437 013

1 335

663

1 229 067

1 548 811

714 053

709 996

Total equity and liabilities
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Statements of profit or loss and other comprehensive income
for the year ended 28 February 2015
Group

CONTINUING OPERATIONS
Revenue

Note
21

Cost of sales
Gross profit
Other income

22

Operating expenses

2015
R’000

Company
2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

1 448 363

1 592 835

–

–

(1 385 681)

(1 611 624)

–

–

62 682

(18 789)

–

–

10 170

10 564

4 097

218

(95 963)

(127 117)

(5 175)

(10 710)

(23 111)

(135 342)

(1 078)

(10 492)

(78 650)

(146 419)

3 584

(101 761)

(281 761)

2 506

Loss before interest, tax, amortisation, impairments
and depreciation

23

Amortisation, impairments and depreciation
Results from operating activities

(10 492)

Finance income

24

19 538

4 980

Finance costs

25

(22 983)

(42 420)

–

(17 158)

(105 206)

(319 201)

3 320

(10 492)

(Loss)/profit before income tax
Taxation income

26

(Loss)/profit from continuing operations

5 314

102 862

(99 892)

(216 339)

814

–

65
3 385

17 158

–
(10 492)

Discontinued operations
Profit from discontinued operations, net of income tax

27

(Loss)/profit

–

50 178

–
3 385

–

(99 892)

(166 161)

(10 492)

(9 770)

25 568

–

–

2 198

(5 753)

–

–

(7 572)

19 815

–

–

(99 892)

(166 161)

3 385

(10 492)

(107 464)

(146 346)

3 385

(10 492)

Other comprehensive income:
Items that are or may be reclassified to profit or loss
Foreign currency translation differences for foreign operations
Related taxes
Other comprehensive income, net of tax
(Loss)/profit attributable to:
Owners of the company
Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Owners of the company
Earnings per share
Basic (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

28

(26,4)

(43,5)

0,9

(2,7)

Diluted (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

28

(26,4)

(43,5)

0,9

(2,7)

Basic (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

28

(26,4)

(56,6)

0,1

(2,7)

Diluted (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

28

(26,4)

(56,6)

0,1

(2,7)

Earnings per share from continuing operations

Earnings per share from discontinued operations
Basic earnings per share (cents)

–

13,1

–

–

Diluted earnings per share (cents)

–

13,1

–

–
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Statements of changes in equity
for the year ended 28 February 2015
Foreign
currency
translation
reserve
R’000

Retained
earnings
R’000

Total
equity
R’000

459 506

1 053 262

Share
capital
R’000

Share
premium
R’000

Equity
compensation
reserve
R’000

376

570 924

18 606

3 850

Loss for the year

–

–

–

–

Other comprehensive income

–

–

–

19 815

–

–

–

19 815

(166 161)

(146 346)

–

–

–

–

(145 149)

(145 149)

Group
Balance at 28 February 2013

(166 161)
–

(166 161)
19 815

Total comprehensive income
for the year
Transactions with owners, recorded
directly in equity
Contributions by and distributions
to owners
Dividends to equity holders
Share-based payment transactions

–

–

607

–

–

607

Treasury shares – disposed

6

14 839

–

–

–

14 845

Total transactions with owners

6

14 839

607

–

382

585 763

19 213

23 665

Loss for the year

–

–

–

–

Other comprehensive income

–

–

–

(7 572)

–

–

–

(7 572)

(99 892)

–

–

10 940

8 273

–

–

(2 415)

10 940

8 273

(2 415)

27 033

56 577

Balance at 28 February 2014

(145 149)

(129 697)

148 196

777 219

(99 892)

(99 892)

–

(7 572)

Total comprehensive income
for the year

(107 464)

Transactions with owners, recorded
directly in equity
Contributions by and distributions
to owners
Transfer to retained earnings
Shares acquired

(8)

(2 407)

Total transactions with owners

(8)

(2 407)

Balance at 28 February 2015

374

583 356

(19 213)
–
(19 213)
–

–

667 340
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Share
capital
R’000

Share
premium
R’000

Equity
compensation
reserve
R’000

395

607 050

18 606

Loss for the year

–

–

–

(10 492)

(10 492)

Total comprehensive income for the year

–

–

–

(10 492)

(10 492)

Dividends to equity holders

–

–

–

(150 208)

(150 208)

Share-based payment transactions

–

–

607

Total transactions with owners

–

–

607

395

607 050

Profit for the year

–

Total comprehensive income for the year

Company
Balance at 28 February 2013

Retained
earnings
R’000

Total
equity
R’000

243 375

869 426

Transactions with owners, recorded directly in equity
Contributions by and distributions to owners
–

607

(150 208)

(149 601)

19 213

82 675

709 333

–

–

3 385

3 385

–

–

–

3 385

3 385

Transfer to retained earnings

–

–

19 213

–

Total transactions with owners

–

–

–

–

–

395

607 050

–

105 273

712 718

Balance at 28 February 2014

Transactions with owners, recorded directly in equity
Contributions by and distributions to owners

Balance at 28 February 2015

(19 213)
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Group

Note
Cash flows from operating activities

97 943

Cash receipts from customers
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Cash generated by/(utilised in) operations

29

Finance income
Finance costs
Dividends paid
Taxation paid

2015
R’000

2014
R’000
(279 069)

2015
R’000
408

2014
R’000
(155 361)

1 643 961

1 487 579

4 097

(1 532 274)

(1 575 788)

(4 503)

111 687

(88 209)

(406)

(5 153)

19 538

25 957

814

17 158

(22 983)

(71 213)

–

(17 158)

(145 149)

–

(150 208)

(455)

–

–

–

–
–

–
30

Company

(10 299)

–
(5 153)

Cash flows from investing activities

(27 393)

422 816

Additions to property, plant and equipment

(20 468)

(52 564)

–

41 954

79 312

–

–

(40 558)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

437 387

–

–

–

–

Proceeds on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Acquisition of business, net of cash

31

Acquisition of joint venture

10

Loan advanced to joint venture
Disposal of discontinued operations, net of cash

–
*
(48 880)

32

Investments acquired

1
–

Cash flows from financing activities

(55 051)

(Decrease)/increase in unsecured loans

–

Decrease in secured borrowings

(52 636)

Shares acquired

(2 415)

Proceeds from share issue, net of issue expenses

–

(761)
(156 495)
–
(171 340)

(434)

155 382

(434)

357 882

–

(202 500)

–

–

–

14 845

–

–

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

15 499

(12 748)

(26)

21

Net cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

20 840

33 588

28

7

36 339

20 840

2

28

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year
* Less than R1 000

33
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Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 28 February 2015
1. General information
Esor Limited (the “company”) is a company incorporated and domiciled in the Republic of South Africa. The
address of the company’s registered office is 30 Activia Road, Activia Park, Germiston. The group financial
statements of the company as at and for the year ended 28 February 2015 comprise the company and its
subsidiaries (together referred to as the “group” and individually as “group entities”) and the group’s interest in
joint ventures. The group is primarily involved in the civil engineering, development of low-income housing and
speciality pipelines sector in South Africa and Southern Africa (Refer notes 2.23 and 44).

2. Presentation of financial statements
Statement of compliance
The group financial statements and financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standard (“IFRS”), the SAICA Financial Reporting Pronouncements issued by the Financial
Reporting Standards Council, the SAICA Financial Reporting Guides as issued by the Accounting Practices
Committee and in the manner required by the Companies Act, 71 of 2008, of South Africa. The group financial
statements and financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis, except for certain financial
instruments at fair value and incorporate the principal accounting policies set out below. Except for the changes
below, the group has consistently applied the accounting policies
to all periods presented.
Application of new standards, amendments to standards and interpretations
In the current year, the group has applied a number of new standards, amendments to standards and
interpretations which are effective for an accounting period that begins on or after 1 March 2014.
Amendments to IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation: Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities
The amendments clarify when an entity must offset financial assets and financial liabilities. The adoption of this
amendment had no effect on the financial statements.
Recoverable Amount Disclosures for Non-financial Assets (Amendments to IAS 36)
The amendments reverse the unintended requirement in IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement to disclose the
recoverable amount of every cash-generating unit to which significant goodwill or indefinite-lived intangible assets
have been allocated. Under the amendments, the recoverable amount is required to be disclosed only when an
impairment loss has been recognised or reversed. During the previous year an impairment loss had been
recognised on goodwill. Refer to note 6 for further disclosure.
IFRIC 21 Levies
Levies have become more common in recent years, with governments in a number of jurisdictions introducing
levies to raise additional income. Current practice on how to account for the levies is mixed. IFRIC 21 provides
guidance on accounting for levies in accordance with IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Assets. The
adoption of this amendment had no effect on the financial statements.
Novation of Derivatives and Continuation of Hedge Accounting (Amendments to IAS 39)
IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement requires an entity to discontinue hedge accounting if
the derivative hedging instrument is novated to a clearing counterparty, unless the hedging instrument is being
replaced as part of the entity’s original documented hedging strategy.
The amendments add a limited exception to IAS 39, to provide relief from discontinuing an existing hedging
relationship, when a novation that was not contemplated in the original hedging documentation meets specific
criteria. The adoption of this amendment had no effect on the financial statements.
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2.1

Functional and presentation currency
These consolidated financial statements and financial statements are presented in Rands (“R”), which is the
company’s functional currency and the group’s presentation currency. All financial information presented in
Rands has been rounded to the nearest thousand (“R’000”).

2.2

Use of estimates and judgements
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires management to make judgements,
estimates and assumptions that may affect the application of policies and reported amounts of assets,
liabilities, income and expenses.
The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting
estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and in any future periods affected.
The key assumptions and judgements made concerning the future and other sources of estimation
uncertainty at the reporting date that could have a significant risk of causing material adjustment to the
carrying amounts of the assets and liabilities within the next financial year are:
Revenue
During the initial stages of a construction contract it is often the case that the contract outcome cannot be
estimated reliably. When contract revenue and the costs to complete the contract can be measured
reliably, profit is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the activity of the contract. However,
the reliability of current estimates of future revenue and expenses is a critical factor when assessing the profit
to be recognised on a yet uncompleted contract (Refer notes 14 and 21).
Impairment testing
Management used the value-in-use method to determine the recoverable amount of goodwill. Additional
disclosure of these estimates is included in note 6.
Measurement of fair values
The fair valuation of an asset or liability includes:
• The contingent purchase consideration on the sale of the geotechnical business (Note 7)
• Trade and other receivables (Note 14)
• Borrowings (Notes 16 and 40)
Provisions
Provisions raised were determined by management on estimates based on the information available.
Additional disclosures of these estimates of provisions are included in note 18.
Recognition of deferred tax asset
Availability of future taxable profit against which carry forward tax losses can be used. Additional disclosure
of the estimate is included in note 8.
Property, plant and equipment
Management has made certain estimations with regard to the determination of estimated useful lives and
residual values of items of property, plant and equipment, as discussed further in note 2.3.
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2.3

Property, plant and equipment
The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when:
• It is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the company; and
• The cost of the item can be measured reliably.
Cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset. The cost of selfconstructed assets includes the cost of materials and direct labour, any other costs directly attributable to
bringing the assets to a working condition for their intended use, and the costs of dismantling and removing
the items and restoring the site on which they are located. Purchased software that is integral to the
functionality of the related equipment is capitalised as part of that equipment.
Property, plant and equipment is carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated
impairment losses. Depreciation commences when an asset is available for use. Depreciation is charged so
as to write off the depreciable amount of items, other than land, to their residual values, over their estimated
useful lives, using a method that reflects the pattern in which the assets’ future economic benefits are
expected to be consumed.
Subsequent costs
The group recognises in the carrying amount an item of property, plant and equipment the cost of replacing
part of such an item when the cost is incurred if it is probable that the future economic benefits embodied
within the item will flow to the group and the cost of such an item can be measured reliably. Any remaining
carrying amount of the replaced part is written off to profit or loss as incurred.
When an item comprises major components with different useful lives or residual values, the components are
accounted for as separate items (major components) of property, plant and equipment and depreciated
over their estimated useful lives.
Methods of depreciation, useful lives and residual values are reviewed annually at each reporting date. The
following methods and estimated useful lives were applied during the current and previous periods:
Item

Method

Useful life

Land

Not depreciated

Indefinite

Buildings

Straight line

50 years

Plant and equipment

Straight line

5 – 15 years

Motor vehicles

Straight line

3 – 8 years

Furniture and fittings

Straight line

1 – 10 years

Computers

Straight line

1 – 3 years

The depreciation charge for each period is recognised in profit or loss.
Derecognition occurs when an item of property, plant and equipment is disposed of, or when it is no longer
expected to generate any future economic benefits.
The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment is included in
profit or loss when the item is derecognised. The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of
property, plant and equipment is determined as the difference between the net disposal proceeds and the
carrying amount of the item.
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2.4

Non-current assets held-for-sale and discontinued operations
Non-current assets (or disposal groups comprising assets and liabilities) that are expected to be recovered
primarily through sale rather than through continuing use are classified as held-for-sale. Immediately before
classification as held-for-sale, the assets (or components of a disposal group) are re-measured in
accordance with the group’s accounting policies. On initial classification as held-for-sale and subsequently,
non-current assets or disposal groups are recognised at the lower of carrying amount and fair value less
costs to sell. Impairment losses are included in profit or loss and are allocated first to goodwill and then to
the remaining assets and liabilities on a pro rata basis (with the exception of inventories, financial assets,
deferred taxation assets, and employee benefit assets, which continue to be measured in accordance with
the group’s accounting policies). Gains are not recognised in excess of any cumulative impairment loss.
Gains and losses on re-measurement are recognised in profit or loss.
Intangible assets and property, plant and equipment once classified as held-for-sale are not amortised
or depreciated.
A discontinued operation is a clearly distinguishable component of the group’s business that is disposed of
or is classified as held for sale pursuant to a single plan and which represents a separate major line of
business or geographical area of operation that can be distinguished physically, operationally and for
financial reporting purposes.
Classification as a discontinued operation occurs upon the earlier of disposal or when the operation meets
the criteria to be classified as held-for-sale. When an operation is classified as a discontinued operation, the
comparative statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income are restated as if the operation
has been discontinued from the start of the comparative period.

2.5

Intangible assets
An intangible asset is recognised when:
• It is probable that the expected future economic benefits that are attributable to the asset will flow to the
company; and
• The cost of the asset can be measured reliably.
Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost unless acquired as part of a business combination, in which
case the cost of the intangible assets is their fair value at the date of acquisition. Research costs are
recognised as an expense when they are incurred. Development costs are capitalised when they meet the
following criteria:
• It is feasible to complete the asset so that it will be available for use or sale;
• There is an intention to complete and use or sell it;
• There is an ability to use or sell it;
• It will generate probable future economic benefits;
• There are available technical, financial and other resources to complete the development and to use or
sell the asset; and
• The expenditure attributable to the asset during its development can be measured reliably.
Internally generated brands and items similar in substance are not recognised as intangible assets.
Subsequent expenditure
Subsequent expenditure is capitalised only when it increases the future economic benefits embodied in the
specific asset to which it relates. All other expenditure, including expenditure on internally generated
goodwill and brands, is recognised in profit or loss as incurred.
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Intangible assets are carried at cost less any accumulated amortisation and any accumulated impairment
losses. An intangible asset is regarded as having an indefinite useful life when there is no foreseeable limit to
the period over which the asset is expected to generate net cash inflows. Amortisation is not provided on
indefinite useful life intangible assets. These are tested annually for impairment and impaired if necessary.
Finite useful life intangible assets are amortised on a straight-line basis over their estimated useful life, from
the date that they are available for use. They are only tested for impairment when an indication of
impairment exists. Amortisation is recognised in profit or loss. Methods of amortisation and useful lives
are reviewed annually at each reporting date.

2.6

Goodwill
The group measures goodwill at the acquisition date as:
• the fair value of the consideration transferred; plus
• the recognised amount of any non-controlling interests in the acquiree; plus
• if the business combination is achieved in stages, the fair value of the existing equity interest in the
acquiree; less
• the net recognised amount (generally fair value) of the identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed.
When the excess is negative, a bargain purchase gain is recognised immediately in profit or loss.
Goodwill arising from business combinations is subsequently measured at cost less accumulated impairment
losses (refer to impairment accounting policy 2.9). Goodwill is not amortised.

2.7

Investments in subsidiaries
In the company’s financial statements, investments in subsidiaries are carried at cost less any
accumulated impairment.
The cost of an investment in a subsidiary is the aggregate of:
• the fair value, at the date of exchange, of assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed, and equity
instruments issued by the company; plus
• any costs directly attributable to the purchase of the subsidiary.

2.8

Basis of consolidation
Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are entities controlled by the group. The group controls an entity when it is exposed to, or has
rights to, variable returns from its involvement with the entity and has the ability to affect those returns
through its power over the entity. In assessing control, only substantive rights are considered. The financial
statements of subsidiaries are included in the consolidated financial statements from the date that control
commences until the date that control ceases. The accounting policies of subsidiaries have been changed
when necessary to align them with the policies adopted by the group.
Acquisitions from entities under common control
At acquisition, business combinations arising from transfers of interest in entities that are under the control
of the shareholder that controls the group are accounted for in the period in which the transfer of interest
occurs and comparatives are not restated. The assets and liabilities acquired are recognised at the carrying
amounts recognised previously in the group controlling shareholder’s consolidated financial statements.
Joint operations
Joint operations are those operations where the group has rights to the assets, and the obligations for the
liabilities, relating to the arrangement. The group will recognise its portion of the assets, liabilities, revenue
and expenses.
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Changes in interests without a loss in control
When there is a change in the interest in a subsidiary after control is obtained, that does not result in a loss in
control, the difference between the fair value of the consideration transferred and the amount by which the
non-controlling interest is adjusted is recognised directly in the statement of changes in equity (in the
premium on non-controlling interest reserve). No goodwill is recognised on such transactions.
Loss of control
Upon the loss of control, the group derecognises the assets and liabilities of the subsidiary, any noncontrolling interests and the other components of equity related to the subsidiary. Any surplus or deficit
arising on the loss of control is recognised in profit or loss. If the group retains any interest in the previous
subsidiary, then such interest is measured at fair value at the date that control is lost. Subsequently it is
accounted for as an equity-accounted investee or as an available-for-sale financial asset depending
on the level of influence retained.
Interests in equity-accounted investees
The group’s interest in equity-accounted investees comprises interest in a joint venture.
A joint venture is an arrangement in which the group has joint control, whereby the group has rights to the
nets assets of the arrangement, rather than rights to its assets and obligations for the liabilities.
Interests in the joint venture are accounted for using the equity method. They are initially recognised at cost,
which includes transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition, the consolidated financial statements
include the group’s share of the profit or loss and OCI of equity-accounted investees, until the date on
which significant influence or joint control ceases.
Transactions eliminated on consolidation
Intra-group balances and transactions, and any unrealised income and expenses arising from intra-group
transactions, are eliminated in preparing the consolidated financial statements. Unrealised losses are
eliminated in the same way as unrealised gains, but only to the extent that there is no evidence of impairment.

2.9

Impairment of assets
Financial assets
A financial asset not classified at fair value through profit or loss is assessed at each reporting date to
determine whether there is any objective evidence that it is impaired. A financial asset is considered to
be impaired if objective evidence indicates that one or more events have had a negative effect on the
estimated future cash flows of that asset.
An impairment loss in respect of a financial asset measured at amortised cost is calculated as the difference
between its carrying amount, and the present value of the estimated future cash flows discounted at the
original effective interest rate.
Individually significant financial assets are tested for impairment on an individual basis. The remaining
financial assets are assessed collectively in groups that share similar credit risk characteristics.
All impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss and reflected in an allowance account. Interest on
impaired assets continues to be recognised.
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An impairment loss is reversed if the reversal can be related objectively to an event occurring after the
impairment loss was recognised. For financial assets measured at amortised cost, the reversal is recognised
in profit or loss.
Non-financial assets
The carrying amounts of the group’s non-financial assets, other than inventories and deferred tax assets,
are reviewed at each reporting date to determine whether there is any indication of impairment. If any such
indication exists, then the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated. For goodwill and intangible assets that
have indefinite lives or that are not yet available for use, the recoverable amount is estimated each year
at the same time.
For the purpose of impairment testing, assets are grouped together in the smallest group of assets that
generate cash flows from continuing use that are largely independent of cash inflows of other assets or
groups of assets (the “cash-generating unit”). The recoverable amount of an asset or cash-generating unit is
the greater of its value in use and its fair value less costs of disposal. In assessing value in use, the estimated
future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current
market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. The goodwill acquired in a
business combination, for the purpose of impairment testing, is allocated to cash-generating units that are
expected to benefit from the synergies of the combination.
An impairment loss is recognised if the carrying amount of an asset or its cash-generating unit exceeds its
estimated recoverable amount. Impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss. Impairment losses
recognised in respect of cash-generating units are allocated first to reduce the carrying amount of any
goodwill allocated to the units and then to reduce the carrying amounts of the other assets in the unit
(group of units) on a pro rata basis.
An impairment loss in respect of goodwill is not reversed. In respect of other assets, impairment losses
recognised in prior periods are assessed at each reporting date for any indications that the loss has
decreased or no longer exists. An impairment loss is reversed if there has been a change in the estimates
used to determine the recoverable amount. An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the asset’s
carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined, net of
depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss has been recognised.

2.10 Financial instruments
Non-derivative financial instruments
Non-derivative financial instruments comprise investments in equity and debt securities, trade and other
receivables, including retention receivables, cash and cash equivalents, loans and borrowings, and trade
and other payables.
Non-derivative financial instruments are recognised initially at fair value plus, for instruments not at fair value
through profit or loss, any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition nonderivative financial instruments are measured as described below:
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances and call deposits. Bank overdrafts that are repayable
on demand and form an integral part of the group’s cash management are included as a component of
cash and cash equivalents for the purpose of the statement of cash flows.
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Non-derivative financial assets
The group initially recognises loans and receivables on the date that they are originated. All other financial
assets are recognised initially on the trade date at which the group becomes a party to the contractual
provisions of the instrument.
Non-derivative financial liabilities
The group initially recognises debt securities on the date that they are originated. All other financial liabilities
are recognised initially on the trade date at which the group becomes a party to the contractual provisions
of the instrument.
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
An instrument is classified at fair value through profit or loss if it is held for trading or is designated as such
upon initial recognition. Financial instruments are designated at fair value through profit or loss if the group
manages such investments and makes purchase and sale decisions based on their fair value in accordance
with the group’s documented risk management or investment strategy. Upon initial recognition attributable
transaction costs are recognised in profit or loss when incurred. Financial instruments at fair value through
profit or loss are measured at fair value, and changes therein are recognised in profit or loss.
Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any
impairment losses.
Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
Derivative financial instruments
The group holds derivative financial instruments to economically hedge its foreign currency and interest rate
risk exposures. Embedded derivatives are separated from the host contract and accounted for separately if
the economic characteristics and risks of the host contract and the embedded derivative are not closely
related, a separate instrument with the same terms as the embedded derivative would meet the definition
of a derivative, and the combined instrument is not measured at fair value through profit or loss.
Derivatives are recognised initially at fair value, attributable transaction costs are recognised in profit or loss
when incurred. Subsequent to initial recognition, derivatives are measured at fair value, and changes therein
are accounted for as described below:
Separable embedded derivatives
Changes in the fair value of separable embedded derivatives are recognised in profit or loss.
Other non-trading derivatives
When a derivative financial instrument is not designated as a hedging instrument in a qualifying hedge
relationship, all changes in its fair value are recognised in profit or loss.

2.11 Share capital and reserves
Ordinary shares
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of ordinary shares
and share options are recognised as a deduction from equity, net of any tax effects.
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Repurchase of share capital
When share capital recognised as equity is repurchased, the amount of the consideration paid, which
includes directly attributable costs is recognised as a deduction from equity. Repurchased shares are
classified as treasury shares and are presented as a deduction from total equity. When treasury shares are
sold or reissued subsequently, the amount received is recognised as an increase in equity, and the resulting
surplus or deficit on the transaction is transferred to/from retained earnings.
Equity compensation reserve
The equity compensation reserve comprises equity settled share-based payments, which have been
amortised over the vesting period of share options granted to employees.
Foreign currency translation reserve
The foreign currency translation reserve comprises all foreign currency differences arising from the translation
of the financial statements of foreign operations.

2.12 Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases whenever the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks and
rewards of ownership to the lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases and are not recognised
on the group’s statement of financial position.
The group as lessor
Amounts due from lessees under finance leases are recorded as receivables at the amount of the group’s
net investment in the leases. Finance lease income is allocated to accounting periods so as to reflect a
constant periodic rate of return on the group’s net investment outstanding in respect of leases.
Rental income from operating leases is recognised on a straight-line basis over the term of the relevant
lease. Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging an operating lease are added to the carrying
amount of the leased asset and recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
The group as lessee
Assets held under finance leases are recognised as assets of the group at their fair value at the inception of
the lease or, if lower, at the present value of the minimum lease payments discounted using the interest rate
implicit in the lease contract. Any initial direct costs incurred are added to the amount recognised as an
asset. Lease payments are apportioned between finance charges and a reduction of the lease obligation
so as to achieve a constant rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability.
Finance charges are recognised in profit or loss in accordance with the group’s general policy on finance
income and costs (note 2.19).
Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the term
of the relevant lease. Benefits received and receivable as an incentive to enter into an operating lease are
also spread on a straight-line basis over the lease term. Contingent rent is recognised as an expense in the
period in which it is incurred.

2.13 Inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of cost or net realisable value. The cost of inventories comprises all
costs of purchase, costs of production or conversion and other costs incurred in bringing the inventories to
their present location and condition. Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course
of business less the estimated costs of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale.
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The cost of all inventories is assigned using the first-in first-out method, as all inventories have a similar nature
and use to the group.
When inventories are sold, the carrying amounts of those inventories are recognised as an expense in the
period in which the related revenue is recognised. The amount of any write-down of inventories to net
realisable value and all losses of inventories are recognised as an expense in the period the write-down or
loss occurs.
The amount of any reversal of any write-down of inventories, arising from an increase in net realisable value,
is recognised as a reduction in the amount of inventories recognised as an expense in the period in which
the reversal occurs.

2.14 Financial guarantees
Financial guarantees are contracts that require the company to make specified payments to reimburse the
holder for a loss it incurs because a group company fails to make payment when due in accordance with
the terms of a debt instrument. Financial guarantee liabilities are recognised initially at their fair value, and
the initial fair value is amortised over the life of the financial guarantee. The financial guarantee liability is
subsequently carried at the higher of this amortised amount and the present value of any expected
payment when a payment under the guarantee has become probable. Financial guarantees are
included within trade and other payables.

2.15 Revenue
Construction contracts
Contract revenue includes the initial amount agreed in the contract plus any variations in contract work,
claims and incentive payments to the extent that it is probable that they will result in revenue and can
be measured reliably. As soon as the outcome of a construction contract can be measured reliably,
contract revenue and expenses are recognised in profit or loss in proportion to the stage of completion
of the contract.
The stage of completion is assessed by reference to surveys of work performed. When the outcome of a
construction contract cannot be estimated reliably, contract revenue is recognised only to the extent of
contract costs incurred that are likely to be recoverable. An expected loss on a contract is recognised
immediately in profit or loss.
Property developments
Revenue from construction of real estate is recognised on transfer of the property deeds when the risk and
reward of ownership transfer to the buyer in accordance with IFRIC 15.

2.16 Taxation
Taxation expense comprises current and deferred tax. An income tax expense is recognised in profit or loss
except to the extent that it relates to items recognised directly in equity or in other comprehensive income,
in which case it is recognised in equity or in other comprehensive income.
Current tax is the expected tax payable on the taxable income for the year, using tax rates enacted
or substantively enacted at the reporting date, and any adjustment to tax payable in respect of
previous years.
Deferred tax is recognised in respect of temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities for financial reporting purposes and the amounts used for taxation purposes. Deferred tax is not
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recognised for the following temporary differences: the initial recognition of assets or liabilities in a transaction
that is not a business combination and that affects neither accounting nor taxable profit or loss, and
differences relating to investments in subsidiaries and joint arrangements to the extent that it is probable that
they will not reverse in the foreseeable future. In addition, deferred tax is not recognised for taxable temporary
differences on the initial recognition of goodwill. Deferred tax is measured at the tax rates that are expected
to be applied to temporary differences when they reverse, based on the laws that have been enacted or
substantively enacted by the reporting date. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset if there is a legally
enforceable right to offset current tax liabilities and assets, and they relate to income taxes levied by the same
tax authority on the same taxable entity, or on different tax entities, but the intention is to settle current tax
liabilities and assets on a net basis or their current tax assets and liabilities will be realised simultaneously.
A deferred tax asset is recognised to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profits will be
available against which the temporary difference can be utilised. Deferred tax assets are reviewed at
each reporting date and are reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that the related tax
benefit will be realised.

2.17 Provisions
A provision is recognised if, as a result of a past event, the group has a present legal or constructive
obligation that can be estimated reliably, and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be
required to settle the obligation. Provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash flows at
a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to
the liability.
Onerous contracts
A provision for onerous contracts is recognised when the expected benefits to be derived by the group from
a contract are lower than the unavoidable cost of meeting its obligations under the contract. The provision
is measured at the present value of the lower of the expected cost of terminating the contract and the
expected net cost of continuing with the contract. Before a provision is established, the group recognises
any impairment loss on the assets associated with that contract.
Restructuring costs
Provisions for restructuring are made if the group has a formal plan for restructuring identifying:
• the business or part thereof;
• the locations affected;
• the location, function, and approximate number of employees that will be compensated for terminating
their services;
• the estimated expenditures;
• when the plan will be implemented; and
• has raised a valid expectation that it will carry out the restructuring by starting to implement that plan or
announcing its main features to those affected by it.

2.18 Dividend received
Dividend income is recognised in profit or loss on the date that the company’s right to receive payment
is established.

2.19 Finance income and costs
Finance income comprises interest income on funds invested, changes in the fair value of financial assets at
fair value through profit or loss. Interest income is recognised as it accrues in profit or loss, using the effective
interest method.
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Finance costs comprise interest expense on borrowings, unwinding of the discount on provisions, changes in
the fair value of financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss. All borrowing costs are recognised in
profit or loss using the effective interest method.

2.20 Foreign currencies
Foreign currency transactions
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated to the respective functional currencies of group entities at
exchange rates at the dates of the transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
currencies at the reporting date are retranslated to the functional currency at the exchange rate at that
date. The foreign currency gain or loss on monetary items is the difference between amortised cost in the
functional currency at the beginning of the period, adjusted for effective interest and payments during the
period, and the amortised cost in foreign currency translated at the exchange rate at the end of the period.
Non-monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies that are measured at fair value are
retranslated to the functional currency at the exchange rate at the date that the fair value was determined.
Foreign currency differences arising on retranslation are recognised in profit or loss.
Foreign operations
Foreign currency differences are recognised in other comprehensive income, and presented in the foreign
currency translation reserve in equity. However, if the operation is a non-wholly-owned subsidiary, then the
relevant proportionate share of the translation difference is allocated to the non-controlling interests. When
a foreign operation is disposed of such that control, significant influence or joint control is lost, the cumulative
amount in the translation reserve related to that foreign operation is reclassified to profit or loss as part of the
gain or loss on disposal. When the group disposes of only part of its interest in a subsidiary that includes a
foreign operation while retaining control, the relevant proportion of the cumulative amount is reattributed to
non-controlling interests. When the group disposes of only part of its investment in an associate or joint
venture that includes a foreign operation while retaining significant influence or joint control, the relevant
proportion of the cumulative amount is reclassified to profit or loss.
All assets and liabilities of foreign operations, including fair value adjustments and goodwill arising on
acquisition, are translated at the rate of exchange ruling at the reporting date.
Foreign exchange gains and losses arising from a monetary item receivable from or payable to a foreign
operation, the settlement of which is neither planned nor likely in the foreseeable future, are considered to
form part of a net investment in a foreign operation and are recognised directly in other comprehensive
income in the foreign currency translation reserve (“FCTR”).

2.21 Share-based payment transactions
Goods acquired or services received in a share-based payment transaction are recognised when the goods
are obtained or as the services are received. A corresponding increase in the equity compensation reserve
is recognised if the goods or services were acquired in an equity-settled share-based payment transaction.
When the goods received or acquired in a share-based payment transaction do not qualify for recognition
as assets, they are recognised as expenses.
For equity-settled share-based payment transactions, the goods or services received are measured directly,
at the fair value of the goods or services received, unless that fair value cannot be estimated reliably. If the
fair value of the goods or services received cannot be estimated reliably, their value and the corresponding
increase in equity, indirectly are measured by reference to fair value of the equity instruments granted.
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Share-based payment arrangements in which the group receives goods or services as consideration for its
own equity instruments are accounted for as equity-settled share-based payment transactions, regardless
of how the equity instruments are obtained by the group.
The grant date fair value of share-based payment awards granted to employees is recognised as an
employee expense, with a corresponding increase in equity (in the equity compensation reserve), over the
period that the employees unconditionally become entitled to the awards. The amount recognised as an
expense is adjusted to reflect the number of awards for which the related service and non-market vesting
conditions are expected to be met, such that the amount ultimately recognised as an expense is based on
the number of awards that do meet the related service and non-market performance conditions at the
vesting date. For share-based payment awards with non-vesting conditions, the grant date fair value of the
share-based payment is measured to reflect such conditions and there is no true-up for differences between
expected and actual outcomes.

2.22 Employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits
The cost of short-term employee benefits are recognised in the period in which the service is rendered and
are not discounted.
The expected cost of compensated absences is recognised as an expense as the employees render
services that increase their entitlement or, in the case of non-accumulating absences, when the
absence occurs.
The expected cost of bonus payments is recognised as an expense when there is a legal or constructive
obligation to make such payments as a result of past service provided by the employee and the obligation
can be estimated reliably.
Defined contribution plans
A defined contribution plan is a post-employment benefit plan under which an entity pays fixed contributions
into a separate entity and will have no legal or constructive obligation to pay further amounts. Obligations for
contributions to defined contribution pension plans are recognised as an employee benefit expense in profit or
loss when employees render service that entitle them to the contributions. Prepaid contributions are
recognised as an asset to the extent that a cash refund or a reduction in future payments is available.
Payments made to industry-managed retirement benefit schemes (or State plans) are dealt with as defined
contribution plans where the company’s obligation under the schemes is equivalent to those arising in a
defined contribution retirement benefit plan.

2.23 Segment reporting
The segment information has been prepared in accordance with IFRS 8 Operating Segments, which requires
disclosure of financial information of an entity’s operating segments.
Identification of reportable segments
Segment information is prepared in conformity with the basis that is reported to the chief operating decision
maker in assessing segment performance and allocating resources to segments. These values have been
reconciled to the consolidated financial statements.
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The revenue and operating assets are further disclosed within the geographical areas in which the group
operates. The basis on which the segments are reported by the group is in accordance with the accounting
policies adopted for preparing and presenting the consolidated financial statements.
Segment revenue excludes value-added taxation and includes intersegment revenue. Revenue represents
segment revenue from which intersegment revenue has been eliminated. Sales between segments are
made on a commercial basis.
Segment expenses include direct and allocated expenses. Depreciation and amortisation have been
allocated to the segments to which they relate.
The segment assets comprise all assets of the different segments that are employed by the segment
and that either are directly attributable to the segment, or can be allocated to the segment on a
reasonable basis.
Reportable segments
Civils operations
Revenue in this segment is derived from the construction of roads, township infrastructures, water and
sewerage reticulation and concrete projects. Civils operations are solely located in South Africa.
Pipeline operations
Revenue in this segment is derived from the construction and rehabilitation of onshore pipelines. Pipeline
operations are primarily located in South Africa.
Development operations
Revenue in this segment is derived from development of low-income housing projects in both bonded and
social rental, gap, FLISP and RDP/BNG markets.
Geographical information
The group’s operations are principally located in South Africa and Zimbabwe.

3. New accounting pronouncements
A number of new standards and amendments to standards have been issued that are not yet effective for the
period ended 28 February 2015 and have not been applied in preparing these financial statements. All standards
will be adopted at their effective date (except for those standards that are not applicable to the group
and/or company).
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Standards

Details of amendment

Defined Benefit Plans:

The amendments introduce relief that will reduce the complexity and burden of

Employee Contributions

accounting for certain contributions from employees or third parties. Such contributions

(Amendments to IAS 19)

are eligible for practical expedient if they are:
• set out in the formal terms of the plan;
• linked to service; and
• independent of the numbers of years of service.
When contributions are eligible for the practical expedient, a company is permitted
(but not required) to recognise them as a reduction of the service cost in the period in
which the related service is rendered.
The amendments apply retrospectively for annual periods beginning on or after
1 January 2015 with early adoption permitted. This is not expected to have an impact
on the financial statements of Esor Limited.

Clarification of

The amendments to IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment explicitly state that revenue-

Acceptable Methods of

based methods of depreciation cannot be used for property, plant and equipment.

Depreciation and
Amortisation

The amendments to IAS 38 Intangible Assets introduce a rebuttable presumption that

(Amendments to IAS 16

the use of revenue-based amortisation methods for intangible assets is inappropriate.

and IAS 38)

The presumption can be overcome only when revenue and the consumption of the
economic benefits of the intangible asset are “highly correlated”, or when the
intangible asset is expressed as a measure of revenue.
The group currently uses the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of
property, plant and equipment and intangible assets. As a result, this amendment will
not have an impact on the group.
The amendments apply prospectively for annual reports beginning on or after
1 January 2016 and early adoption is permitted.

Equity Method in

The amendments allow an entity to apply the equity method in its separate financial

Separate Financial

statements to account for its investments in subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures.

Statements
(Amendments to IAS 27)

The amendments apply retrospectively for annual periods beginning on or after
1 January 2016 and early adoption is permitted. This is not expected to have an impact
on the financial statements of Esor Limited.

Sale or Contribution of

The amendments require the full gain to be recognised when assets transferred

Assets between an

between an investor and its associate or joint venture meet the definition of a

Investor and its Associate “business” under IFRS 3 Business Combinations. Where the assets transferred do not
or Joint Venture

meet the definition of a business, a partial gain to the extent of unrelated investors’

(Amendments to IFRS 10

interests in the associate or joint venture is recognised. The definition of a business is key

and IAS 28)

to determining the extent of the gain to be recognised.
The amendments apply retrospectively for annual periods beginning on or after
1 January 2016 and early adoption is permitted.
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Standards

Details of amendment

Disclosure Initiative

The amendments provide additional guidance on the application of materiality and

(Amendments to IAS 1)

aggregation when preparing financial statements.
The amendments apply retrospectively for annual periods beginning on or after
1 January 2016 and early application is permitted.

Investment Entities:

The amendments to IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements clarifies which

Applying the

subsidiaries of an investment entity are consolidated instead of being measured at fair

Consolidation Exception

value through profit or loss. The amendment also modifies the condition in the general

(Amendments to IFRS 10,

consolidation exemption that requires an entity’s parent or ultimate parent to prepare

IFRS 12 and IAS 28)

consolidated financial statements. The amendment clarifies that this condition is also
met where the ultimate parent or any intermediary parent of a parent entity measures
subsidiaries at fair value through profit or loss in accordance with IFRS 10 and not only
where the ultimate parent or intermediate parent consolidates its subsidiaries.
The amendment to IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities requires and entity
that prepares financial statements in which all its subsidiaries are measured at fair value
through profit or loss in accordance with IFRS 10 to make disclosures required by IFRS 12
relating to investment entities.
The amendment to IAS 28 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures modifies the
conditions where an entity need not apply the equity method to its investments in
associates or joint ventures to align these to the amended IFRS 10 conditions for not
presenting consolidated financial statements. The amendments introduce relief when
applying the equity method which permits a non-investment entity investor in an
associate or joint venture that is an investment entity to retain the fair value through
profit or loss measurement applied by the associate or joint venture to its subsidiaries.
The amendments apply retrospectively for annual periods beginning on or after
1 January 2016, with early application permitted.

IFRS 15 Revenue from

This standard replaces IAS 11 Construction Contracts, IAS 18 Revenue, IFRIC 13

Contracts with

Customer Loyalty Programmes, IFRIC 15 Agreements for the Construction of Real Estate,

Customers

IFRIC 18 Transfer of Assets from Customers and SIC-31 Revenue – Barter of Transactions
Involving Advertising Services.
The standard contains a single model that applies to contracts with customers and two
approaches to recognising revenue: at a point in time or over time. The model features
a contract-based five-step analysis of transactions to determine whether, how much
and when revenue is recognised.
This new standard may have an impact on the group. The group is currently in the
process of performing a more detailed assessment of the impact of this standard on
the group.
The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017, with
early adoption permitted under IFRS.
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Standards

Details of amendment

IFRS 9 Financial

On 24 July 2014, the IASB issued the final IFRS 9 Financial Instruments standard, which

Instruments

replaces earlier versions of IFRS 9 and completes the IASB’s project to replace IAS 39
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement.
This standard will have a impact on the group, which may include changes in the
measurement bases of the group’s financial assets to amortised cost, fair value through
other comprehensive income or fair value through profit or loss. Even though these
measurement categories are similar to IAS 39, the criteria for classification into these
categories are significantly different. In addition, the IFRS 9 impairment model has
been changed from an “incurred loss” model from IAS 39 to an “expected credit loss”
model, which is expected to increase the provision for bad debts recognised in
the group.
The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018, with
retrospective application, early adoption is permitted.

Annual improvements to

The annual improvements to IFRSs are effective for periods beginning on or after

IFRSs 2010 – 2012 cycle

1 January 2015.

and annual
improvements to IFRSs

The amendments to IFRS 2 Share-based Payment Transactions and IFRS 3 Business

2011 to 2013 cycle

Combinations included in Annual Improvements to IFRSs 2010 to 2012 cycle are applied
to share-based payment transactions for which the grant date is on or after 1 July 2014
and to business combinations for which the date of acquisition is on or after 1 July 2014,
respectively.
The amendment to IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement in Annual Improvements to IFRSs
2011 to 2013 cycle is applied from the beginning of the annual period in which IFRS 13
was initially applied.

Other than when specifically mentioned, the group is still determining the impact of the amendments on the
financial statements.
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Accumulated
depreciation
and
impairment
losses
Cost
R’000
R’000

Carrying
value
R’000

4. Property, plant and equipment
Group
2015
Land and buildings
Plant and equipment
Motor vehicles
Furniture and fittings
Computers

38 130

(2 370)

35 760

368 481

(168 392)

200 089

35 254

(21 537)

13 717

858

(372)

486

3 710

(2 784)

926

446 433

(195 455)

250 978

Less: Assets held for sale and classified as current assets

–

–

(20 046)

–

–

230 932

2014
Land and buildings
Plant and equipment
Motor vehicles
Furniture and fittings
Computers

32 956

(2 216)

30 740

434 490

(158 994)

275 496

30 143

(17 646)

12 497

562

(327)

235

3 676

(2 509)

1 167

501 827

(181 692)

320 135

The carrying amount of property, plant and equipment can be reconciled as follows:

Reclassifications
R’000

Carrying
value
at end
of year
R’000

Assets
held for
sale
R’000

Noncurrent
portion
R’000

–

35 760

–

35 760

Carrying
value at
beginning
of year
R’000

Additions
R’000

Disposals
R’000

30 740

5 230

–

275 496

13 993

(39 660)

(45 179)

(4 561)

200 089

12 497

916

(1 054)

(3 203)

4 561

13 717

–

13 717

Depreciation
R’000

2015
Land and buildings

(210)

Plant and
equipment
Motor vehicles

(20 046)

180 043

Furniture and
fittings
Computers

235

296

–

(45)

–

486

–

486

1 167

33

–

(274)

–

926

–

926

320 135

20 468

(48 911)

–

250 978

(40 714)

(20 046)

230 932
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Disposal of
discontinued
operation
R’000

Translation
adjustments
R’000

Carrying
value
at end
of year
R’000

2 158

30 740

(4 970)

275 496

Carrying
value at
beginning
of year
R’000

Additions
R’000

57 857

7 079

(2 195)

(33 670)

(489)

737 850

41 451

(79 816)

(339 576)

(79 443)

24 793

3 090

(629)

(11 289)

(4 071)

603

12 497

275

31

(7)

(24)

(40)

–

235

1 903

913

(479)

(1 172)

2

1 167

822 678

52 564

(83 126)

Disposals
R’000

Depreciation
R’000

4. Property, plant
and equipment
(continued)
2014
Land and buildings
Plant and
equipment
Motor vehicles
Furniture and
fittings
Computers

–
(384 559)

(85 215)

(2 207)

320 135

There are no items of plant and equipment which have been impaired at year-end.
Certain plant and equipment with a carrying value of R171 million (2014: R194 million) is encumbered to secure the
borrowings (instalment sale financing) set out in notes 16 and 19.
Accumulated
Cost amortisation
R’000
R’000

Carrying
value
R’000

5. Intangible assets
Group
2015
“Franki” brand name

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

2014
“Franki” brand name
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5. Intangible assets (continued)
The carrying amount of intangible assets can be reconciled as follows:

Amortisation
R’000

Disposal of
discontinued
operation
R’000

Carrying
value at
end of year
R’000

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Amortisation
period

Carrying
value at
beginning
of year
R’000

n/a

2015
“Franki” brand name

2014
“Franki” brand name

50 years

86 336

(1 890)

(84 446)

–

86 336

(1 890)

(84 446)

–

Cost
R’000

Accumulated
impairment
R’000

Carrying
value
R’000

6. Goodwill
Group
2015
Esor Civils
Esor Pipelines
Brookmay

178 306

(114 377)

63 929

90 837

–

90 837

557

–

557

269 700

(114 377)

155 323

2014
Esor Geotechnical
Esor Civils
Esor Pipelines
Brookmay

–
178 306

–
(84 638)

–
93 668

90 837

–

90 837

557

–

557

269 700

(84 638)

185 062
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6. Goodwill (continued)
The carrying amount of goodwill can be reconciled as follows:
Carrying
value at
beginning
of year
R’000

Impairment
R’000

Disposal of
discontinued
operation
R’000

Carrying
value
at end
of year
R’000

–

63 929

2015
Esor Civils

93 668

Esor Pipelines

90 837

–

–

90 837

557

–

–

557

–

155 323

Brookmay

185 062

(29 739)

(29 739)

2014
Esor Geotechnical
Esor Civils
Esor Pipelines

36 015
178 306

–

(36 015)

(84 638)

–

–

93 668

90 837

–

–

90 837

557

–

–

557

Brookmay

305 715

(84 638)

(36 015)

185 062

Goodwill arising from business combinations has been allocated to individual reporting units or cash-generating
units, namely Geotechnical, Civils, Pipelines and Brookmay.
The recoverable amount of each cash-generating unit was estimated based on its value in use and except for
the Civils division the carrying amount was lower than its recoverable amount and no impairment loss was
recognised. An accumulated impairment loss of R114,4 million (2014: R84,6 million) was recognised on the
goodwill attributable to the Civils division. The recoverable amounts which were determined with the assistance
of independent valuers, are as follows:
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Esor Civils

240 599

569 065

Esor Pipelines

308 989

313 892

549 588

882 957

Value in use was determined by discounting the future cash flows generated from the continuing use of the
individual entities and was based on the following key assumptions:
• Cash flows were projected based on actual operating results and a forecast period of five years;
• Civils revenue growth was projected at 8,9% for 2016, and 6% thereafter based on secured work load and past
experience. Pipelines revenue growth was projected at 20% for 2016 and 7% thereafter;
• Gross margins were maintained at margins expected in the industry over the forecast period based on past experience;
• Operating expenses were not expected to increase significantly but have been increased in line with revenue
growth; and
• A weighted average cost of capital of between 15,52% and 15,89% (2014: 16,8% to 17,4%) was applied in
determining the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit. The discount rate was estimated based on
weighted average cost of capital and a debt-equity ratio of 30% (2014: 30%).
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6. Goodwill (continued)
The values assigned to key assumptions represent management’s assessment of future trends in the construction industry
and are based on both internal and external sources.
The above estimates are sensitive in the following areas:
• Discount rate applied; and
• Forecasted revenues and margins; and
• Working capital levels.
Based on a range of estimates in the above areas, management impaired goodwill attributable to the Civils
division of R29,7 million (2014: R84,6 million).
Group
2015
R’000

Company
2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

7. Financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss
• The fair value of the contingent consideration receivable
for the disposal of the discontinued operation.
Projected amount

34 076

81 104

–

–

Discount adjustment

(4 588)

(16 172)

–

–

Fair value receivable

29 488

64 932

–

–

29 488

64 923

–

–

–

9

–

–

29 488

64 932

–

–

64 932

–

–

–

–

64 932

–

–

–

–

–

64 932

–

–

Disclosed as:
Non-current assets
Trade and other receivables

Reconciled as follows:
Opening balance
Created
Fair value adjustment
Closing balance

(35 444)
29 488

• Level 3: The contingent consideration receivable arose from the disposal of the discontinued operation in the
previous period, which included a clause that entitles the seller to an amount of R150 million if the discontinued
operation’s cumulative EBITDA over the next three years exceeds a threshold. The fair value is determined
considering the estimated receivable, discounted to present value. The fair value is based on key unobservable
inputs of EBITDA growth of the business of 3% and 12% in years ending December 2015 and 2016 respectively,
and a discount factor of 9%. Prior year growth was calculated at 8%. The fair value was determined by the group
finance department. Scenarios on EBITDA growth were developed by the management together with
management of the discontinued operation, considering the economy generally and their knowledge of the
geotechnical business. The estimated fair value increases the higher the annual EBITDA growth rate, the higher
the EBITDA margin and the lower the discount rate. Management considers that changing the above mentioned
unobservable inputs to reflect other reasonably possible alternative assumptions would not result in a significant
change in estimated fair value.
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

9 878

126 177

–

–

–

–

8. Deferred tax
Balance at beginning of year
Movements during the year:
Disposal of discontinued operation
Translation adjustment
Movements in FCTR

–
(4)
3 876

(1 383)

–

–

(2 169)

8

–

–

(112 755)

65

–

Temporary differences

(4 567)

Balance at end of year

9 183

9 878

65

–

27 875

26 775

–

–

The balance comprises:
Property, plant and equipment
Provisions and accruals
Retentions receivable
Advance billings
Allowance for future expenditure
Assessed loss
Other

Non-current assets
Non-current liabilities

(20 457)

(7 232)

25

–

22 114

32 338

–

–

(25 405)

(8 858)

–

–

–

–

13 372

–

(58 106)

(23 671)

40

–

49 790

(9 474)

–

–

9 183

9 878

65

–

10 566

11 457

65

–

(19 749)

(21 335)

–

–

(9 183)

(9 878)

65

–

9. Investments in subsidiaries
Shares at cost

–

–

682 657

679 073

50%

–

–

–

48 761

–

–

–

4 329

–

–

–

53 090

–

–

–

Details of the investments in subsidiaries are shown in notes
42 and 45. The directors have not impaired the investment
in Esor Construction (Pty) Ltd as the diminution is not
considered to be permanent.

10. Investment and loans to joint venture
The group had interests in the following joint venture
following its disposal of 50% of the equity:
Safdev Tanganani (Pty) Ltd
The summarised statement of financial position is as follows:
Assets
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Total assets
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

48 880

–

–

–

4 208

–

–

–

1

–

–

–

53 089

–

–

–

Net assets

1

–

–

–

50% of net assets

*

–

–

–

Revenue

–

–

–

–

Cost of sales

–

–

–

–

Gross profit

–

–

–

–

Interest received

–

–

–

–

Profit before taxation

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

10. Investment and loans to joint venture
(continued)
Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Unsecured loans
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Cash
Total liabilities

Summarised statement of comprehensive income

Reconciliation of summarised financial information
Reconciliation of the summarised financial information to
the carrying amount of its interest in the joint venture:
Opening net assets of 1 March
Investment acquired in joint venture

*

–

–

–

Unsecured loan to joint venture

48 880

–

–

–

Carrying value

48 880

–

–

–

35 014

31 322

–

–

35 014

31 322

–

–

* Amount is less than R1 000.

This loan is unsecured and bears interest at the Prime rate
per annum. Repayment will take place in accordance
with an agreed payment policy.

11. Loans and long-term receivables
Loan – Kathu Property Developers Proprietary Limited
This loan was provided for a period of 42 months from April
2012 and earned interest at a rate of Prime plus 2%. This loan
is secured by a first mortgage bond over Erven 8434, 8435
and 8436 Kathu, Gamagara Municipality, Northern Cape
Province. The value of the security held approximates the
value of the outstanding debt.
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

761

761

–

–

761

761

–

–

761

32 083

–

–

35 014

–

–

–

35 775

32 083

–

–

7 540

7 519

–

–

131 681

203 355

–

–

10 153

10 471

–

–

149 374

221 345

–

–

11. Loans and long-term receivables (continued)
Loans – English Breeze Investments Private Limited
This loan is unsecured and interest free. It was provided to
the fellow shareholders of our Zimbabwean subsidiary.

Disclosed as follows:
Non-current assets
Current assets

12. Inventories
Consumables
Housing property held for development and resale
Form work and scaffolding

Housing property with a book value of R131,7 million (2014: R84,7 million) is encumbered by mortgage bonds
referred to in note 16.
Interest rate

Group

Company

2015
%

2014
%

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

–

–

–

–

–

17 817

5,75

–

–

–

31 329

13 078

–

–

31 329

30 895

Current assets

–

–

31 329

30 895

Current liabilities

–

–

–

–

–

–

31 329

30 895

13. Unsecured loans
Esor Africa Proprietary Limited
Esor Construction Proprietary
Limited

Disclosed as follows:

These loans are repayable on demand.
A subordination agreement was entered into by Esor Limited and its subsidiaries, subordinating any intra-group debt
claims the group companies may have against each other to the preferential debts owed to ABSA Bank Limited for
the duration of the funding arrangements entered into (Refer notes 16 and 19).
The balance of impairments raised in previous periods was R282 million as at 28 February 2015 (2014: R282 million).
This was against the unsecured loans receivable from Esor Africa (consequent to the group reorganisation).
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

498 993

607 359

–

–

–

9

–

–

5 337

52 560

–

–

504 330

659 928

–

–

5 297 146

6 282 416

–

–

(5 142 332)

(6 013 767)

14. Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Sundry debtors and pre-payments

Trade receivables include amounts due from customers.
This amount is calculated as follows:
Costs incurred plus recognised profits, less recognised losses
on contracts in progress at year-end
Amounts certified

–

–

78 979

115 492

–

–

233 793

384 141

–

–

Amounts due from contract customers

298 956

402 955

–

–

Amounts due to contract customers (refer note 20)

(65 163)

(18 814)

–

–

233 793

384 141

–

–

Retentions receivable

Included in amounts due to customers is an advance payment received of R40 million from Eskom. Should
contractual claims not be finalised, the company has agreed to repay this advance at amounts averaging
approximately R2 million per month commencing in April 2015. The accumulated claim at year-end was R78 million.
The total carrying value of trade receivables have been pledged to secure the borrowing facilities mentioned in
notes 16 and 19.
Claims and variations on contracts are only recognised if senior management is confident that it is probable that
the claims and variations can be reliably measured and the customer will approve such items. In addition,
negotiations for recognising such a claim have reached an advanced stage.
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

500

500

500

500

395

395

395

395

(21)

(13)

–

–

374

382

395

395

Share premium

583 356

585 763

607 050

607 050

Balance at beginning of year

585 763

570 924

607 050

607 050

–

–

–

–

14 839

–

–

583 730

586 145

607 445

607 445

15. Share capital and premium
Authorised
500 000 000 ordinary shares of R0,001 each
Issued
395 185 430 (2014: 395 185 430) ordinary shares of R0,001
each
Less: 20 915 250 (2014: 13 215 250) treasury shares held by
the Esor Broad Based Share Ownership Scheme

Premium on shares acquired

(2 407)

Premium on options exercised
or forfeited on share issues

Share movements
There were no movements in the issued share capital, but the Esor Broad Based Share Ownership Scheme
purchased 7 700 000 shares during the year.
Monthly instalment

Group

Company

Group
R’000

Company
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

5 485

–

113 608

–

–

71 149

174 615

–

–

62 778

–

–

184 757

237 393

–

–

(82 920)

(74 350)

–

–

101 837

163 043

–

–

16. Secured borrowings
Instalment sale agreements
Mortgage bonds
Total secured borrowings
Current portion included under current
liabilities
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16. Secured borrowings (continued)
Instalment sale agreements are secured over plant and equipment referred to in note 4. Interest is levied at rates
of between prime plus 3,5% and prime minus 2,0%. Instalment sale agreements are for periods not exceeding
60 months. The last final repayment date on the instalment agreements is February 2020.
The mortgage bonds are secured over development land referred to in note 12 and described as Portions 109 and
110 of the Farm Uitvlugt Number 434, Province of Gauteng and Portion 143 of the Farm Hartebeeshoek 303,
Northern Province, with carrying values totalling R131,7 million (2014: R84,7 million). These loans are repaid on a pro
rata basis as each developed stand is transferred. This is expected to result in repayment of R4 million in the 2016
year end and a minimum of R4 million per year thereafter. R52,8 million of these mortgage bonds are interest free.
At year-end, the prime interest rate was 9,25% (2014: 9,0%).
Although no notes are currently in issue, the company has in place its R1 billion Domestic Medium Term Note
Programme. Any notes issued would be subject to the Programme memorandum and the applicable pricing
supplement for that tranche.
Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

21 000

23 424

–

–

–

–

–

23 424

–

–

17. Preference shares
1 000 preference shares
Less: Current portion included under current liabilities
Non-current liabilities

(21 000)
–

On 1 July 2012, 1 000 cumulative compulsory redeemable preference shares were issued by Esor Property Developments
(Pty) Ltd at an issue price of R21 000 per share. These shares bear interest at a rate of prime plus 3%. Interest is
payable on the last day of February each year. These instruments will be redeemed in July 2015.
These preference shares are guaranteed as disclosed in note 46.
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

18. Provisions
Staff bonuses
Opening balance

4 578

19 697

–

–

12 188

12 524

–

–

(15 694)

(22 428)

–

–

(5 215)

–

–

1 072

4 578

–

–

Opening balance

9 135

18 632

–

–

Created/(reversed)

1 251

(9 497)

–

–

Closing balance

10 386

9 135

–

–

Total provisions

11 458

13 713

–

–

Created
Utilised
Disposal of discontinued operation
Closing balance

–

Contractual obligations

The provision for staff bonuses relates mainly to discretionary bonuses payable to staff. This provision is based on
historical data and management’s estimate of payments likely to be made. The group expects to incur the majority
of the liability over the next year.
The contractual obligation relates to the group’s obligation to build a section of road and a bridge as part of the
negotiated terms of the Orchards development near Pretoria. These need to be completed before the end of the
project which is likely to be in the 2017 financial year.

Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

– asset finance

214 041

251 403

–

–

– contract guarantees

19. Borrowing facilities
Available facilities
896 943

1 607 304

–

–

– overdraft

30 000

30 000

–

–

– forward exchange contracts

81 849

5 000

–

–

– financial derivatives

16 000

16 000

–

–

– mortgage bond

71 149

62 778

–

–

1 309 982

1 972 485

–

–
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

1 000 000

1 000 000

–

–

– asset finance

114 223

174 615

–

–

– contract guarantees

376 049

621 194

–

–

– overdraft

–

19 583

–

–

– financial derivatives

–

–

–

–

71 149

62 778

–

–

561 421

878 170

–

–

19. Borrowing facilities (continued)
Other facilities
Domestic medium-term note programme
– Available programme amount
Facilities utilised

– mortgage bonds

Companies within the group have provided sureties to
secure these facilities (refer notes 13 and 14).

20. Trade and other payables
108 567

196 653

19

286

Accruals

Trade payables

92 411

155 426

863

377

Amounts due to customers (refer note 14)

65 163

18 814

–

–

Sundry payables

55 978

66 120

453

–

322 119

437 013

1 335

663

Contract revenue

1 448 363

2 316 887

–

–

Continuing operations

1 448 363

1 592 835

–

–

–

724 052

–

–

1 448 363

2 316 887

–

–

There are no amounts included in amounts due to customers
in respect of future losses on contracts (2014: R11,6 million).

21. Revenue

Discontinued operations

Contract revenue comprises the value of work done in respect of contracts, net of value-added taxation.
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Profit on disposal of plant and equipment

1 240

4 100

–

–

Sundry income

8 930

9 470

4 097

218

10 170

13 570

4 097

218

10 170

10 564

4 097

218

–

3 006

–

–

10 170

13 570

4 097

218

3 870

2 124

1 026

316

– Audit fees

2 497

1 162

535

316

– Other services

1 373

962

491

–

22. Other income

Continuing operations
Discontinued operations

23. Results from operating activities of continuing
operations
Results from operating activities are stated after taking into
account the following items which require separate
disclosure:
Expenditure
Auditor remuneration

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

48 911

53 024

–

–

Amortisation of intangible assets

–

1 890

–

–

Reversal of impairment of investment in subsidiary

–

–

Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment

(3 584)

–

–

7 914

–

–

Staff costs

512 545

521 600

3 692

–

Operating lease charges (refer note 43)

135 139

135 327

–

–

– Equipment hire

132 190

131 351

–

–

– Motor vehicles

2 049

3 945

–

–

900

31

–

–

2 538

3 170

2

–

– Property rentals
Number of employees at year-end
Exceptional items:
Fair value adjustment in contingent consideration

35 444

–

–

–

Retrenchment costs

12 119

11 763

–

–

Loss on N4 contract

56 448

93 953

–

–

Impairment of goodwill

29 739

84 638

–

–

–

31 973

–

–

Loss on disposal of discontinued operations
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

435

1 421

–

–

14 098

24 537

–

–

5 005

3 595

814

17 158

19 538

29 553

814

17 158

19 538

4 980

814

17 158

–

24 573

–

–

19 538

29 553

814

17 158

12 599

42 054

–

17 158

2 555

2 424

–

–

7 829

29 159

–

–

22 983

73 637

–

17 158

22 983

42 420

–

17 158

–

31 217

–

–

22 983

73 637

–

17 158

(12 164)

(40 633)

–

–

1 421

–

17 158

(42 054)

–

(17 158)

24. Finance income
Interest income on bank deposits
Exchange gain on amounts owing to/from subsidiaries
and foreign branches
Other

Continuing operations
Discontinued operations

25. Finance costs
Interest expense on financial liabilities measured at
amortised cost
Preference dividends
Exchange loss on amounts owing to/from subsidiaries and
foreign branches

Continuing operations
Discontinued operations

The above financial income and expense includes the
following in respect of assets/(liabilities) not at fair value
through profit or loss:
Total finance income on financial assets
Total finance expense on financial liabilities

435
(12 599)
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

(1 797)

(3 529)

–

–

1 065

1 858

–

–

– prior year overprovision

(2 862)

(5 387)

–

–

Deferred taxation

(4 559)

(106 863)

65

–

– current taxation

(6 692)

(83 901)

65

–

2 133

(22 962)

–

–

–

2 076

–

–

1 050

25 561

–

–

–

23 550

–

–

(1 659)

–

–

–

3 670

–

–

Deferred taxation

(8)

(5 892)

–

–

– current taxation

(274)

(5 496)

–

–

(396)

–

–

(5 314)

(88 647)

65

–

(5 314)

(102 862)

65

–

–

–

65

–

%

%

26. Income tax expense
South African
Normal taxation
– current taxation

– prior year overprovision
Capital gains tax
Foreign
Normal taxation
– current taxation
– prior year under/(over) provision
Withholding tax

– prior year overprovision

Continuing operations
Discontinued operations

1 050

266

–
(5 314)

Reconciliation of tax rates:
Normal rate of taxation
Adjusted for
– foreign tax rates

14 215
(88 647)

%

%

28,0

28,0

28,0

28,0

(22,9)

6,8

(29,9)

(28,0)

(0,3)

(1,0)

–

–

– exempt income

–

46,4

–

–

– capital gains tax

–

(0,8)

–

–

11,9

–

–

– prior year (over)/under provision
– permanent differences
– non-deductible expenditure
– other

(0,6)
0,1

2,8

(21,3)

(54,0)

(0,8)

1,5

5,1

34,8

–
(29,9)
–
(1,9)

–
(28,0)
–
–
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27. Discontinued operations
Effective 21 November 2013, the group disposed of 100% of its Geotechnical business unit to Keller Holdings Limited.
This comprised operations in South African branches as well as the subsidiaries in Botswana, Ghana, Mauritius,
Lesotho, Seychelles, Mozambique, Namibia and Swaziland.
The profit or loss of the discontinued operations for the year was as follows:
Group

Revenue

Note

2015
R’000

21

Cost of sales
Gross profit
Other income

22

Operating expenses

Company
2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

–

724 052

–

–

–

(548 477)

–

–

–

175 575

–

–

–

3 006

–

–

–

(82 220)

–

–

–

96 361

–

–

–

(25 324)

–

–

Profit before interest, tax, amortisation,
impairments and depreciation

23

Amortisations, impairments and depreciation
Results from operations

–

71 037

–

–

Finance income

24

–

24 573

–

–

Finance costs

25

–

(31 217)

–

–

–

64 393

–

–

–

(14 215)

–

–

–

50 178

–

–

Profit before income tax
Income tax expense
Profit after tax from discontinued operations

26

Group
2015
R’000

Company
2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

28. Earnings per share
Basic (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

(26,4)

(43,5)

0,9

(2,7)

Diluted (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

(26,4)

(43,5)

0,9

(2,7)

Headline loss per share (cents)

(18,8)

(11,3)

(0,1)

(2,7)

Diluted headline loss per share (cents)

(18,8)

(11,3)

(0,1)

(2,7)

Dividend per share (cents)

–

38,0

–

38,0
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Group
2015
R’000

Company
2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

3 385

(10 492)

28. Earnings per share (continued)
The calculation of the headline loss per share attributable
to the ordinary equity holders of the parent is based on the
following information:
Reconciliation of headline loss:
(Loss)/profit after tax
Net (profit)/loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment

(99 892)
(893)

(166 161)
294

–

–

Impairment/(reversal) of property, plant and equipment,
investments and goodwill
Loss on disposal of discontinued operations
Headline loss

29 739

84 638

–

38 190

(3 584)
–
(199)

–
–

(71 046)

(43 039)

(10 492)

Basic (loss)/earnings per share from continuing operations

(26,4)

(56,6)

0,9

(2,7)

Diluted (loss)/earnings per share from continuing operations

(26,4)

(56,6)

0,9

(2,7)

Headline loss per share from continuing operations

(18,8)

(24,4)

(0,1)

(2,7)

Dilutive headline loss per share from continuing operations

(18,8)

(24,4)

(0,1)

(2,7)

(99 892)

(216 339)

Reconciliation of headline (loss)/earnings from continuing
operations
(Loss)/profit after tax

3 385

(10 492)

Net (profit)/loss on disposal of property, plant and
equipment

(893)

294

–

–

Impairment/(reversal) of property, plant and equipment,
investments and goodwill
Loss on disposal of discontinued operations

29 739

84 638

–

38 190

(71 046)

(93 217)

(3 584)
–
(199)

–
–
(10 492)

Weighted average number of ordinary shares:
Issued ordinary shares

395 185 430

Effect of own shares held

(17 075 798) (13 215 250)

Effect of shares issued
Weighted average number of shares

395 185 430

395 185 430

395 185 430

–

–

–

–

–

–

378 109 632

381 970 180

395 185 430

395 185 430

378 109 632

381 970 180

395 185 430

395 185 430

–

–

–

–

378 109 632

381 970 180

395 185 430

395 185 430

Dilutive average number of ordinary shares:
The calculation of the diluted earnings per share attributable
to the ordinary equity holders of the parent is based on the
following information:
Weighted average number of ordinary shares
Effect of share options issued
Diluted weighted average number of shares

There were no dilutive instruments in issue during the current or comparative periods.
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Group
2015
R’000

Company
2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

3 320

(10 492)

29. Reconciliation of (loss)/profit before taxation
to cash generated from operations
(Loss)/profit before taxation

(105 206)

(254 808)

(23 230)

(29 553)

(1 240)

(4 100)

–

–

Adjusted for:
– finance income
– profit on disposal of property, plant and equipment
– loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment

(17 158)

7 914

–

–

– foreign currency adjustment

(3 700)

29 951

–

–

– depreciation of property, plant and equipment

48 911

85 215

–

–

– amortisation of intangible assets
– impairment of goodwill
– loss on disposal of discontinued operations
– amortisation and fair value adjustments of financial assets

–

(814)

–

1 890

–

–

29 739

84 638

–

–

–

31 973

–

–

35 444

3

–

–

– share-based payments

–

607

–

–

– reversal of impairment of investment

–

–

20 559

73 637

1 277

27 367

– finance costs
Operating profit before working capital changes
Working capital changes

110 410

Decrease/(increase) in trade and other receivables

151 381
23 210
(61 926)

140 869

(2 255)

(19 401)

Decrease/(increase) in inventories
(Decrease)/increase in trade and other payables
Decrease in provisions
Cash generated from/(utilised by) operations

111 687

(115 576)

(3 584)
–
(1 078)

–
17 158
(10 492)

672

5 339

(105 256)

–

5 213

(131 788)

–

–

672

126

–

–

(88 209)

(406)

5 153

30. Taxation paid
Amounts (owing)/receivable at beginning of year

(5 676)

Current tax charged to profit or loss

747

Disposed in discontinued operations

–

Amount (receivable)/owing at end of year
Taxation paid

(5 370)
(10 299)

10 005

–

–

(24 108)

–

–

7 972

–

–

5 676

–

–

–

–

(455)
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Unsecured loans

–

171

–

–

Net assets value

–

171

–

–

31. Acquisition of subsidiaries
Safdev Tanganani Proprietary Limited
This company was purchased on 1 April 2013. The values
recognised on acquisition were:

Amount paid
– Purchase price

–

(78 689)

–

–

– Amount owing

–

38 131

–

–

Cash outflow

–

(40 558)

–

–

Total net cash outflow

–

(40 558)

–

–

–

384 559

–

–

The Shelf Companies acquired are listed in note 45.

32. Disposal of business unit
Esor Geotechnical
The cash free and debt free purchase consideration is
based on the business achieving an EBITDA over 3 years
in excess R240 million. The contingent consideration is
capped at R150 million. The fair value of the contingent
consideration recognised is R64,9 million
The net assets of the business unit disposed:
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets

–

84 446

–

–

Goodwill

–

36 015

–

–

Inventories

–

20 722

–

–

Trade and other receivables

–

288 998

–

–

Foreign currency translation reserve

–

(10 090)

–

–

Secured borrowings

–

(39 255)

–

–

Post-retirement benefit obligation

–

(1 913)

–

–

Deferred tax liability

–

(1 383)

–

–

Taxation

–

(7 972)

–

–

Provisions

–

(5 215)

–

–

Trade and other payables

–

(197 672)

–

–

Net asset value

–

551 240

–

–

Loss and disposal

–

(31 973)

–

–

Contingent consideration

–

(64 932)

–

–

Amount in escrow pending property transfers

–

(15 800)

–

–

Other amounts outstanding

–

(1 148)

–

–

–

–

Less:

Net cash inflow

–

437 387
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

48 761

–

–

–

4 208

32. Disposal of business unit (continued)
Safdev Tanganani (Pty) Ltd
During the year the group effectively sold 50% of its stake in
Safdev Tanganani (Pty) Ltd for R500. The net assets of the
company disposed was:
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash
Unsecured loan from Esor Construction
Trade and other payables

–

–

–

(1)

–

–

–

(48 880)

–

–

–

(4 087)

–

–

–

Net asset value

1

–

–

–

Profit on disposal

–

–

–

–

Net cash outflow

1

–

–

–

33. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents included in the statement of
cash flows include the following amounts:
Cash and cash equivalents
Bank overdraft
Cash and cash equivalent at bank and on hand

36 339
–
36 339

40 423

2

28

(19 583)

–

–

20 840

2

28
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Directors’
Directors’ attendance
base fee
fee
R’000
R’000

Basic
salary
R’000

Bonus
R’000

EG Dube

–

–

81

56

E Erasmus1

–

–

32

33

65

Dr O Franks

–

–

129

93

222

1 585

–

32

33

1 650

K Moloko

–

–

11

12

23

Dr FA Sonn3

–

–

85

86

171

HJ Sonn1

–

–

41

41

82

DM Thompson3

–

–

132

132

264

W van Zyl

1 536

130

–

–

1 666

From the company

3 121

130

543

486

4 280

B Atkinson2

708

80

–

–

788

B Krone

978

–

–

–

978

W van Zyl

991

–

–

–

991

From subsidiaries

2 677

80

–

–

2 757

Total emoluments

5 798

210

543

486

7 037

EG Dube

–

–

80

75

155

Dr O Franks

–

–

44

43

87

B Krone

–

–

–

–

–

B Mathabathe4

–

–

55

33

88

Total
R’000

34. Directors’ emoluments
2015

B Krone
2

137

Esor Construction (Pty) Ltd

2014

Dr FA Sonn

–

–

107

80

187

DM Thompson

–

–

135

135

270

W van Zyl

–

–

–

–

–

From the company

–

–

421

366

787

B Krone

3 247

814

–

–

4 061

W van Zyl

1 950

739

–

–

2 689

From subsidiaries

5 197

1 553

–

–

6 750

Total emoluments

5 197

1 553

421

366

7 537

Esor Construction (Pty) Ltd

1
2
3
4

Appointed 21 August 2014
Appointed 6 October 2014
Retired 21 August 2014
Resigned 26 February 2014

No management, consulting, technical or other fees directly or indirectly, including payments to management
companies, have been paid to any directors of the company. There is no commission, gain or profit-sharing
arrangement payable to any of the directors.
Prescribed officers’ remuneration is outlined on page 43.
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35. Risk management
Overview
• Credit risk;
• Liquidity risk; and
• Market risk.
The risk exposure is addressed below and has not changed from the previous reporting period.
This note presents information about the group’s and company’s exposure to each of the above risks, the group’s
and company’s objectives, policies and processes for measuring and managing risk, and the group’s and
company’s management of capital. Further quantitative disclosures are included throughout these financial
statements.
The board of directors has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the group’s and company’s
risk management framework. The risk management policies are established to identify and analyse the risks faced
by the group and company, to set appropriate risk limits and controls, and to monitor risk and adherence to limits.
Risk management policies and systems are reviewed regularly to reflect changes in market conditions and
activities. The group and company aim to develop a disciplined and constructive control environment in which all
employees understand their roles and responsibilities.
The audit and risk committee oversees how management monitors compliance with the group’s risk management
policies and procedures and reviews the adequacy of the risk management framework. The audit and risk
committee is assisted in its oversight role by internal audit. Internal audit undertakes both regular and ad hoc
reviews of risk management controls and procedures, the results of which are reported to the Audit and
Risk Committee.
Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss if a customer or counterparty to a financial instrument fails to meet its
contractual obligations, and arises principally from trade and other receivables.
Trade and other receivables
The exposure to credit risk is influenced mainly by the counterparties’ individual risk characteristics as an end-user
customer. The Tender Committee, established in terms of its risk policies and procedures, is mandated to review
significant new customers and counterparties prior to submission of any bid or tender offers and proposals. This
committee directs appropriate risk payment conditions and terms in its review of tender proposals and bids.
Contract debtors, by geographical location, are grouped, as a concentration of credit risk, and monitored monthly
by the Executive Management Committee. When trading in other African countries, the group addresses the credit
risk by mainly trading with existing customers. In addition, large upfront payments and guarantees are requested in
order to minimise exposure.
A significant number of the group’s customers have been transacting with the group for a number of years, and
losses have occurred infrequently. In monitoring customer credit risk, customers are mainly grouped according to
their geographical location, whilst other credit characteristics such as ageing profile, maturity and existence of
previous financial difficulties are also considered. Customers classed as “high risk” are placed on a restrictive
customer list and future contracts are entered into on an advance payment or payment guaranteed basis with the
approval of the Tender Committee. Contracts entered into contain provisions for payment defaults and retention of
title clauses so that in the event of non-payment the group and company may have secured claims. The group
and company may require collateral in respect of trade and other receivables.
The group has various cash deposits, forward exchange contracts and financial guarantees which are held with or
issued by reputable banking institutions which mitigate credit risk.
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35. Risk management (continued)
Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the group and company will not be able to meet their financial obligations as they fall
due. The policy to manage liquidity is to ensure, as far as possible, that the group and company will always have
sufficient liquidity to meet their liabilities when they are due, under normal and stressed conditions, without incurring
unacceptable losses or risking damage to its reputation.
The group and company use activity based costing to estimate the tendered cost of its products and services. Cash
flow models, particularly on larger tender proposals, are reviewed by the Tender Committee. The objective is to ensure
that projected cash flows remain positive throughout their estimated duration. Daily and monthly forecast cash flows are
monitored to ensure that surplus cash is appropriately invested in optimal treasury call deposits and access finance
facilities. Details of the borrowing facilities have been set out in note 19. There are no restrictive funding arrangements.
Going concern risk
Senior management has considered the group’s ability to continue as a going concern. Our process was thorough
and based on management’s plan for future action in each division.
Although the group reported a significant loss for the year, these losses were largely funded through available
cash resources.
The group is currently not leveraged, only certain assets are subject to financial leases (see note 4 to the financial
statements). The group has access to the R1 billion Domestic Medium-Term Note Programme. Under this
programme, Esor may from time to time issue secured or unsecured registered notes on the terms and conditions
as contained in the Program Memorandum.
The group’s total available facilities, including overdrafts, asset-based finance, bonding and guarantee facilities,
but excluding the R1 billion domestic medium-term note programme, at year-end amounts to R749 million.
Based on the outcome of management’s assessment of the future cash flows as well as the group’s ability to raise
finance we are confident that the group remains a going concern despite the losses accounted for in the current
financial year.
Market risk
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as diesel, foreign exchange rates and interest rates, will
affect the group’s and company’s income or the value of its holdings of financial instruments. The objective is to
manage and control market risk exposures within acceptable parameters, while optimising the return on risk.
Currency risk
The group and company are exposed to currency risk on intra-group transactions, capital asset acquisitions and
foreign cash resources that are denominated in a currency other than the respective functional currencies of the
group entities, primarily the South African Rand.
The group economically hedges all foreign capital asset additions or imports against foreign currency exposures
over the estimated delivery lead times. The company uses forward exchange contracts to hedge its currency risk,
mostly with a maturity of less than one year from the reporting date. When necessary, forward exchange contracts
are rolled over at maturity.
The principal amounts of the group’s and company’s foreign cash balances are managed to ensure that its net
exposure is kept to acceptable exposure levels through multiple hard currencies, both on and offshore. Foreign
treasury call deposits, denominated in currencies other than the underlying operational functional currency,
provide an economic hedge.
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35. Risk management (continued)
Gross intra-group receivables are denominated in the functional currency of the entity funding the transaction. These
investment levels are monitored to ensure that the net foreign exchange risk exposure is best economically hedged.
Cash flows are monitored to minimise unnecessary foreign exchange risk associated with intra-group transactions.
The group’s and company’s investments in foreign operations are not hedged as those currency positions are
considered to be long-term in nature.
Interest risk
The group and company are exposed to variable linked interest rate risk on their purchases of capital assets
financed through instalment sale agreements. The group and company treasury operates an access finance
facility against its exposure on its instalment sale borrowings, thereby economically off-setting its risk to interest
rate changes.
Capital management
The board’s policy is to maintain a strong capital base so as to maintain investor, creditor and market confidence
and to sustain future developments of the business. The board of directors monitors the return on capital, which
the group defines as total capital and reserves, and the level of dividends to ordinary shareholders. The board’s
target is for employees, through the Esor Broad-Based Share Ownership Scheme, to hold at least 5% of the Esor
group’s ordinary shares. Their holding is currently 5,32% (2014: 3,37%). This shareholding is part of the group’s
Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment strategy. The board seeks to maintain a balance between the
higher returns with higher levels of borrowings and the security afforded by a sound and conservative capital
position. The group’s target is to achieve a return on weighted average capital of more than 15% (2014: 15%).
Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

458 993

607 359

–

–

5 337

52 560

–

–

–

9

–

–

35 775

32 083

–

–

–

–

32 329

30 895

36 339

40 423

2

28

536 444

732 434

32 331

30 923

493 190

728 094

32 331

30 923

43 254

–

–

–

–

4 340

–

–

536 444

732 434

32 331

30 923

36. Credit risk
The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting
date was:
Contract debtors
Sundry debtors
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Loans and long-term receivables
Unsecured intra-group loans
Cash and cash equivalents

The maximum exposure to credit risk by geographical
concentration for financial assets at the reporting date was:
South Africa
Mauritius
Common Monetary Area countries (Swaziland, Namibia)
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Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

36. Credit risk (continued)
The ageing of trade receivables at the reporting date was:
Not past due

440 823

586 609

–

–

Past due not impaired

18 170

20 750

–

–

Past due and impaired

8 470

20 810

–

–

467 463

628 169

–

–

20 810

57 975

–

–

The movement in the allowance for impairment in respect
of trade receivables during the year was as follows:
Balance beginning of year
Disposal of discontinued operation
Impairment allowance (utilised)/raised
Balance at end February

(47 165)

–

–

(12 340)

–

10 000

–

–

8 470

20 810

–

–

Based on historic default rates, the group believes that no further impairment allowance, as detailed above, is
necessary in respect of trade receivables not past due or past due. The ageing of contract debtors is affected
directly by the measurement quantities claimed on interim certificates which are subject to re-measurement and
interim adjustments by the customer or the customer’s representative. No long-term loans and receivables are past
due and impaired.
The maximum exposure to credit risk of trade receivables to significant customers at the reporting date was
as follows:
Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Ethekwini Municipality

49 417

26 952

–

–

Eskom Holdings SOC Limited

48 763

39 708

–

–

uThukela Municipality

34 969

–

–

–

Umgeni Water

15 467

8 241

–

–

Customer

Bakwena Platinum Corridor

–

17 416

–

–

Rand Water

–

16 057

–

–

Kathu Property Developers Proprietary Limited

–

15 362

–

–

Chris Hani Municipality

–

6 494

–

–

The group and company may request certain clients to provide independent reputable bank guarantees, or
advance payments, as collateral against credit risk, in respect of contracts concluded. The objective of such
collateral is to counter the risk of non-payment by the group’s and company’s contract debtors.
The processes described above are followed by the group and company to manage credit risk before credit is
granted to the customers on projects.
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37. Liquidity risk
The following are the contractual maturities of financial liabilities, including estimated interest payments:
Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Carrying amount

184 757

237 393

–

–

Contractual cash flows

184 757

274 495

–

–

One year or less

82 920

84 303

–

–

Two to five years

72 986

126 192

–

–

More than five years

28 851

64 000

–

–

Carrying amount

21 000

23 424

–

–

Contractual cash flows

21 895

24 450

–

–

One year or less

21 895

2 555

–

–

–

21 895

–

–

Carrying amount

282 119

415 400

1 335

663

Contractual cash flows

282 119

415 400

1 335

663

One year or less

282 119

415 400

1 335

663

Carrying amount

25 163

18 814

–

–

Contractual cash flows

25 163

18 814

–

–

One year or less

25 163

18 814

–

–

Carrying amount

513 039

671 607

1 335

663

Contractual cash flows

513 934

708 709

1 335

663

Non-derivative financial liabilities
Secured borrowings

Preference shares

Two to five years
Trade and other payables

Other financial liabilities* (outside scope of IAS 39)

Total non-derivative financial liabilities

One year or less

412 097

518 517

1 335

663

Two to five years

72 986

126 192

–

–

More than five years

28 851

64 000

–

–

* Other financial liabilities include retention creditors, advance payments received and value-added tax.

There are no defaults/breaches in respect of long-term loans payable.
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38. Currency risk
Exposure to currency risk
The group’s and company’s exposure to foreign exchange risk was as follows at the reporting date:
Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

USD

29

–

–

–

MUR

–

–

–

–

29

–

–

–

Gross exposure in the statement of financial position:
Cash and cash equivalents

Amounts owing to subsidiaries and branches are eliminated on consolidation. However, these amounts do impact
profit or loss within the group and company’s financial statements resulting from changes in foreign exchange
rates. Exposure to currency risk occurs when entities in the group owe amounts to other group entities in currencies
denominated in other than their functional currency.
Currency
code

Description

USD

United States Dollar

MUR

Mauritian Rupee

ZAR

South African Rand

The following significant exchange rates applied during the year:

Group and company

2015
Average
rate

2015
Spot
rate

2014
Average
rate

2014
Spot
rate

10,7543

11,4368

9,7586

10,1697

3,0093

3,0501

3,1685

2,9975

Denomination
United States Dollar
Mauritian Rupee
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38. Currency risk (continued)
Exposure to currency risk
Sensitivity analysis
A 10% strengthening of the ZAR against foreign currencies at the reporting date would have decreased profit or
loss (after tax) by the amounts shown below. This analysis assumes that all other variables, in particular interest rates,
remain constant. The analysis is performed on the same basis for 2014. The translation of the foreign operations is
affected by movements in the exchange rate which directly impacts on the group’s and company’s statement of
comprehensive income.
A 10% weakening of the ZAR against the above currencies at reporting date would have had an equal but
opposite effect on profit or loss (after tax) by the amounts shown below:
Group

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

3

–

–

–

US Dollar

3

–

–

–

Mauritian Rupee

–

–

–

–

Effect on profit on significant currencies

3

–

–

–

Financial assets

–

–

–

–

Financial liabilities

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Effect on profit for all currencies
Effect on profit/(loss) on significant currencies:

39. Interest rate risk
At the reporting date the interest rate profile of the group’s
and company’s interest-bearing financial instruments was:
Fixed rate instruments

Variable rate instruments
Financial assets
Financial liabilities

71 353

72 506

31 331

28

(205 757)

(307 549)

–

–

(134 404)

(235 043)

31 331

28

Cash flow sensitivity analysis for fixed and variable rate instruments
An increase of 100 basis points in interest rates at the reporting date would have increased/(decreased) profit/(loss)
after tax by the amounts shown below. This analysis assumes that all other variables, in particular foreign currency
rates, remain constant. This analysis was performed on the same basis for 2014. A decrease in interest rates would
have an equal but opposite effect on profit or loss.
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Group
2015
R’000

Company
2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

39. Interest rate risk (continued)
Profit or loss
Fixed rate instruments

–

Variable rate instruments

–

–

(968)

(1 692)

–

226

–

(968)

(1 692)

226

–

40. Classification of financial instruments
The table below sets out the group’s and company’s classification of each class of financial assets and liabilities,
and their fair values.
The fair value of all instruments is estimated at its carrying value as these instruments are generally short-term in
nature and thus carrying amount approximates fair value.

Liabilities
Loans
and at amortised
cost
receivables
R’000
R’000

Financial
assets and
liabilities at
fair value
through
profit or
loss
R’000

Other
financial
assets and
liabilities*
R’000

Total
carrying
amount
R’000

Fair
value
R’000

Group 2015
Financial assets
Trade and other receivables

425 351

–

–

78 979

504 330

504 330

Cash and cash equivalents

36 339

–

–

–

36 339

36 339

Fair value of contingent
consideration

–

–

29 488

–

29 488

29 488

35 775

–

–

–

35 775

35 775

497 465

–

29 488

78 979

605 932

605 932

borrowings

–

101 837

–

–

101 837

101 837

Trade and other payables

–

296 956

–

25 163

322 119

322 199

borrowings

–

82 920

–

–

82 920

82 920

Preference shares

–

21 000

–

–

21 000

21 000

–

502 713

–

25 163

527 876

527 876

Loans and receivables

Financial liabilities
Non-current portion of secured

Current portion of secured

* Outside the scope of IAS 39.
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Liabilities
Loans
and at amortised
cost
receivables
R’000
R’000

Financial
assets and
liabilities at
fair value
through
profit or
loss
R’000

Other
financial
assets and
liabilities*
R’000

Total
carrying
amount
R’000

Fair
value
R’000

659 928

659 928

40. Classification of financial
instruments (continued)
Group 2014
Financial assets
Trade and other receivables

544 427

–

9

115 492

Cash and cash equivalents

40 423

–

–

–

40 423

40 423

Other

32 083

–

64 923

–

97 006

97 006

616 933

–

64 932

115 492

797 357

797 357

–

163 043

–

–

163 043

163 043

Financial liabilities
Non-current portion of secured
borrowings
Preference shares

–

23 424

–

–

23 424

23 424

Trade and other payables

–

415 400

–

18 814

434 214

434 214

–

74 350

–

–

74 350

74 350

–

676 217

–

18 814

695 031

695 031

Loans and
receivables
R’000

Liabilities at
amortised
cost
R’000

Financial
assets and
liabilities at
fair value
through
profit or
loss
R’000

Other
financial
assets
and
liabilities*
R’000

Total
carrying
amount
R’000

Fair
value
R’000

31 329

–

–

–

31 329

31 329

2

–

–

–

2

2

31 331

–

–

–

31 331

31 331

–

1 335

–

–

1 335

1 335

–

1 335

–

–

1 335

1 335

Current portion of secured
borrowings

* Outside the scope of IAS 39.

Company 2015
Financial assets
Unsecured loans
Cash and cash equivalents

Financial liabilities
Trade and other payables
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Loans and
receivables
R’000

Liabilities at
amortised
cost
R’000

Financial
assets and
liabilities at
fair value
through
profit or
loss
R’000

30 895

–

–

28

–

30 923

Trade and other payables
Secured borrowings

–

Other
financial
assets
and
liabilities*
R’000

Total
carrying
amount
R’000

Fair
value
R’000

–

30 895

30 895

–

–

28

28

–

–

–

30 923

30 923

–

663

–

–

663

663

–

–

–

–

–

–

663

–

–

663

663

40. Classification of financial
instruments (continued)
Company 2014
Financial assets
Unsecured loans
Cash and cash equivalents

Financial liabilities

* Outside the scope of IAS 39.

Basis for determining fair values
The following summarises the significant methods and assumptions used in estimating the fair value of financial
instruments reflected in the table above:
Non-derivative financial liabilities: Secured borrowings and shareholder loans
Fair value is calculated based on the present value of future principal and interest cash flows, discounted at the
market rate of interest at the reporting date. Secured borrowings are at variable rates linked to the prime rate of
interest and thus the carrying value on such instruments would approximate the fair value.
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40. Classification of financial instruments (continued)
Trade and other receivables
The fair value of intra-group and third party trade and other receivables is estimated at its carrying value as these
instruments are short-term in nature and thus carrying amount approximates fair value.
Trade and other payables
The fair value of intra-group and third party trade and other payables is estimated at its carrying value as these
instruments are short-term in nature and thus carrying amount approximates fair value.
Loans and receivables
The fair value of third party loans and receivables is estimated at its carrying value as these instruments are mainly
short-term in nature and thus carrying amount approximates fair value.
Unsecured loans
The fair value of unsecured loans is estimated at its carrying value as these loans are short-term in nature and thus
carrying amount approximates fair value.

41. Related parties
During the year the following transactions took place with subsidiaries and related parties. Loan balances with
these subsidiaries and related parties are shown in note 13.
Group

Party

Name of
transaction

Company

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Balekane Construction (Pty) Limited

Trade receivables

–

15 344

–

–

Esor Construction (Pty) Limited

Interest received

–

–

814

17 158

Turncard Trading 122 (Pty) Limited

Brokerage fee

–

187

–

–

Wessel van Zyl

Sale of property

2 410

–

–

–

Directors’ emoluments are disclosed in note 34.
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Share capital

Holding

Cost

2015
R

2014
R

2015
%

2014
%

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

100

100

100

100

*

5 492

102

102

100

100

14 401

8 909

300

300

100

100

668 255

668 255

100

100

100

100

*

*

1 000

1 000

100

100

1

1

100

100

100

100

*

*

–

–

–

–

–

42. Investments in
subsidiaries
Brookmay Properties (Pty) Limited
100 ordinary shares of R1 each
at cost
Esor Africa (Pty) Limited
102 ordinary shares of R1 each
at cost
Esor Construction (Pty) Limited
30 000 ordinary shares of 1 cent
each at cost
Esor Civils (Pty) Limited
100 ordinary shares of R1 each
at cost
Esor Pipelines (Pty) Limited
1 000 ordinary shares of R1
each at cost
Esor Property Developments
(Pty) Limited
Less impairments:
Brookmay Properties (Pty)
Limited

682 657

(3 584)
679 073

* Less than R1 000

For transactions under common control, an accounting policy choice in respect of consolidated and separate
financial statements, is to be applied consistently to all common control transactions, either:
1. Book value (carry over basis), on the basis that the investment simply has been moved from one part of the
group to another; or
2. IFRS 3 accounting on the basis that the acquired is a separate entity in its own right, and should not be confused
with the economic group as a whole.
Esor has made the accounting policy choice of using the Book Value method and it is thus appropriate to transfer
a portion of investments from Esor Civils (Pty) Limited, Esor Africa (Pty) Limited and Esor Pipelines (Pty) Limited into
Esor Construction (Pty) Limited since the operations of these companies were sold into Esor Construction
(Pty) Limited. Similarly the investment in Brookmay Properties (Pty) Ltd was transferred into Esor Africa (Pty) Ltd,
following a restructuring of the property companies.
The shares of Esor Africa (Pty) Limited have been pledged to Credit Guarantee Insurance Corporation of Africa
Limited (“CGIC”) to secure guarantee facilities mentioned in note 19.
Refer note 45 for further information on subsidiary companies.
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43. Commitments
Leases
The group leases certain of its land and buildings, vehicles and office equipment for periods of up to a maximum of
10 years. At year-end, the minimum lease payments due on operating leases were as follows:
2015
Within
one
year
R’000

2014

Within
two to five
years
R’000

Within
one
year
R’000

Within
two to five
years
R’000

Group
–

–

252

–

Plant and vehicles

Land and buildings

4 842

–

1 859

3 035

Office equipment

29

–

278

278

4 871

–

2 389

3 313

Capital commitments
Group
At year-end, plant and equipment with a value of R0,2 million (2014: R6,7 million) had been authorised and
contracted for. Further capital expenditure to the value of R25,8 million (2014: R19,3 million) had been authorised
but was not yet contracted for. These assets will be utilised to expand the operating capacity of the group. The
purchase of these assets will be funded through the group’s borrowing facilities as well as future debt instruments.
Company
The company has not authorised or contracted for any capital expenditure.
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44. Segmental analysis
Operating segments
The group has three reportable segments, as described in the accounting policy note 2.23, which are the group’s
strategic business units.
Corporate
and
Development eliminations
R’000
R’000

Consolidated
R’000

Civils
R’000

Pipelines
R’000

787 983

584 507

75 873

–

50 824

–

(50 824)

–

787 983

635 331

75 873

(50 824)

1 448 363

Group
2015
External revenue
Inter-segment revenue
Segment revenue

–

1 448 363

Segment result
(Loss)/profit before interest and taxation

(48 256)

35 470

4 297

(93 272)

Net finance (cost)/income

(8 063)

2 012

(4 000)

6 606

(101 761)
(3 445)

Taxation

20 948

8 948

(1 668)

(22 914)

5 314

Segment (loss)/profit

(35 371)

46 430

(1 371)

(109 580)

(99 892)

Segment assets

415 710

359 878

196 644

216 835

Segment liabilities

554 770

263 774

179 773

(476 590)

Additions to property, plant and equipment

4 243

11 496

–

4 729

20 468

Depreciation

2 920

14 024

–

31 967

48 911

–

–

–

29 739

29 739

1 287

1 094

3

154

2 538

1 189 067
521 727

Capital and non-cash items

Impairment loss
Number of employees
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Corporate
Geoand
technical eliminations

Civils

Pipelines

Development

Consolidated

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

961 599

579 285

63 356

712 646

42 690

–

–

11 406

(54 096)

–

1 004 289

579 285

63 356

724 052

(54 096)

2 316 887

39 892

1 404

71 037

(139 176)

(210 724)

R’000

R’000

–

2 316 887

44. Segmental analysis
(continued)
Group
2014
External revenue
Inter-segment revenue
Segment revenue
Segment result
(Loss)/profit before interest
and taxation
Net finance (cost)/income

(183 881)
(15 179)

1 318

(342)

(6 644)

(23 237)

(44 084)

56 514

(11 891)

(100)

(14 215)

58 339

88 647

(142 546)

29 319

962

50 178

(104 074)

(166 161)

Segment assets

788 590

254 857

264 454

–

313 449

Segment liabilities

875 797

204 802

245 312

–

(481 780)

and equipment

26 313

9 596

–

14 538

Depreciation

50 257

6 176

–

–

–

–

1 969

1 163

3

Taxation
Segment (loss)/profit

1 621 350
844 131

Capital and non-cash items
Additions to property, plant

Impairment loss
Number of employees

2 117

52 564

23 435

5 347

85 215

–

84 446

84 446

–

35

3 170
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44. Segmental analysis (continued)
Revenue generated from significant customers includes:
Revenue
Business
unit

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Eskom Holdings SOC Limited

Civils

566 120

596 492

Department of Human Settlements

Civils

49 792

–

Customer

Civils

30 224

–

Umgeni Water

Airports Company South Africa

Pipelines

77 744

146 064

Ethekwini Municipality

Pipelines

335 845

98 824

uThukela Municipality

Pipelines

33 766

–

Bakwena Platinum Corridor Concessionaire (Pty) Limited

Civils

–

69 213

Anglo American Inyosi Coal

Civils

–

47 672

Pipelines

29 035

23 484

Civils

–

59 990

Rand Water
Katu Developers (Pty) Ltd

South Africa

Geographical information

Other regions

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

1 447 464
249 857

Consolidated

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

2 015 474

899

301 413

1 448 363

2 316 887

319 014

1 121

1 121

250 978

320 135

Total revenue from external
customers
Property, plant and equipment

A separate segment report has not been prepared for the company as it had no trading operations.
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45. Interest in subsidiaries
The subsidiaries of Esor Limited are involved in the following principal activities:
Percentage held
Country of
incorporation

Nature of business

Brookmay Properties (Pty) Limited1

South Africa

Esor Africa (Pty) Limited
Esor Civils (Pty) Limited1

2015

2014

Dormant

100

100

South Africa

Property investment

100

100

South Africa

Dormant

100

100

Esor Construction (Pty) Limited1

South Africa

Civil engineering

100

100

Esor Pipelines (Pty) Limited

South Africa

Dormant

100

100

South Africa

Property development

100

100

Directly held
1

1

Esor Property Developments (Pty) Limited1
Indirectly held

Esor Broad Based Share Ownership Scheme South Africa

Employee share scheme

100

100

Esor Plant (Pty) Limited

South Africa

Dormant

100

100

Esor Mauritius International Limited

Mauritius

Dormant

100

100

GeoFranki (West Africa) Limited

Nigeria

Dormant

–

60

Layered Brick Construction (PVT) Limited

Zimbabwe

Investment holding

49

–

Esor Uitvlugt (Pty) Limited

South Africa

Property development

100

–

Nike Enterprises (PVT) Limited

Zimbabwe

Property investment

100

49

South Africa

Property development

100

100

Safdev Land 1 (Pty) Limited
Safdev Tanganani (Pty) Limited

South Africa

Property development

50

100

EC Zimbabwe (PVT) Limited

Zimbabwe

Civil engineering

49

49

2

1. Further information on these subsidiaries can be found in note 42.
2. Following the disposal of 50% of the share capital in November 2014, the company is now equity accounted as a joint venture.
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Company
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Brookmay Properties (Pty) Limited

7 889

(2 593)

Esor Africa (Pty) Limited

1 946

1 635

(1 747)

4 326

45. Interest in subsidiaries (continued)
The profit/(loss) after taxation attributable to the subsidiaries

Esor Broad-Based Share Ownership Scheme
Esor Share Incentive Scheme

–

5 806

Esor Construction (Pty) Limited

(79 743)

217 611

Subsidiaries of Esor Construction (Pty) Limited

(10 377)

(385 107)

Esor Plant (Pty) Limited

–

(2 064)

Esor Civils (Pty) Limited

3 003

(3 003)

Esor Pipelines (Pty) Limited
Safdev Land 1 (Pty) Limited
Safdev Tanganani (Pty) Limited
Esor Property Developments (Pty) Limited

(153)

153

5 987

7 094

(622)

775

(1 285)

(302)

(75 102)

(155 669)

Aggregate profits

18 825

237 400

Aggregate losses

(93 927)

(393 069)

Loans to/(from) subsidiaries
Esor Africa (Pty) Limited
Esor Construction (Pty) Limited

–

17 818

31 329

13 078

31 329

30 896

46. Guarantees
The company provided a parent company guarantee to Eskom for the performance by Esor Civils in terms of its
award for the construction of underground terraces at the Kusile Power Station. The maximum exposure for this
guarantee is R52 million (2014: R52 million), being 10% of the award contract value. This guarantee expired in
May 2014, but we are awaiting confirmation of details from Eskom prior to renewing it.
The company further provided a financial guarantee for the obligations of Esor Property Developments Proprietary
Limited in relation to the redemption price outstanding on the preference shares issued. Refer note 17.

five
Shareholder
information
Social impact

eThekwini Sanitation
Contract, KwaZulu-Natal
The R260 million contract for the eThekwini Municipality’s Water and

Brick and mortar sanitation

Sanitation Division commenced in August 2012 and is scheduled for

facilities provided to 19 schools

completion in April 2015.

Containerised facilities provided to

The scope included the provision of waterborne sewerage systems to
strategic areas within the municipality where unhygienic conditions are

53 transit camps and 218 informal

prevalent due to the lack of proper sanitation facilities. These areas are

settlements

primarily informal settlements sprawled across the city and transit
camps. Additional funding has also been sourced from the

51 modular (prefabricated)

Department of Education for the construction of sanitation facilities to

structures installed to various

under-developed schools.

inaccessible areas

A key social deliverable on this contract is the development of small
enterprises by mentoring four emerging sub-contractors with a target

Short-term employment

to upgrade them by two CIDB levels from their current status.

opportunities created for local

Approximately 20% of the project value was earmarked towards this

unemployed residents -

objective and it is envisaged that these contractors will be able to

approximately 200 labourers per

operate independently beyond this contract.

month
Contract extended to include the
emergency construction of 12
sanitation facilities to refugee
camps for displaced immigrants as
a consequence of the recent
xenophobic attacks in the
KwaZulu-Natal area.
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Analysis of shareholders
for the year ended 28 February 2015
Company:

Esor Limited

Register date:

27 February 2015

Issued share capital:

395 185 430
No of shareholdings

%

1 - 1 000 shares
1 001- 10 000 shares
10 001- 100 000 shares
100 001- 1 000 000 shares
1 000 001 shares and over

419
1 041
900
334
60

15,21
37,80
32,68
12,13
2,18

Totals

2 754

100,00

Distribution of shareholders
Banks/brokers
Close corporations
Empowerment
Endowment funds
Individuals
Insurance companies
Investment companies
Medical schemes
Mutual funds
Other corporations
Private companies
Public companies
Retirement funds
Trusts

12
41
1
15
2 371
8
2
8
42
26
55
2
52
119

0,44
1,49
0,04
0,54
86,09
0,29
0,07
0,29
1,53
0,94
2,00
0,07
1,89
4,32

Totals

2 754

100,00

Public/non-public shareholders
Non-public shareholders
Directors and associates of the company holdings
Strategic or related parties
Public shareholders

7
6
1
2 747

0,25
0,22
0,04
99,75

Totals

2 754

100,00

Shareholder spread

Beneficial shareholders holding 3% or more
Coronation Fund Managers
Investec
Esor Broad Based Share Ownership Scheme
MMI Holdings Ltd
Krone, B
Transnet Pension Fund
Totals
Institutional holding 3% or more
Coronation Fund Managers
Investec Asset Management
Kagiso Asset Management
Momentum Investments
Totals

No of
shares
930
402
025
426
647

0,06
1,27
9,08
26,04
63,55

395 185 430

100,00

5
35
102
251

235
010
867
918
153

%

4
7
21
1
152
5
12
3
114
2
15

765
709
012
780
515
904
002
249
945
683
111
74
37 776
15 654

668
354
250
846
623
004
532
108
013
882
368
800
493
489

1,21
1,95
5,32
0,45
38,59
1,49
3,04
0,82
29,09
0,68
3,82
0,02
9,56
3,96

395 185 430

100,00

23
16
7
371

451
146
305
733

660
478
182
770

5,93
4,09
1,85
94,07

395 185 430

100,00

34 037
33 026
21 012
19 167
15 473
11 925

937
131
250
991
328
181

8,61
8,36
5,32
4,85
3,92
3,02

134 642 818

34,07

76
38
20
14

583
483
103
763

082
555
912
099

19,38
9,74
5,09
3,74

149 933 648

37,94
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Shareholders’ diary
Financial year-end

28 February 2015

Preliminary annual results announcement

28 May 2015

Annual report posted

28 May 2015

Annual general meeting

26 June 2015

Interim results announcement

November 2015
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Notice of annual general meeting
ESOR LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration number: 1994/000732/06)
JSE code: ESR
ISIN: ZAE000184669
(“Esor” or “the company”)
Notice is hereby given that the annual general meeting of the shareholders of Esor will be held in the boardroom of the
company at 30 Activia Road, Activia Park, Germiston on Friday, 26 June 2015 at 10:00 (SA time), to deal with the
business as set out below and to consider and, if deemed appropriate, pass, with or without modification, the ordinary
and special resolutions set out in this notice.
Kindly note that in terms of section 63(1) of the Companies Act, No 71 of 2008, as amended (“Companies Act”),
meeting participants (including proxies) will be required to provide reasonably satisfactory identification before being
entitled to participate in or vote at the annual general meeting. Forms of identification that will be accepted include
original and valid identity documents, driver’s licences and passports.
The board of directors of the company has determined the following dates applicable to the annual general meeting:
2015
Record date for the receipt of notice of the annual general
meeting in terms of section 59(1) of the Companies Act

Friday, 22 May

Last day to trade in order to be eligible to participate
and vote at the annual general meeting

Thursday, 11 June

Record date for determining which shareholders are entitled
to participate and vote at the annual general meeting

Friday, 19 June

Last day to lodge forms of proxy for the annual general
meeting by 10:00 on

Wednesday, 24 June or they may be handed to the
Chairman of the meeting at any time prior to the
commencement of voting on the resolutions tabled
at the annual general meeting

For the purpose of approving the ordinary resolutions, other than ordinary resolution numbers 1 and 6, the support of
more than 50% (fifty percent) of the voting rights exercised on the resolution by shareholders present in person, or
represented by proxy, at the annual general meeting is required, unless otherwise indicated.
Shareholders are referred to the explanatory notes as attached to the notice of the annual general meeting for
additional information, including abbreviated profiles of the directors standing for re-election.

Special resolution number 1
General authority to the company to purchase its own shares
“RESOLVED as a special resolution that the company, or a subsidiary, be and hereby is authorised, by way of general
authority as contemplated in section 48 of the Companies Act to acquire from time to time any of the issued ordinary
shares of the company, upon such terms and conditions and in such amounts as the directors of the company may
from time to time determine, but subject to the Memorandum of Incorporation of the company, the provisions of the
Companies Act and the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited (“JSE”).
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It is recorded that the Listings Requirements of the JSE require, inter alia, that the company or a subsidiary may make a
general acquisition of shares issued by the company only if:
• the repurchase of the ordinary shares is effected through the order book operated by the JSE trading system and
done without any prior understanding or arrangement between the company and the counterparty;
• at any point in time the company may only appoint one agent to effect any repurchases on its behalf;
• this general authority shall only be valid until the next annual general meeting of the company, provided that it shall
not extend beyond 15 (fifteen) months from the date of passing of the general authority to repurchase shares;
• the maximum price at which the shares may be acquired will be 10% (ten percent) above the weighted average of
the market value at which such ordinary shares traded on the JSE, for the 5 (five) business days immediately
preceding the date on which the transaction is effected;
• any such acquisition shall not, in any one financial year, exceed 10% (ten percent) of the company’s issued ordinary
shares or 39 518 543 (thirty-nine million five hundred and eighteen thousand and five hundred and forty-three) shares
as at the passing of the general authority;
• should derivatives be used, such authority is limited to paragraphs 5.72(c) and (d) and 5.84(a) of the
JSE Listings Requirements;
• the company and/or its subsidiaries may not repurchase securities during a prohibited period as defined in the JSE
Listings Requirements, unless it has in place a repurchase programme where the dates and quantities of securities to
be traded during the relevant period are fixed and full details of the programme have been disclosed in an
announcement published on SENS prior to the commencement of the prohibited period;
• the directors have passed a resolution authorising the repurchase, resolving that the company has satisfied the
solvency and liquidity test as defined in the Companies Act and resolving that since the solvency and liquidity test
had been applied, there have been no material changes to the financial position of the group;
• the company may not enter the market to proceed with the repurchase until Esor’s sponsor, Vunani Corporate
Finance, has confirmed the adequacy of Esor’s working capital for the purposes of undertaking a repurchase of
shares, in writing to the JSE;
• when the company has cumulatively repurchased 3% (three per cent) of the initial number of the relevant class of
securities, and for each 3% (three percent) in aggregate of the initial number of that class acquired thereafter, an
announcement must be made. Such announcement must be made as soon as possible and in any event by not
later than 08:30 on the second business day following the day on which the relevant threshold is reached or
exceeded; and
• this authority will only be utilised to the extent that the directors, after considering the maximum effect of such
repurchase, for a period of at least 12 (twelve) months after the date of notice of the annual general meeting are of
the opinion that:
– the company and the Esor group will be able to repay its debts in the ordinary course of business;
– the assets of the company and the Esor group fairly valued according to International Financial Reporting Standards
and on a basis consistent with the last financial year of the company ended 28 February 2014, exceed its liabilities;
– the company and the Esor group have adequate share capital and reserves for ordinary business purposes;
– the company and the Esor group have sufficient working capital for ordinary business purposes.”
Voting:
In order for this special resolution number 1 to be adopted, the support of at least 75% (seventy-five per cent) of the
total number of votes, which the shareholders present or represented by proxy at this meeting are entitled to cast,
is required.
Additional disclosure requirements required in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements
Material changes
No material changes have occurred since the end of the last financial period, being 28 February 2015, and the date of
this notice of annual general meeting.
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Directors’ responsibility statement
The directors of Esor as set out on page 12 of the Integrated Report:
• have considered all the statements of fact and opinion in the Integrated Report to which this notice is attached;
• accept, individually and collectively, full responsibility for such statements; and
• declare that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, such statements are correct and no material facts have been
omitted, the omission of which would make any such statements false or misleading and that they have made all
reasonable enquiries to ascertain such facts and that this notice contains all information required by law and the JSE
Listings Requirements.
Litigation statement
Esor nor its subsidiaries is party to any legal or arbitration proceedings (including such proceedings which are pending
or (threatened) which may have or have had in the previous 12 (twelve) months a material effect on the group’s
financial position.
Other disclosure in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements
The JSE Listings Requirements require the following disclosures, which are contained in the Integrated Report:
Requirements

Reference

Directors

Page 12

Major shareholders

Page 117

Directors’ interests in securities

Page 52

Share capital of the company

Page 85, Note 15

Special resolution number 2
Approval of non-executive directors’ fees
“RESOLVED, as a special resolution:
• that the company be and is hereby authorised to pay remuneration to its directors for their services as directors, as
contemplated in sections 66(8) and 66(9) of the Companies Act of 2008; and
• that the remuneration structure and amounts as set out below, be and are hereby approved until such time as
rescinded or amended by shareholders by way of a special resolution:

Type of fee (per meeting)
Rands

Proposed
Actual
meeting fee meeting fee
2015/16
2014/15
R
R

Board
Chairman

R46 300

R49 100

Board member

R23 150

R24 550

Chairman

R35 850

R38 000

Member

R18 700

R19 500

Chairman

R9 700

R11 000

Member

R6 400

R7 000

Chairman

R9 700

R11 000

Member

R6 400

Audit and risk committee

Remuneration and nominations committee

Social and ethics committee
R7 000”
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In order for this special resolution number 2 to be adopted, the support of at least 75% (seventy-five per cent) of the total
number of votes, which the shareholders present or represented by proxy at this meeting are entitled to cast, is required.

Special resolution number 3
Authority to provide financial assistance to any company or corporation which is related or inter-related to the company
“RESOLVED as a special resolution that, as a general approval, the company may, in terms of section 45(3)(a)(ii) of the
Companies Act, provide any direct or indirect financial assistance (“financial assistance” will herein have the meaning
attributed to it in section 45(1) of the Companies Act) to any related or inter-related company or to any juristic person
who is a member of or related to any such company/ies (“related” and “inter-related” will herein have the meaning
attributed to it in section 2 of the Companies Act), subject to compliance with the remainder of section 45 of the
Companies Act, as the board of directors of the company may deem fit and on the terms and conditions, to the
recipient/s, in the form, nature and extent and for the amounts that the board of directors of the company may
determine from time to time.”
In order for this special resolution number 3 to be adopted, the support of at least 75% (seventy-five per cent) of the
total number of votes, which the shareholders present or represented by proxy at this meeting are entitled to cast,
is required.

Ordinary resolution number 1
Adoption of Esor Limited Share Plan
“RESOLVED that the adoption by the company of the Esor Limited Share Plan, as detailed in the salient features thereof
included in Annexure 1 attached to this notice of annual general meeting as well as the complete document recording all
the terms of the Esor Limited Share Plan, having been made available for inspection by shareholders for at least 14 days
prior to the date of this meeting, with the complete document recording the terms of such Esor Limited Share Plan having
been initialled by the chairman of this meeting for identification purposes, and tabled at this meeting for identification
purposes, and tabled at this meeting, be and is hereby approved and adopted.”
In order for this ordinary resolution number 1 to be passed, the support of at least 75% (seventy-five per cent) of the
voting rights exercised on the resolution by all equity securities holders (as defined in the JSE Listings Requirements)
present in person, or represented by a proxy, at the annual general meeting is required.

Ordinary resolution number 2
Appointment and reappointment of directors
Dr O Franks retires by rotation and, being eligible, offers himself for re-election as director of the company and in
addition, the appointment of Ms H Sonn, Mr E Erasmus, Ms K Moloko and Mr B Atkinson as directors by the board of
directors, to be approved and confirmed by shareholders as provided for in the JSE Listings Requirements.
Accordingly, shareholders are requested to consider and, if deemed fit, approve the separate ordinary resolutions set
out below.
Ordinary resolution number 2.1
“RESOLVED that the reappointment of Dr O Franks as an independent non-executive director of the company be and is
hereby approved.”
Ordinary resolution number 2.2
“RESOLVED that the appointment of Ms H Sonn as an independent non-executive director of the company be and is
hereby ratified.”
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Ordinary resolution number 2.3
“RESOLVED that the appointment of Mr E Erasmus as an independent non-executive director of the company be and is
hereby ratified.”
Ordinary resolution number 2.4
“RESOLVED that the appointment of Ms K Moloko as an independent non-executive director of the company be and is
hereby ratified.”
Ordinary resolution number 2.5
“RESOLVED that the appointment of Mr B Atkinson as an executive director of the company be and is hereby ratified.”

Ordinary resolution number 3
Reappointment of auditors
“RESOLVED that the reappointment of KPMG Incorporated., Registered Auditors, upon the recommendation of the
current audit and risk committee, as independent auditors of the company be and is hereby approved.”

Ordinary resolution number 4
Appointment of audit and risk committee members for the year ending 28 February 2016
It is proposed that the non-executive directors as indicated below be appointed as members of the audit and
risk committee.
Ordinary resolution number 4.1
“RESOLVED that the appointment of Ms H Sonn as a member and chairman of the audit and risk committee until the
conclusion of the next annual general meeting of the company in 2016, subject to her election as a director pursuant to
ordinary resolution number 2.2, be and is hereby approved.”
Ordinary resolution number 4.2
“RESOLVED that the appointment of Dr O Franks as a member of the audit and risk committee until the conclusion of the
next annual general meeting of the company in 2016, subject to his re-election as a director pursuant to ordinary
resolution number 2.1, be and is hereby approved.”
Ordinary resolution number 4.3
“RESOLVED that the appointment of Mr E Erasmus as a member of the audit and risk committee until the conclusion of
the next annual general meeting of the company in 2016, subject to his election as a director pursuant to ordinary
resolution number 2.3, be and is hereby approved.”
Ordinary resolution number 4.4
“RESOLVED that the appointment of Ms K Moloko as a member of the audit and risk committee until the conclusion of
the next annual general meeting of the company in 2016, subject to her appointment as a director pursuant to ordinary
resolution number 2.4, be and is hereby approved.”

Ordinary resolution number 5
Authority to issue shares
“RESOLVED that the directors be and are hereby authorised to allot and issue at their discretion the unissued but
authorised ordinary shares in the share capital of the company and/or grant options to subscribe for the unissued shares,
for such purposes and on such terms and conditions as they may determine, provided that such transaction(s) has/have
been approved by the JSE Limited, as and when required, and are subject to the JSE Listings Requirements and the
Companies Act and shareholders hereby waive any pre-emptive rights in relation thereto.”
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Notice of annual general meeting (continued)
Ordinary resolution number 6
Authority to issue shares for cash
“RESOLVED that the board of directors of the company be and they are hereby authorised by way of a general
authority, to issue all or any of the authorised but unissued shares in the capital of the company for cash, as and when
they in their discretion deem fit, subject to the Companies Act, the MOI of the company, the JSE Listings Requirements,
when applicable, and subject to the following limitations:
• the equity securities which are the subject of the issue for cash must be of a class already in issue, or where this is not
the case, must be limited to such securities or rights that are convertible into a class already in issue;
• any such issue will only be made to “public shareholders” as defined in the Listings Requirements of the JSE and not to
related parties;
• this authority is valid until the company’s next annual general meeting, provided that it shall not extend beyond
15 (fifteen) months from the date that this authority is given;
• in respect of securities which are the subject of the general issue of shares for cash may not exceed 5% (five per
cent) of the number of listed equity securities as at the date of the notice of general/annual general meeting,
provided that:
• in the event of a sub-division or consolidation of issued equity securities during the period contemplated above, the
existing authority must be adjusted accordingly to represent the same allocation ratio;
• any such general issues are subject to exchange control regulations and approval at that point in time;
• a paid press announcement giving full details, including the impact on the net asset value, net tangible asset value,
earnings and headline earnings per share, will be published at the time of any issue representing, on a cumulative
basis within 1 (one) financial year, 5% (five per cent) or more of the number of shares in issue prior to the issue;
• in determining the price at which an issue of shares may be made in terms of this authority, the maximum discount
permitted will be 10% (ten per cent) of the weighted average traded price on the JSE of those shares over the
30 (thirty) business days prior to the date that the price of the issue is agreed between the issuer and the party
subscribing for the securities; and
• approval of the general issue for cash resolution achieving a 75% majority of the votes cast in favour of such
resolutions by all equity securities present or represented by proxy at the general meeting convened to approve
such resolution.”
In order for this ordinary resolution number 6 to be passed, the support of at least 75% (seventy-five per cent) of the
voting rights exercised on the resolution by all equity securities holders (as defined in the JSE Listings Requirements)
present in person, or represented by proxy, at the annual general meeting is required.

Ordinary resolution number 7
Advisory endorsement of the remuneration policy
“RESOLVED to approve, as a non-binding advisory vote, the company’s remuneration policy (excluding the
remuneration of the non-executive directors for their services as directors and members of board committees), as set
out in the Remuneration Report contained in the Integrated Report on pages 41 to 43.”

Ordinary resolution number 8
Authority to implement the special and ordinary resolutions
“RESOLVED that any director of the company or the company secretary be and is hereby authorised to do all such
things, sign all such documents and take all such actions as may be necessary for or incidental to the implementation of
the special and ordinary resolutions as set out in this notice of the annual general meeting.”
To transact such other business as may be required at an annual general meeting.
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Voting and proxies
The shareholders of the company will be entitled to attend the annual general meeting and to vote on the ordinary
and special resolutions set out above. On a show of hands, every Esor shareholder who is present in person, by proxy or
represented at the annual general meeting shall have one vote (irrespective of the number of shares held in the
company), and on a poll, which any shareholder can request, every Esor shareholder shall have for each share held by
him/her that proportion of the total votes in the company which the aggregate amount of the nominal value of that
share held by him bears to the aggregate of the nominal value of all the shares issued by the company.
Proxies
An Esor shareholder entitled to attend and vote at the annual general meeting may appoint one or more persons as
his/her proxy to attend, speak and vote in his/her stead. A proxy need not be a shareholder of the company.
A form of proxy is attached for the convenience of certificated shareholders and “own name” dematerialised
shareholders of the company who are unable to attend the annual general meeting, but who wish to be represented
thereat. In order to be valid, duly completed forms of proxy must be received by the company’s transfer secretaries,
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited, Ground Floor, 70 Marshall Street, Johannesburg, 2001 (PO Box
61051, Marshalltown, 2107), not later than 10:00 on Wednesday, 24 June 2015.
Shareholders’ rights regarding proxies in terms of section 58 of the Companies Act are as follows:
(1) At any time, a shareholder of a company may appoint any individual, including an individual who is not a
shareholder of that company, as a proxy to –
(a) participate in, and speak and vote at, a shareholders’ meeting on behalf of the shareholder; or
(b) give or withhold written consent on behalf of the shareholder to a decision contemplated in section 60.
(2) A proxy appointment –
(a) must be in writing, dated and signed by the shareholder; and
(b) remains valid for –
(i) one year after the date on which it was signed; or
(ii) any longer or shorter period expressly set out in the appointment, unless it is revoked in a manner
contemplated in sub-section (4)(c), or expires earlier as contemplated in subsection (8)(d).
(3) Except to the extent that the Memorandum of Incorporation of a company provides otherwise –
(a) a shareholder of that company may appoint two or more persons concurrently as proxies, and may appoint
more than one proxy to exercise voting rights attached to different securities held by the shareholder;
(b) a proxy may delegate the proxy’s authority to act on behalf of the shareholder to another person, subject to any
restriction set out in the instrument appointing the proxy; and
(c) a copy of the instrument appointing a proxy must be delivered to the company, or to any other person on behalf
of the company, before the proxy exercises any rights of the shareholder at a shareholders’ meeting.
(4) Irrespective of the form of instrument used to appoint a proxy –
(a) the appointment is suspended at any time and to the extent that the shareholder chooses to act directly and in
person in the exercise of any rights as a shareholder;
(b) the appointment is revocable unless the proxy appointment expressly states otherwise; and
(c) if the appointment is revocable, a shareholder may revoke the proxy appointment by –
(i) cancelling it in writing, or making a later inconsistent appointment of a proxy; and
(ii) delivering a copy of the revocation instrument to the proxy, and to the company.
(5) The revocation of a proxy appointment constitutes a complete and final cancellation of the proxy’s authority to act
on behalf of the shareholder as of the later of –
(a) the date stated in the revocation instrument, if any; or
(b) the date on which the revocation instrument was delivered as required in sub-section (4)(c)(ii).
(6) A proxy is entitled to exercise, or abstain from exercising, any voting right of the shareholder without direction,
except to the extent that the instrument appointing the proxy otherwise provides.
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Notice of annual general meeting (continued)
Any shareholder of the company who completes and lodges a form of proxy will nevertheless be entitled to attend and
vote in person at the annual general meeting should he/she decide to do so.
Dematerialised shareholders of the company, other than “own name” dematerialised shareholders of the company,
who have not been contacted by their CSDP or broker with regard to how they wish to cast their votes, should contact
their CSDP or broker and instruct their CSDP or broker as to how they wish to cast their votes at the company’s annual
general meeting in order for their CSDP or broker to vote in accordance with such instructions. This must be done in
terms of the agreement entered into between such dematerialised shareholders of the company and the relevant
CSDP or broker. If your CSDP or broker does not obtain instructions from you, they will be obliged to act in terms of your
mandate furnished to them.
Electronic participation
Should any shareholder wish to participate in the annual general meeting by way of electronic participation, that
shareholder should make application in writing (including details as to how the shareholder or its representative can be
contacted) to so participate to the transfer secretaries at the address below, to be received by the transfer secretaries
at least five business days prior to the annual general meeting in order for the transfer secretaries to arrange for the
shareholder (and its representative) to provide reasonably satisfactory identification to the transfer secretaries for the
purposes of section 63(1) of the Companies Act and for the transfer secretaries to provide the shareholder (or its
representative) with details as to how to access any electronic participation to be provided. The company reserves the
right to elect not to provide for electronic participation at the annual general meeting in the event that it determines
that it is not practical to do so. The costs of accessing any means of electronic participation provided by the company
will be borne by the shareholder so accessing the electronic participation. Shareholders are advised that participation
in the annual general meeting by way of electronic participation will not entitle a shareholder to vote. Should a
shareholder wish to vote at the annual general meeting, he/she may do so by attending and voting at the annual
general meeting either in person or by proxy.
By order of the board

iThemba Governance and Statutory Solutions (Pty) Ltd
Company Secretary
Johannesburg
21 May 2015
Esor Limited
Registration number: 1994/000732/06
JSE code: ESR
ISIN: ZAE0001184669
Registered office, 30 Activia Road, Activia Park, Germiston, 1429
Transfer secretaries:

Sponsor:

Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Limited

Vunani Corporate Finance

(Registration number 2004/003647/07)

Vunani House, Vunani Office Park

Ground Floor, 70 Marshall Street, Johannesburg, 2001

151 Katherine Street, Sandton, 2196

PO Box 61051, Marshalltown, 2107

PO Box 652419, Benmore, 2010
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Annual general meeting – explanatory notes
Special resolution number 1 – General authority to repurchase shares
Section 48 of the Companies Act authorises the board of directors of a company to approve the acquisition of its own
shares subject to the provisions of section 48 and section 46 having been met. The JSE Listings Requirements require the
shareholders of the company to approve the authority to repurchase shares and the approval of a 75% majority of the
votes cast by shareholders present or represented by proxy at the annual general meeting for special resolution number
1 to become effective. The directors of the company do not have any specific intentions for utilising this general
authority at the date of this annual general meeting.
Special resolution 2 – Directors’ remuneration
In terms of section 66(8) and section 66(9) of the Companies Act, a company may pay remuneration to directors for
their services as directors unless otherwise provided by the memorandum of incorporation and on approval of
shareholders by way of a special resolution. Executive directors are not specifically remunerated for their services as
directors but as employees of the company and as such, the resolution as included in the notice requests approval of
the remuneration paid to non-executive directors for their services as directors of the company.
Special resolution 3 – Financial assistance to related and inter-related companies
Section 45(2) of the Companies Act authorises the board to provide direct or indirect financial assistance to a related or
inter-related company, subject to sub-sections (3) and (4) of section 45 of the Companies Act and unless otherwise
provided in the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation. In terms of section 45(3) of the Companies Act, a special
resolution of shareholders is required in these instances. The main purpose of the special resolution as set out in the
notice of the meeting is to approve the granting of inter-company loans, a recognised and well-known practice, details
of which are also set out in the notes to the financial statements.
This general authority is necessary for the company to continue making loans to subsidiaries as well as granting letters of
support and guarantees in appropriate circumstances. A general authorisation from shareholders avoids the need to
refer each instance to shareholders for approval with the resulting time delays and expense. If approved, this general
authority will expire at the end of two years.
Notifications
Shareholders are hereby notified in terms of section 45(5) of the Companies Act that the board has passed the same
resolution to take effect on the passing of this special resolution by shareholders.
Shareholders are also advised that the board is satisfied that after providing the financial assistance, the company will
satisfy the solvency and liquidity tests and that the terms under which the financial assistance is proposed to be given
are fair and reasonable to the company.
Ordinary resolution 1 – Esor Limited Share Plan
The company wishes to adopt the Esor Limited Share Plan, details of which are set out in Annexure 1.
Also, in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements, the authority to issue shares for cash as set out in ordinary resolution
number 1 requires the approval of a 75% majority of the votes cast by shareholders present or represented by proxy at
the annual general meeting for ordinary resolution number 1 to become effective.
Presentation of annual financial statements
At the annual general meeting, the directors must present the annual financial statements for the year ended
28 February 2015 to shareholders, together with the reports of the directors, the audit committee and the auditors.
These are contained within the Integrated Report.
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Notice of annual general meeting (continued)
Presentation of report from the social and ethics committee
Regulation 43 to the Companies Act of 2008 requires that the social and ethics committee reports to shareholders at the
annual general meeting on matters within the committee’s mandate.
Ordinary resolution numbers 2.1 to 2.5 – Appointment and rotation of directors
In accordance with the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation, one-third of the directors are required to retire at
each annual general meeting and may offer themselves for re-election. In addition, any person appointed to the board
of directors following the previous annual general meeting is required to retire and is eligible for election at the next
annual general meeting.
Brief biographical details of each of the directors standing for re-election and election are set out in Annexure 3.
Ordinary resolution number 3 – Reappointment of auditors
KPMG Incorporated (“KPMG”) has indicated its willingness to continue in office and ordinary resolution 2 proposes the
reappointment of that firm as the company’s auditors with effect from 1 March 2015. Section 90(3) of the Companies
Act requires the designated auditor to meet the criteria as set out in section 90(2) of the Companies Act. The board of
directors of the company is satisfied that both KPMG and the designated auditor meet all relevant requirements and, on
recommendation of the audit committee, it is proposed that KPMG be reappointed.
Ordinary resolution numbers 4.1 to 4.4 – Appointment of audit and risk committee
In terms of section 94(2) of the Companies Act, a public company must at each annual general meeting elect an audit
committee comprising at least three members who are non-executive directors and who meet the criteria of section
94(4) of the Companies Act. Regulation 42 to the Companies Act specifies that one-third of the members of the audit
committee must have appropriate academic qualifications or experience in the areas as listed in the regulation.
The board of directors of the company is satisfied that the proposed members of the audit and risk committee meet all
relevant statutory requirements. The appointment of Dr Franks as member of the audit and risk committee will be subject
to his re-election as director of the company and the appointment of Ms Sonn, Mr E Erasmus and Ms K Moloko as
members of the audit and risk committee will be subject to their appointment as directors. As indicated in the corporate
governance report forming part of the Integrated Report, the chairman of the board is also proposed for appointment
as a member of the audit committee. This is not in full compliance with the recommendations of the King III Report and
an explanation for the non-application of this recommendation has been provided in the Integrated Report.
Brief biographical details of Ms Sonn are set out in Annexure 3.
Ordinary resolutions 5 and 6 – Placement and issue of shares for cash
In terms of the Companies Act, directors are authorised to allot and issue the unissued shares of the company, unless
otherwise provided in the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation or in instances as listed in section 41 of the Act.
The JSE requires that the Memorandum of Incorporation should provide that shareholders in a general meeting may
authorise the directors to issue unissued securities and/or grant options to subscribe for unissued securities as the
directors in their discretion think fit, provided that such transaction(s) has/have been approved by the JSE and are
subject to the JSE Listings Requirements. In the absence of the Memorandum of Incorporation as contemplated in the
Companies Act, ordinary resolution 4 has been included to confirm the directors’ authority to issue shares. The directors
confirm that there is no specific intention to issue any shares, other than as part of and in terms of the rules of the
company’s share incentive scheme, as at the date of this notice.
Also, in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements, the authority to issue shares for cash as set out in ordinary resolution
number 6 requires the approval of a 75% majority of the votes cast by shareholders present or represented by proxy
at the annual general meeting for ordinary resolution number 6 to become effective.
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Ordinary resolution number 7 – Remuneration philosophy and policy
The King Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa, 2009 (King III) recommends that the remuneration
philosophy of the company be submitted to shareholders for consideration and for an advisory, non-binding vote to
provide shareholders with an opportunity to indicate should they not be in support of the material provisions of the
remuneration philosophy and policy of the company.
Ordinary resolution number 8 – Signing authority
Authority is required to do all such things and sign all documents and take all such action as necessary to implement the
ordinary and special resolutions set out in the notice and approved at the annual general meeting. It is proposed that
the company secretary and/or any director be authorised accordingly.
Summary of the rights established in terms of section 58 of the Companies Act as required by section 58(7)(b)
For purposes of this summary, “shareholder” shall have the meaning ascribed thereto in the Act.
1. At any time, a shareholder of a company is entitled to appoint any individual, including an individual who is not a
shareholder of that company, as a proxy, to participate in, speak and vote at a shareholders’ meeting on behalf of
the shareholder or give or withhold written consent on behalf of such shareholder in relation to a decision
contemplated in section 60 of the Companies Act.
2. A proxy appointment must be in writing, dated and signed by the relevant shareholder, and such proxy appointment
remains valid for one year after the date upon which the proxy was signed or any longer or shorter period expressly
set out in the appointment, unless it is revoked in a manner contemplated in section 58(4)(c) of the Companies Act
or expires earlier as contemplated in section 58(8)(d) of the Companies Act.
3. Except to the extent that the Memorandum of Incorporation of a company provides otherwise:
3.1 a shareholder of the relevant company may appoint two or more persons concurrently as proxies, and may
appoint more than one proxy to exercise voting rights attached to different securities held by such shareholder;
3.2 a proxy may delegate his authority to act on behalf of a shareholder to another person, subject to any restriction
set out in the instrument appointing the proxy; and
3.3 a copy of the instrument appointing a proxy must be delivered to the company or to any other person on behalf
of the relevant company before the proxy exercises any rights of the shareholder at a shareholders’ meeting.
4. Irrespective of the form of instrument used to appoint a proxy, the appointment of the proxy is suspended at any time
and to the extent that the shareholder who appointed that proxy chooses to act directly and in person in the
exercise of any rights as a shareholder of the relevant company.
5. Unless the proxy appointment expressly states otherwise, the appointment of a proxy is revocable. If the appointment
of a proxy is revocable, a shareholder may revoke the proxy appointment by cancelling it in writing or making
a later inconsistent appointment of a proxy, and delivering a copy of the revocation instrument to the proxy
and the company.
6. The revocation of a proxy appointment constitutes a complete and final cancellation of the proxy’s authority to act
on behalf of the relevant shareholder as of the later of the date: (a) stated in the revocation instrument, if any;
or (b) upon which the revocation instrument is delivered to the proxy and the relevant company as required in
section 58(4)(c)(ii) of the Act.
7. If the instrument appointing a proxy or proxies has been delivered to the relevant company, as long as that
appointment remains in effect, any notice that is required by the Companies Act or the relevant company’s
Memorandum of Incorporation to be delivered by such company to the shareholder, must be delivered by such
company to the shareholder or to the proxy or proxies, if the shareholder has directed the relevant company to do so
in writing and paid any reasonable fee charged by the company for doing so.
8. A proxy is entitled to exercise or abstain from exercising any voting right of the relevant shareholder without
direction, except to the extent that the Memorandum of Incorporation or the instrument appointing the proxy
provides otherwise.
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Notice of annual general meeting (continued)
9. If a company issues an invitation to shareholders to appoint one or more persons named by such company as a
proxy or supplies a form of instrument for appointing a proxy:
9.1 such invitation must be sent to every shareholder who is entitled to the notice of the meeting at which the proxy is
intended to be exercised;
9.2 the invitation or form of instrument supplied by the relevant company must: (a) bear a reasonably prominent
summary of the rights established in section 58 of the Companies Act; (b) contain adequate blank space,
immediately preceding the name or names of any person or persons named in it, to enable a shareholder to
write in the name and, if so desired, an alternative name of a proxy chosen by such shareholder; and (c) provide
adequate space for the shareholder to indicate whether the appointed proxy is to vote in favour or against the
applicable resolution/s to be put at the relevant meeting, or is to abstain from voting;
9.3 the company must not require that the proxy appointment be made irrevocable; and
9.4 the proxy appointment remains valid only until the end of the relevant meeting at which it was intended to be
used, unless revoked as contemplated in section 58(5) of the Companies Act.
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Form of proxy
Esor Limited
Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa
Registration number 1994/000732/06
JSE code: ESR ISIN: ZAE000184669
(“Esor” or “the company”)
Form of proxy for the annual general meeting of the company to be held on Friday, 26 June 2015 at the company’s offices at 30 Activia Road, Activia Park, Germiston
(“the annual general meeting”). Only for use by certificated shareholders, nominee companies of Central Securities Depository Participants (“CSDP”), brokers’ nominee
companies and shareholders who have dematerialised their shares and who have elected own-name registration and who wish to vote on the special and ordinary
resolutions per the notice of the annual general meeting to which this form is attached.
Shareholders who have dematerialised their shares through a CSDP or broker must not complete this form of proxy and must provide their CSDP or broker with their voting
instructions, except for shareholders who elected own-name registration in the sub-register through a CSDP, which shareholders must complete this form of proxy and
lodge it with Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Limited.
Holders of dematerialised shares, other than with own-name registration, who wish to attend the annual general meeting, must inform their CSDP or broker of such
intention and request their CSDP or broker to issue them with the necessary letter of representation.
I/We

(name in block letters)

of

(address)

Telephone: Landline:

Mobile:

being the holders of

ordinary shares in the company, do hereby appoint:

1.

or failing him/her

2.

or failing him/her

3. the chairman of the annual general as my/our proxy to act for me/us and on my/our behalf at the annual general meeting of the company, or any adjournment
hereof, which will be held for the purpose of considering and, if deemed fit, of passing, with or without modification, the ordinary and special resolutions as detailed in the
notice of annual general meeting, and to vote for and/or against the resolutions and/or abstain from voting in respect of the ordinary shares registered in my/our name/s,
in accordance with the following instructions:
Number of votes on a poll (one vote per ordinary share)

In favour

Against

Abstain

Special resolution 1:
Authority for the company to repurchase its own shares
Special resolution 2:
Authorisation for the company to pay directors’ remuneration
Special resolution 3:
Authority to provide financial assistance to related and inter-related companies
Ordinary resolution 1:
Approval of Esor Limited Share Plan
Ordinary resolution 2.1:
Re-election of Dr O Franks as an independent non-executive director
Ordinary resolution 2.2:
Ratification of Ms H Sonn’s appointment as an independent non-executive director
Ordinary resolution 2.3:
Ratification of Mr E Erasmus’ appointment as an independent non-executive director
Ordinary resolution 2.4:
Ratification of Ms K Moloko’s appointment as an independent non-executive director
Ordinary resolution 2.5:
Ratification of Mr B Atkinson’s appointment as an executive director
Ordinary resolution 3:
Reappointment of KPMG Inc as external auditor
Ordinary resolution 4.1:
Appointment of Ms H Sonn as a member and chairman of the audit and risk committee
Ordinary resolution 4.2:
Re-election of Dr O Franks as a member of the audit and risk committee
Ordinary resolution 4.3:
Appointment of Mr E Erasmus as a member of the audit and risk committee
Ordinary resolution 4.4:
Appointment of Ms K Moloko as a member of the audit and risk committee
Ordinary resolution 5:
Authority to issue unissued shares
Ordinary resolution 6:
Authority to issue unissued shares for cash
Ordinary resolution 7:
Sanctioning of the remuneration philosophy
Ordinary resolution 8:
Authority to effect the resolutions
Signature
Assisted by (if applicable)
Please see notes on reverse.

signed at

on

2015
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Notes to the form of proxy
1. Each shareholder is entitled to appoint one or more proxies (none of whom need be a shareholder of the company)
to attend, speak and vote in place of that shareholder at the annual general meeting.
2. Shareholder(s) that are certificated or own-name dematerialised shareholders may insert the name of a proxy or the
names of two alternative proxies of the member’s choice in the space(s) provided, with or without deleting “the
chairman of the meeting”, but any such deletion must be initialled by the shareholder(s). The person whose name
stands first on the form of proxy and who is present at the annual general meeting will be entitled to act as proxy to
the exclusion of those whose names follow. If no proxy is named on a lodged form of proxy, the chairman shall be
deemed to be appointed as the proxy.
3. A shareholder’s instructions to the proxy must be indicated by the insertion of the relevant number of votes
exercisable by the shareholder in the appropriate box provided. Failure to comply with the above will be deemed to
authorise the proxy, in the case of any proxy other than the chairman, to vote or abstain from voting as deemed fit
and in the case of the chairman to vote in favour of the resolution.
4. A shareholder or his/her proxy is not obliged to use all the votes exercisable by the shareholder, but the total of
the votes cast or abstained from may not exceed the total of the votes exercisable in respect of the shares held
by the shareholder.
5. Forms of proxy must be lodged at or posted to Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Limited, Ground Floor,
70 Marshall Street, Johannesburg, 2001 (PO Box 61051, Marshalltown, 2107) to be received no later than 48 hours prior
to the meeting or they may be handed to the chairman of the meeting at any time prior to the commencement of
voting on the resolutions tabled at the annual general meeting.
6. The completion and lodging of this form of proxy will not preclude the relevant shareholder from attending the
annual general meeting and speaking and voting in person thereat to the exclusion of any proxy appointed in
terms hereof, should such shareholder wish to do so. Where there are joint holders of shares, the vote of the first
joint holder who tenders a vote, as determined by the order in which the names stand in the register of members,
will be accepted.
7. The chairman of the annual general meeting may reject or accept any form of proxy which is completed and/or
received otherwise than in accordance with these notes, provided that, in respect of acceptances, the chairman is
satisfied as to the manner in which the shareholder concerned wishes to vote.
8. Documentary evidence establishing the authority of a person signing this form of proxy in a representative capacity
must be attached to this form of proxy unless previously recorded by the company or Computershare Investor
Services (Pty) Limited or waived by the chairman of the annual general meeting.
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Annexures
Transnet offices – 138 Eloff Street,
Gauteng
This R99,5 million 16 month contract for Transnet comprises the
refurbishment of 16 floors of offices, including the common lobbies and
ablution blocks, three basements and the refurbishment of external
facades. The work includes demolitions, minor wet works and the
installation of new services and finishes throughout.
Commencing in March 2015 it is due for completion by June 2016. The
refurbishment of the external facades is in addition to the original
tendered contract and may increase the contract value and duration.
The site establishment, including all offices and storage of materials is
situated in one of the street level parking basements. This means that
access onto the various floors to transport materials is proving a
challenge.
About 50% of the building is still occupied by Transnet employees,
which curtails the programme timing and sequential progress of
construction as operational centres need to continue without
interruption. The contract has been phased into three phases with
between five and six floors available per phase.
The contract is subcontractor intensive which requires careful
coordination of these trades to ensure that quality, time and cost are
not compromised.
To date Esor has access to six floors and the bulk of the demolition on
these floors has been completed. At present Esor is proceeding with
the first fix for the new services, namely electrical, plumbing and air
conditioning and the installation of ceiling grids, new brickwork, plaster
and floor preparation required for the new floor finishes.
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Annexure 1: Esor Limited Share Plan – Salient features
Introduction
In line with local and global best practice, Esor Limited (“Esor”) or (“the company”) intends adopting a new share plan,
namely the Esor Limited Share Plan (“the Plan”) for selected employees including executive directors (the
“Participants”). The Plan provides the Participants with the opportunity of receiving shares in the company in the form of
Restricted Shares and/or conditional rights to shares in the form of Performance Shares. The Plan will provide participants
with the opportunity to share in the success of the company and provide direct alignment between the Participants
and shareholders.
The salient features of the Plan are detailed below.

Purpose
The purpose of the Plan is to enable the company to award Restricted Shares on an ad hoc basis to address sign-on
requirements or as a specific retention mechanism, and to annually award Restricted Shares to selected employees to
address retention risks, when required.
The annual award of Performance Shares to Participants will also serve as a tool to attract prospective employees.
The initial award will be made to executives and employees in top and senior management positions. The allocation to
executives will be based on an award of 75% Performance Shares and 25% Retention Shares, which is aligned with
shareholder value creation.
The allocation to other participants will be weighted towards Retention Shares and Performance Shares in line with the
impact of individuals in creating value.
This allocation will function on a sliding scale towards 25% Performance Shares and 75% Retention Shares.
Subsequent awards will be done strictly in line with this policy and any deviation from this will be motivated by the
remuneration and nominations committee and approved by the board.
The Plan will primarily be used as an incentive to Participants to deliver the group’s business strategy over the long term.

Participants [14.1(a)]
Eligible employees will include directors and senior management. The remuneration and nominations committee
(“RemCom”) may, in its discretion, call upon the Employer Companies to nominate employees for participation in the Plan.

Rights of participants [14.1(e)]
Under the Plan, Participants will become owners of the Restricted Shares from the settlement date, shortly after the
award date and will immediately benefit from dividends and have shareholder voting rights in respect of the Restricted
Shares over the vesting period. The shares cannot be disposed of by the Participant prior to the vesting date and will be
subject to forfeiture and disposal restrictions until the vesting date.
The award of Performance Shares will provide the Participants with a conditional right to receive Shares at the end of
the Performance Period provided that the Performance Conditions and Employment Conditions have been met. The
Participant will not be entitled to any rights in and to the Performance Shares prior to the Settlement of the award.
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Basis of awards and award levels [14.1(f)]
In line with the requirements of King III and best practice regular, annual awards will be made on a consistent basis to
ensure long-term shareholder value creation.
The number of Performance Shares and or Restricted Shares awarded to Participants will primarily be based on the
Participant’s annual salary, grade, performance, retention and attraction requirements and market benchmarks.
The award levels will be decided by the RemCom each time awards are granted, by taking into account the particular
circumstances at that time. Annual allocations will be benchmarked and set to a market-related level of remuneration
while considering the overall affordability thereof to the company.

Performance conditions and vesting
Performance Shares will be subject to pre-determined Performance Conditions and the Employment Conditions
for vesting.
The Performance Conditions will be approved by the RemCom before each award. The conditions attached to awards
will be split between a company measure and an industry measure.
The company measure will comprise 50% for the performance award. Should the company achieve 50% of its
budgeted Headline Earnings per Share (“HEPS”), then 10% of the performance award will vest. Should the company
achieve double its budgeted HEPS, then the remaining portion of the company measure portion of the performance
award shall vest up to the maximum of 50% of the performance award. There will be proportionate vesting between
these two thresholds.
The other 50% of the performance award will be based on the company’s performance relative to its peers in the
Construction Sector based on Relative Total Shareholder Return (“RTSR”). The company will compare itself against the
three closest companies in the Construction Sector of the JSE measured by market capitalisation at the time of award.
The proportion of the award which vests will be based on the RTSR ranking that the company achieves against these
other three companies as follows:
1st

50% vesting

2nd

40% vesting

3rd

20% vesting

4th

0% vesting

Manner of settlement
Settlement of the award of Retention Shares will take place shortly after the award date, while settlement of
Performance Shares will take place on the vesting date, both subject to the Employment Conditions. The rules of the
Plan will be flexible in order to allow for settlement in any of the following manners:
• By way of a market purchase of Shares;
• Use of treasury Shares; or
• Issue of Shares.
The exact method of settlement will be determined by the RemCo, although the preference will be a market purchase
of shares which will cause no dilution to shareholders.
In order to effect any forfeiture of awards, the Restricted Shares will be held by an Escrow Agent on behalf of the
Participant until vesting.
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Annexure 1: Esor Limited Share Plan – Salient features (continued)
Limits and adjustments
The maximum number of Shares which may at any one time be allocated under the Plan shall not exceed
19 759 272 Shares, which represents approximately 5% of the number of issued Shares as at the date of approval
of the Plan by shareholders.
Shares issued by the company or Shares held in treasury which are used to settle the Plan, will be included in the
company limit. Performance Shares and/or Restricted Shares allocated under the Plan, which are not subsequently
settled to a Participant as a result of the forfeiture thereof, will be excluded in calculating the company limit. Similarly,
any Shares purchased in the market in settlement of the Plan will be excluded. [14.1(b)] The RemCom must, where
required, adjust the company limit (without the prior approval of shareholders in a general meeting), to take account
of a sub-division or consolidation of the shares of the company [14.3(a)].
The maximum number of Shares which may be allocated to an individual in respect of all unvested awards may not
exceed 3 951 855 shares, which represents approximately 1% of the number of issued Shares as at date of approval of
the Plan by shareholders. [14.1(c)] The RemCom may, where required, adjust the individual limit to take account of a
capitalisation issue, a special distribution, a rights issue or reduction in capital of the company. [14.3(b)]
The auditors, or other independent advisor acceptable to the JSE, shall confirm to the JSE in writing that any adjustment
made in terms of this paragraph has been properly calculated on a reasonable and equitable basis, in accordance
with the rules of the Plan and must be reported on in the company’s financial statements in the year during which the
adjustment is made. The issue of shares as consideration for an acquisition, and the issue of shares or a vendor
consideration placing will not be regarded as a circumstance that requires any adjustment to the company limit and
the individual limit. [14.3(d), (e)]

Consideration [14.1(d)(i)]
There will be no consideration payable by the participant for the award or settlement of the Shares.

Termination of employment [14.1(h)]
Participants terminating employment due to resignation or dismissal on grounds of misconduct, poor performance,
dishonest behaviour or fraudulent conduct or on the basis of abscondment will be classified as “bad leavers” and will
forfeit all unvested awards of Performance Shares and Restricted Shares.
Participants terminating employment due to death, ill-health, disability, injury, retrenchment, retirement (except to the
extent that it constitutes bad leaver termination as set out above), or the sale of a subsidiary company will be classified
as “good leavers” and a portion of his award(s) shall vest on date of termination of employment. This portion will reflect
the number of months served since the award date to the date of termination of employment over the total number of
months in the Employment Period and the extent to which the Performance Condition (if applicable) has been met. The
remainder of the award will lapse.

Change of control [14.1(g)]
In the event of a change of control of the company occurring before the vesting date of any award, a portion of the
award will vest. This portion will reflect the number of months served since the award date to the change of control
date over the total number of months in the Employment Period and the extent to which the Performance Condition
(if applicable) has been met.
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Awards will not vest as a consequence of an internal reconstruction or similar event which is not a change of control as
defined in the rules of the Plan. In this case the RemCom shall make such adjustment to the number of awards or
convert awards into awards in respect of shares in one or more other companies, provided the Participants are no
worse off.

Variation on share capital
In the event of a variation in share capital such as a capitalisation issue, subdivision of Shares, consolidation of Shares
etc, Participants shall continue to participate in the Plan. The RemCom may make such adjustment to the award or
take such other action to place Participants in no worse a position than they were prior to the happening of the
relevant event and to provide that the fair value of the award immediately after the event is materially the same as the
fair value of the award immediately before the event.
The issue of Shares as consideration for an acquisition, and the issue of shares or a vendor consideration placing will not
be regarded as a circumstance that requires any adjustment to awards.

Liquidation
If the company is placed into liquidation, other than for purposes of reorganisation, an award of Performance Shares
shall ipso facto lapse as from the liquidation date. [14.1(e)]

Amendment [14.2]
The RemCom may alter or vary the rules of the Plan as it sees fit, however, in the following instances the Plan may not be
amended without the prior approval of the JSE and a resolution by the shareholders of 75% of the voting rights:
• the category of persons who are eligible for participation in the Plan;
• the number of Shares which may be utilised for the purpose of the Plan;
• the individual limitations on benefits or maximum entitlements;
• the basis upon which awards are made;
• the amount payable upon the award, settlement or vesting of an award;
• the voting, dividend, transfer and other rights attached to the awards, including those arising on a liquidation of
the company;
• the adjustment of awards in the event of a variation of capital of the company or a change of control of the
company; and
• the procedure to be adopted in respect of the vesting of awards in the event of termination of employment.

General
The Rules of the Plan are available for inspection from 29 May 2015 to 26 June 2015 at the company’s registered office,
being 30 Activia Road, Activia Park, Germiston, South Africa.
In terms of the JSE Listings Requirements, the passing of Ordinary Resolution number 1 requires the approval of a 75%
majority of the voting rights exercised on the resolution.
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Annexure 2: Attendance table

Membership

Appointed

Resigned

Board
attendance

Audit
and risk
committee

Remuneration and
nominations
committee

Social and
ethics
committee

5/5

4/4

2/2

2/2

1/1

n/a

n/a

n/a

5/5

4/4

2/2

1/1

4/4

3/3

2/2

1/1

4/5

2/3

n/a

1/2

3/5

3/4

n/a

1/2

4/4

3/3

2/2

1/1

Executive directors
Wessel van Zyl (CEO)

1 September 2014
(previously CFO)

Bruce Atkinson (CFO)

6 October 2014
(previously financial
manager)

Non-executive directors
Bernie Krone

1 September 2014

(Chairman)

(previously CEO)

Dave Thompson#
(Chairman)

21 August 2014

Ethan Dube#
Oswald Franks#
(Lead independent
director)

21 August 2014
21 August 2014

Franklin Sonn#
Heather Sonn#

21 August 2014

2/2

1/1

n/a

n/a

Eugene Erasmus#

21 August 2014

2/2

1/1

n/a

n/a

Keneilwe Moloko#

6 October 2014

1/1

–

n/a

n/a

*

**

***

Attending by invitation:
*
**
***
#

Bernie Krone (Chairman), Wessel van Zyl (CEO), Bruce Atkinson (CFO)
Wessel van Zyl (CEO), Bruce Atkinson (CFO)
Bruce Atkinson (CFO)
Independent
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Annexure 3: Directors’ CVs
Directorate and executive management
Executive directors
Wessel van Zyl (born 1967)
CEO
CA(SA)
Wessel qualified as a Chartered Accountant (SA) in 1991 after serving articles with PWC. He left the auditing profession
to work in the financial and taxation fields, later joining the construction industry in 1997. Wessel previously worked in the
specialist fields of auditing, taxation, treasury and heading up the Corporate Office at the Aveng Group before he was
appointed at Grinaker-LTA as Financial Director in 2009. Wessel joined Esor as CFO in October 2012 and was appointed
CEO in September 2014.
Bruce Atkinson (born 1977)
CFO
BCom (Unisa), BCom Honours (Accounting) (UKZN), CA(SA)
Bruce qualified as a Chartered Accountant (SA) in 2006 after having served articles at RSM Betty & Dickson (Durban). He
was involved in the listing of Esor on the AltX in 2006 as well as the acquisitions of Franki, Patula and Shearwater before
joining the Esor group in 2008. He has served in various positions within the group including Financial Director of operating
subsidiary Esor Africa (Pty) Limited and later as Group Financial Manager. He was appointed as CFO in October 2014.

Non-executive director
Bernie Krone (born 1953)
Chairman
BSc Eng (Civil), Pr Eng FSAICE
Bernie has over 38 years’ experience across all aspects of geotechnical engineering. Born in Halstead, England he
moved to South Africa as a child. After attaining professional engineer status, he gained experience in the employ of
major geotechnical engineering companies before joining Esor (Pty) Limited. After serving as CEO for 8 years he retired
in September 2014 and was appointed Chairman.

Independent non-executive directors
Eugene Erasmus (born 1948)
BSc, BEng and MEng (Stellenbosch)
Eugene started his career with the Department of Water Affairs in 1974. He joined LTA in 1979 and retired from the
position of Managing Director of Grinaker-LTA in 2011. During his career at LTA he served in a number of senior positions
in various business units. He spearheaded LTA’s efforts in privatisation opportunities, and also spent time in leading group
efforts in procuring and executing large multi-disciplinary projects. In 1995 he was awarded the Basil Read Gold Medal
for excellence in Contract Management, and in 1999 attended the Senior Executive Programme at Stanford University.
Oswald “Ossie” Franks (born 1953)
Lead independent director
PhD (Engineering Science), BSc Eng (Mechanical), M Industrial Admin, Honours Business & Admin, Government
Certificate of Competency: Mines and Works.
Ossie is a registered Professional Engineer (PrEng) with the Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA) and has more
than three decades of experience in industry and academia. He has been the Dean of the Faculty of Engineering, the
Built Environment and Information Technology at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University since July 2013. Prior to
that he was Chief Executive Officer of ECSA and Dean of Engineering at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology.
Ossie is a recipient of both a USAID and a British Council scholarship. He has served on various boards or councils
including the Department of Science and Technology’s Board of the Technological Human Resource Industry
Programme (THRIP), the National Advisory Council on Innovation’s Task Team on Infrastructure for Research &
Development, and the Council of the Vaal University of Technology.
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Annexure 3: Directors’ CVs (continued)
Keneilwe Moloko (born 1968)
CA(SA), BCom (UCT), PGDA (UCT), BScQS (UCT)
Keneilwe has extensive experience in the built environment, auditing and investment management. She started her
career as a Quantity Surveyor with Grinaker Building, Dawson & Frazer and CP De Leeuw Quantity Surveyors. After six
years in the construction industry, she studied to become a Chartered Accountant. On completion of her articles at
KPMG working in the financial services and tax divisions, she took up the position of development executive at
Spearhead Properties. She then joined Coronation Fund Managers as a fixed interest credit analyst and a member
of the Coronation Credit Committee. Keneilwe currently serves as an independent non-executive director of Attacq
Limited, Brimstone Investment Corporation Limited, Fairvest Property Holdings Limited, Holdsport Limited, KWV Holdings
and Prescient Limited.
Heather Sonn (1971)
Liberal Arts Degree, MSc (International Business)
Heather is the Managing Director of Gamiro Investment Holdings which has a focus on making investments and building
businesses in the renewable energy, agriculture and financial services sectors. She has held senior executive positions in
investment management, stockbroking and banking industries, including the position of CEO of a stockbroking firm in
Johannesburg, deputy CEO of the largest women’s investment company in South Africa, Wipcapital and a senior
executive of Barclays in London where she was responsible for formulating the commercial banking strategy for global
philanthropy organisations, testing the globally integrated banking model. She currently holds directorships on a number
of listed and unlisted company boards including Steinhoff International and Prescient Limited. She is also on the board of
Foodbank South Africa, the Prescient Foundation and GreenCape, an organisation formed to support the growth of the
green economy in the Western Cape. She is a fellow of the Africa Leadership Initiative of Aspen Global Leadership
Network and a trained Moderator.

Executive management
Dave Gibbons (born 1966)
Managing Director – Esor Construction
Dip Mining Survey
After qualifying in the mining industry in 1988, Dave joined WK Construction where he served for 18 years garnering
experience in the pipeline industry, before forming Shearwater KZN. Dave is currently Managing Director of
Esor Construction.
Warren van der Vyver (born 1976)
NDip Civil Eng (Pretoria Tech)
Warren started his career as a Civil Engineering bursary student with LTA, followed by 10 years as a Contracts Manager
at Aveng before pursuing a career as a specialist in the commercial aspects of construction and construction contracts.
Having worked for a firm which is an expert in construction disputes and litigation for several years and having run his
own business providing the same service to Esor as a major client for several years, Warren joined the Exco in May 2014
to enhance the company’s focus and commitment to become more commercially astute. Warren is experienced in a
wide range of construction disciplines such as civils, earthworks, pipelines, mechanical, railways, building and structural
steel and has been involved in resolving major disputes in these areas.
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Annexure 4: King III chapter 2 application
Chapter 2: boards and directors
2.1

Responsibility

The board should act as the

The board is the focal point and custodian of

focal point for and custodian

corporate governance at Esor. In accordance with

of corporate governance.

the board charter the board is committed to the

The board

highest standards of corporate governance. (See
board charter on our website
2.2

.)

The board should appreciate

The board, in accordance with the board charter,

The EXCO and the board

that strategy, risk,

and all committee terms of reference reviewed in

evaluate the risk report

performance and

line with King III, is responsible for aligning the

quarterly

sustainability are inseparable.

strategic objectives, vision and mission with
performance and sustainability considerations. The
group’s formalised risk management process takes
into account the full range of risks including
strategic and operational risk, as well as
performance and sustainability.

2.3

2.4

The board should provide

The board provides effective leadership and is

Monitored by the social

effective leadership based on

committed to the highest levels of corporate

and ethics committee

an ethical foundation.

governance as a key driver of sustainability.

The board should ensure that

See 2.3 above.

the company is and is seen to

Monitored by the social
and ethics committee

be a responsible corporate
citizen.
2.5

The board should ensure that

The social and ethics committee is tasked with

The social and ethics

the company’s ethics are

ensuring that the company’s ethics are managed

committee meets bi-

managed effectively.

effectively. In addition to ensuring adherence to

annually to assess

the Code of Ethics, the social and ethics

compliance and progress

committee aligns itself with the goals of the United

with goals

Nations Global Compact Principles, the OECD
Guidelines on Corruption and the Employment
Equities Act.
2.6

The board should ensure that

The audit and risk committee is chaired by an

Annual self-evaluation

the company has an effective

independent non-executive director. It further

performed by audit and

and independent audit

consists of three independent non-executive

risk committee in May

committee.

directors. The audit and risk committee includes
three new independent non-executive directors.
The board is satisfied with their levels of
independence in accordance with directors’
mandatory quarterly disclosures. The board is
satisfied that the audit and risk committee is
effective. The audit and risk committee met three
times during the financial year.
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Annexure 4: King III chapter 2 application (continued)
Chapter 2: boards and directors
2.7

Responsibility

The board should be

The board’s audit and risk committee has

Quarterly review of risk

responsible for the

conducted an evaluation of governance risk and

report and register

governance of risk.

is satisfied with the effective management of risk.

A comprehensive risk
management plan was
developed

2.8

2.9

The board should be

The board ensures that IT governance is an integral

IT has been added to the

responsible for information

part of corporate governance and that it is

risk committee

technology (IT) governance.

assessed in line with the IT Governance Charter

responsibilities and is

and framework.

assessed bi-annually

The board should ensure that

The board ensures that the company complies

The audit and risk

the company complies with

with applicable laws and considers adherence to

committee oversees

applicable laws and considers

non-binding rules, codes and standards within

compliance within South

adherence to non-binding

South Africa.

Africa

The board should ensure that

The board ensures that the internal audit function

Co-sourced internal audit

there is an effective risk-based

continues to report directly and effectively to the

function reports quarterly

internal audit.

audit and risk committee. The internal Audit

to the audit and risk

Charter defines the scope of the internal audit

committee

rules, codes and standards.
2.10

function as assisting the board in assessing the
group’s risk management and governance
processes.
2.11

The board should appreciate

The board of Esor recognises the importance of

Board manages direct

that stakeholders` perceptions

developing and nurturing positive and stable

relationships with key

affect the company’s

relationships with key stakeholders as a key driver

stakeholders through

reputation.

of business success. The value we place on our

the EXCO

stakeholders is articulated in our mission statement.

Informal stakeholder
satisfaction surveys are
conducted but irregularly

2.12

The board should ensure the

The board continues to ensure that the integrated

integrity of the company’s

report endeavours to provide a true view of the

integrated report.

group’s commitment to ensuring that financial,

Audit and risk committee

social and environmental sustainability permeates
the entire business.
2.13

The board should report on

The board continuously ensures the soundness of

Audit and risk committee

the effectiveness of the

the company’s system of internal controls through

evaluates progress

company’s system of internal

independent review by internal and external audit.

controls.
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Chapter 2: boards and directors
2.14

Responsibility

The board and its directors

The board acknowledges its role as a trustee on

Policy on insider trading is

should act in the best interests

behalf of the shareholders. In addition to the Code

in place where senior

of the company.

of Ethics, the members of the board are governed

managers are forbidden

by a formal policy in respect of dealing in Esor

to trade in Esor shares in

shares as well as disclosure related to third-party

closed periods

transactions.
All directors and senior executives with access to
financial and any other price-sensitive information
are prohibited from dealing in Esor shares during
‘closed periods’, as defined by the JSE, or while the
company is trading under cautionary. The CFO
informs all directors by email when the company
enters a ‘closed period’.
At all other times directors are required to disclose
any share dealings in the company’s securities to
the CFO and company secretary for approval. The
CFO, together with the sponsor, ensures that share
dealings are published on SENS.
2.15

The board should consider

The board monitors the company’s solvency and

The group’s ability to

business rescue proceeding or

liquidity. Business rescue has not been required.

continue as a going

other turnaround mechanisms

concern is assessed

as soon as the company is

annually by the audit

financially distressed as

and risk committee

defined in the Act.
2.16

2.17

The board should elect a

The Chairman, Dave Thompson, an independent

The two roles operate

chairman of the board who is

non-executive Chairman retired effective

under distinct mandates as

an independent non-

21 August 2014. Bernie Krone was appointed

approved by the board.

executive director. The CEO of

Chairman effective 1 September 2014.

The Lead Independent

the company should not also

Independent non-executive director Dr Oswald

Director ensures that the

fulfil the role of chairman of

Franks was appointed as the Lead Independent

roles of Chairman and

the board.

Director of the company effective 21 August 2014.

CEO remain independent

The roles of CEO and Chairman are clearly

during the transition from

defined.

CEO to Chairman

The board should appoint the

The board has appointed Wessel van Zyl as CEO

Delegation of authority is

chief executive officer and

effective 1 September 2014. A delegation of

approved by the board

establish a framework for the

authority framework is reviewed regularly.

and reviewed at least

delegation of authority.

annually
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Annexure 4: King III chapter 2 application (continued)
Chapter 2: boards and directors
2.18

2.19

Responsibility

The board should comprise a

The board comprises a majority of independent

Monitored by the

balance of power, with a

non-executive directors, five independent non-

remuneration and

majority of non-executive

executive directors, one non-executive director

nominations committee

directors. The majority of

and two executive directors. The composition of

non-executive directors should

the board ensures the balance of power with no

be independent.

single member having the majority influence.

Directors should be appointed

A formal and transparent appointment process is

The remuneration and

through a formal process.

in place. One-third of directors retire on a

nominations committee

rotational basis. Accordingly, Dr Oswald Franks and

oversees the process and

Ethan Dube retire, but only Dr Franks will offer

recommends new

himself for re-election at the upcoming annual

directors

general meeting.
Suitable successors have been identified in the
company for all senior management positions.
Succession planning remains on the risk register of
the group for frequent tracking and consideration.
The board is responsible for annually reviewing the
strategy.
2.20

The induction of and ongoing

New appointees to the board are appropriately

New directors are issued

training and development of

familiarised with the company through an

with the annual report

directors should be

induction programme and ongoing training is

conducted through formal

provided and offered to the directors through

processes.

membership of the Institute of Directors. Formal

Members complete
external CPDs

introduction and induction programmes are

The group risk officer and

in place.

CFO are responsible for

The group risk officer and CFO are responsible for
ensuring directors receive ongoing development

ensuring directors receive
development and training

and training.
2.21

The board should be assisted

Ithemba Governance and Statutory Solutions (Pty)

Suitability of company

by a competent, suitably

Limited is an independent company secretarial

secretary is assessed

qualified and experienced

practice providing services to numerous JSE-listed

annually by the board

company secretary.

companies and was appointed in compliance
with the Companies Act, 2008, the JSE Listings
Requirements and the recommendations of King III.
During the financial year, the board commenced
with an annual evaluation of the competence,
qualifications and experience of the group
company secretary and report on these in the
annual report.
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Chapter 2: boards and directors
2.22

Responsibility

The evaluation of the board,

The Chairman of the company performs an

The board and

its committees and the

internal board assessment annually. The board is

committees are assisted

individual directors should be

satisfied that all committees have fulfilled their

by the company secretary

performed every year.

responsibilities during the year. To ensure

to complete self-

transparency, committee chairmen provide the

assessments on an annual

board with a verbal report on recent committee

basis in May

activities at all meetings and the minutes of
committee meetings are available. In addition, the
committee chairmen or a nominated committee
member attends the company’s annual general

The previous assessment
was positive with no areas
of concern identified

meeting to answer any questions from stakeholders
pertaining to their respective matters.
The independence of directors is ascertained on a
quarterly basis through formal mandatory
declarations of personal interest/s. Esor’s definition
of ‘independent’ is in line with King III
recommendations. Non-executive directors are
non-permanent employees of the group.
Each individual director also performed a selfevaluation exercise during the year. The results of
these were reviewed by the board, which was
satisfied that the overall assessment did not
diminish in any material respect or degree from the
previous assessment.
2.23

2.24

The board should delegate

The board delegates certain functions without

Members are elected by

certain functions to well-

abdicating its own responsibilities to the following

the board and the

structured committees but

committees:

committees act in

without abdicating its own

• Audit and risk committee

accordance with the

responsibilities.

• Remuneration and nominations committee

approved terms of

• Social and ethics committee

reference of each

• Exco

committee

A governance framework

A governance framework between the group and

The framework was

should be agreed between

its subsidiary boards is agreed and is in effect.

approved and agreed by

the group and its subsidiary

the board during the

boards.

March 2013 board
meeting
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Annexure 4: King III chapter 2 application (continued)
Chapter 2: boards and directors
2.25

Responsibility

Companies should

The remuneration philosophy reflects Esor’s

Remuneration philosophy

remunerate directors and

commitment to best practice. The group’s

in line with previous years

executives fairly and

remuneration and nominations committee

and is recommended by

responsibly.

determines the remuneration policy on executive

the remuneration and

and senior remuneration in line with the group’s

nominations committee to

remuneration philosophy and strategy. The total

the board for approval

remuneration packages of the executive directors
and senior management are subject to annual
review and benchmarked against external market
data, taking into account the size of the company,
its market sector and business complexity. A
detailed remuneration report is contained in the
integrated report on page 41.
2.26

Companies should disclose

The remuneration of directors and prescribed

the remuneration of each

officers is disclosed in the integrated report on

individual director and certain

pages 43 and 97.

Annual disclosure

senior executives.
2.27

Shareholders should approve

Shareholders consider and endorse, by way of a

Policy tabled at annual

the company’s remuneration

non-binding advisory vote, the company’s

general meeting

policy.

remuneration policy at the annual general
meeting.
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Definitions
“BCAWU”

Building Construction and Allied Workers Union, of which 11% of Esor’s workforce are members

“the board”

The board of directors of Esor Limited, as set out on page 12

“CEO”

Chief Executive Officer. Esor’s CEO is Wessel van Zyl

“CFO”

Chief Financial Officer. Esor’s CFO is Bruce Atkinson

“CIDB”

Construction Industry Development Board, which sets member company gradings that dictate
project eligibility. Esor Construction has a highest possible ‘9CE’ and ‘9 GB’ gradings

“CIO”

Chief Information Officer. Esor’s CIO is Gary Brown

“the company”

Esor Limited, listed on the JSE Limited in the “Construction & Building Materials” sector

or “Esor”
“DTI”

Department of Trade and Industry

“EMP”

Environmental Management Plan

“EXCO”

Executive committee of Esor Limited

“GRI”

Global Reporting Initiative, a best practice benchmark in reporting

“the group”

Esor and its subsidiaries and associates

“IT”

Information technology

“JSE”

JSE Limited incorporating the JSE Securities Exchange, the main bourse in South Africa

“King III Report”

King Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2009

“LTIFR”

Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate

“NUM”

National Union of Mineworkers, of which 19,5% of Esor’s workforce are members

“the previous year”

The year ended 28 February 2014

“SABS”

South African Bureau of Standards

“SAFCEC”

South African Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors

“SAICE”

South African Institution of Civil Engineers

“SENS”

Securities Exchange News Service, the regulatory information dissemination platform for the JSE

“SHEQ”

Safety, Health, Environment and Quality

“the year” or “the

The year ended 28 February 2015

year under review”
Financial definitions
“EBITDA”

Earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation

“FY”

Financial year, for Esor ending 28 February

“H1”

Period from 1 March to 31 August

“H2”

Period from 1 September to 28 February
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Definitions (continued)
“HEPS”

Headline earnings per share

“IFRS”

International Financial Reporting Standards

“PAT”

Profit after tax

“ROI”

Return on investment

“STC”

Secondary tax on companies

“WMT”

Withholding tax on dividends

Technical terms
“gap housing”

The gap housing market in South Africa comprises people who typically earn between R3 500
and R15 000 per month, which is too little to enable them to participate in the private property
market yet too much to qualify for state assistance.

“affordable

The affordable housing market in South Africa comprises households which typically earn

housing”

between R3 500 and R25 000 per month, qualifying them for bank, not state assistance

Contact details
Esor Limited

Sponsor

Registration number: 1994/000732/06

Vunani Corporate Finance

JSE code: ESR

Vunani House

ISIN: ZAE000133369

Vunani Office Park

Registered office
30 Activia Road
Activia Park

151 Katherine Street
Sandton
2196

Germiston

PO Box 652419, Benmore, 2010

1429

Telephone: 011 263 9500

PO Box 6478, Dunswart, 1508

Facsimile: 011 784 1989

Telephone: 011 776 8700

Attorneys

Facsimile: 011 011 822 1158

Thompson Wilks Inc.

Company secretary
iThemba Governance and Statutory Solutions (Pty) Limited
Monument Office Park
Suite 5 – 102

23 Impala Road
Chislehurston
Sandton
2196

79 Steenbok Avenue

PO Box 3242, Parklands, 2121

Monument Park

Telephone: 011 784 8984

PO Box 25160, Monument Park, 0105

Facsimile: 011 883 8660

Telephone: 086 111 1010

Commercial banker

Facsimile: 086 604 1315

ABSA Bank Limited

Transfer secretaries
Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Limited
(Registration number 2004/003647/07)
Ground Floor
70 Marshall Street

Podium Floor
Norton Rose Building
15 Alice Lane
Sandton
2196

Johannesburg

PO Box 7735, Johannesburg, 2000

2001

Telephone: 011 226 8184

PO Box 61051, Marshalltown, 2107

Enquiries relating to the annual report and

Telephone: 011 370 5000

investor relations

Facsimile: 011 688 5210

Envisage Investor & Corporate Relations

Auditors
FHC von Eckardstein
KPMG Inc.

4th Floor, South Wing, Hyde Park Corner
Jan Smuts Avenue
Hyde Park

KPMG Crescent

investorrelations@envisagesa.co.za

85 Empire Road

Telephone: 011 325 5944

Parktown

Facsimile: 011 325 5942

2193
Private Bag X9, Parkview, 2122
Telephone: 011 647 7111
Facsimile: 011 647 8000

www.esor.co.za

